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How can Mauritius develop its economy from the inside
via local demand and turn the realities of economic leakage
into opportunities for growth by following the lead
of inspiring entrepreneurs?
A study commissioned by the MCB
& conducted by UTOPIES – January 2019
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or over 180 years, MCB Group has been true to its guiding principle of assisting
in the advancement of individuals, corporations and the country at large by
supporting entrepreneurship and innovation on the island.

However, in the last 10 years global challenges such as the economic crisis and
global warming have sparked a deep questioning within the organization as to the
ZIV]QIERMRKSJHIZIPSTQIRXVII\EQMRMRKGSQQSRP]LIPHHI½RMXMSRWSJTVSWTIVMX]
ERHLETTMRIWWXSVIHI½RIXLIKVSYT´WVIWTSRWMFMPMXMIWEWEREGXMZIWXI[EVHSJXLI
MWPERH´WIGSRSQMGKVS[XL
A number of more agile and enthusiastic movements are emerging on the island
7PS[ *SSH 7PS[ 1SRI] 0SGEP ½VWX *EFPEFW©  [LMGL TVSQMWI RI[ QSHIPW SJ
innovation and prosperity.
The MCB Group seeks more than ever to serve the development of Mauritius, a
traditionally entrepreneurial island, by exploring new avenues to achieve greater
prosperity from the inside out.The question is not to aim for complete self-reliance
SVXSGYXXLIMWPERHSJJJVSQXLI[SVPHMRWIEVGLSJWIPJWYJ½GMIRG]RSVXSHIR]XLI
MQTSVXERGISJI\TSVXW KSSHWWIVZMGIW XSYVMWQSVMRXIVREXMSREPMRZIWXQIRXJSV
SYVMWPERH´WIGSRSQ]6EXLIVXLIUYIWXMSRMWXSVIMRJSVGIXLIWSPMHMX]SJXLIMWPERH´W
economy by anchoring it in a new kind of globalization, one of exchanges between
prosperous countries.
This study set out to better understand how prosperity is achieved on the island
and identify which mechanisms create wealth and how much of it is generated
from local economic circuits.
3YV½RHMRKWWLS[XLEXEXXVEGXMRKI\XIVREP[IEPXLMWERMQTSVXERXERHRIGIWWEV]
TMPPEVSJ1EYVMXMYW´IGSRSQ]LS[IZIVEXXVEGXMSRSJI\XIVREP[IEPXLEPSRIHSIWRSX
EGGSYRXJSVRSVWYWXEMRXLIMWPERH´WTVSWTIVMX]
-RHIIH RSX SRP] HSIW 1EYVMXMYW´ [IEPXL VIP] SR XLI MWPERH´W GETEGMX] XS EXXVEGX
MRXIVREXMSREP MRGSQI I\TSVXW MRGSQI JVSQ PEFSYV ERH GETMXEP  MX EPWS HITIRHW
SR XLI GSYRXV]´W EFMPMX] XS GMVGYPEXI [IEPXL PSGEPP] MRGSQI IRXIVMRK XLI MWPERH
generates more wealth locally, which generates new exchanges and income in a
virtuous cycle, until this ripple effect fades. This is what we call the local multiplier
effect.
1EYVMXMYW´ TVSWTIVMX] VIWYPXW JVSQ MXW EFMPMX] XS EXXVEGX MRXIVREXMSREP [IEPXL ERH
QE\MQM^I XLI MWPERH´W PSGEP QYPXMTPMIV IJJIGX *SV MRWXERGI MR  1EYVMXMYW
EXXVEGXIH&R97(MRMRXIVREXMSREPMRGSQI8LIPSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGXEPPS[IH
JSV E  JEGXSV EQTPM½GEXMSR SJ XLMW [IEPXL EGLMIZMRK E XSXEP SJ &R 97( MR
national income.
1EYVMXMYW´GEWIMWRSXYRMUYI-RHIIHMRXIVREXMSREPVIWIEVGLWLS[WXLEXREXMSREP
prosperity is hard to achieve without a successful combination of international
attractiveness and a strong local multiplier effect.
The goal for Mauritius is to gain sustainable entry to the club of high-income
countries, a goal which the island will not be able to reach anytime soon unless it
increases its local multiplier effect.
=IX[LMPI1EYVMXMYW´I\XIVREPMRGSQILEWVIKMWXIVIHWXVSRKKVS[XLSREZIVEKIJSV
XLIPEWX]IEVWXLIGSYRXV]´WPSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGXLEWXIRHIHXSHIGVIEWI  
MR]IEVW 
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HeRGIJSWXIVMRKXLIMWPERH´WHIZIPSTQIRXGEPPWJSVEX[STVSRKIHETTVSEGLJSGYWIH

SR1EYVMXMYW´GETEGMX]XSGSRXMRYIEXXVEGXMRKI\XIVREP[IEPXLERHMXWEFMPMX]XSGMVGYPEXI
XLMW[IEPXL[MXLMRXLIMWPERHEWWYWXEMREFP]EWTSWWMFPI-RTVEGXMGIXLMW[SYPHVIUYMVI

Fostering local response to local demand
by increasingly producing in Mauritius
[LEXMWRSPSRKIVSVMRWYJ½GMIRXP]
produced on the island;

Increasing income derived from local
knowledge and heritage savoir-faire,
by increasing the complexity
SJXLIMWPERH´WTVSHYGXMSR

%MQMRK XS MRGVIEWI 1EYVMXMYW´ PSGEP QYPXMTPMIV IJJIGX LEW RSXLMRK XS HS [MXL
advocating for protectionism and higher tariff barriers, which in a globalized and
VIGMTVSGEP IGSRSQ] [SYPH FI GSYRXIVTVSHYGXMZI 6EXLIV XLI MWPERH WLSYPH ½RH
ways to stimulate new forms of local entrepreneurship and foster the emergence
SJRI[PSGEPMRHYWXVMIW8LMWMWRIGIWWEV]MRSVHIVXSIRWYVI1EYVMXMYW´MRGPYWMSRMRE
globalized economy and guarantee sustainable growth for the island.
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EZIRYIWGERFII\TPSVIHXSJSWXIVXLIIQIVKIRGISJXLMWOMRHSJIRXVITVIRIYVWLMTSRXLIMWPERH

Making Mauritius a “maker island”
means increasing its ability to produce
what it consumes using local resources
LYQERQEXIVMEPXIGLRMGEPREXYVEP 

“Looping the loop” of local economic
and material circuits to make Mauritius
a “circular island” can be a powerful
generator of wealth and innovation.

;LEXMJXLIMWPERH´WIGSRSQMG
intelligence consisted in creating value
rather than products?
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However, these new avenues for economic development must be designed to
½KLXGPMQEXIGLERKI-XMWYVKIRXXSVIHYGIXLIGPMQEXIMQTEGXSJSYVPMJIWX]PIERH
GSRWYQTXMSRERHXLYWVIMRJSVGIXLIVIWMPMIRGISJXLIMWPERHSJ1EYVMXMYW(IZIPSTMRK
PSGEPQERYJEGXYVMRK[MXLSYXMRGVIEWMRKXLIMWPERH´WIGSPSKMGEPJSSXTVMRXQYWXWXIQ
from new, more sustainable production models which contribute to solving global
environmental challenges.
At MCB, we are inspired by these new models to rethink our role as an active
steward of economic development, imagine new services, generate new kinds
of collaborations, support local creativity and foster the emergence of local
manufacturing as a means of guaranteeing sustained prosperity to the island of
Mauritius.
For us, this report is also a contribution of the MCB Group to our island and its
inhabitants, as well as an invitation to dialogue, to build together the prosperous,
sustainable and resilient Mauritius of tomorrow.
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§ 03/%0 -7 &)%98-*90 TVSZMHIW ER I\GIPPIRX JSYRHEXMSR JSV JSGYWMRK SR XLI MQTSVXERGI SJ
incentivising local production of complex goods in order to encourage local solutions to local needs.
The report meaningfully considers the inter-linkages of international revenues, local revenues, the goals
of a high income economy and a sustainable development model, the value addition requirements for
XLIGSYRXV]ERHXLIGEVFSRJSSXTVMRX © -XEPWSTVSTSWIWERIGSRSQMGHIZIPSTQIRXQSHIP[LMGL
is resilient, sustainable and inclusive as well as the overall objectives of individual and collective wellbeing. This would surely form part of the ambition of a modern and forward-looking Mauritius.
For the MCB, this could provide a new perspective on facilities to be provided to this emerging
IGSRSQ]8LMWQE]MRGPYHI¾I\MFPITVSHYGXWXSQIIXXLIRIIHWSJXLIMRWYPEVIRXVITVIRIYVEW[IPPEW
blockchain and Fintech solutions to service an emerging market with agile customers and producers.
The bank may also consider means of accompanying local industries in their transformation towards
QSVIGSQTPI\TVSHYGXWXLVSYKLFPIRHIHJEGMPMXMIWVMWOWLEVMRKQIGLERMWQWERH½RERGMEPEHZMGI¨
Kevin Ramkaloan, PDG, Business Mauritius

« Mauritius, a small island nation off the east coast of Africa, is neither particularly rich nor on its way
XSFYHKIXEV]VYMR²[VSXIXLI2SFIPTVM^I[MRRMRKIGSRSQMWX.SWITL7XMKPMX^MRMRERSTIHJSV
the British newspaper, The Guardian. “Nonetheless, it has spent the last decades successfully building
a diverse economy, a democratic political system and a strong social safety net. Many countries, not
PIEWXXLI9RMXIH7XEXIWGSYPHPIEVRJVSQMXWI\TIVMIRGI²%QSRKXLIJEGXWXLEXMQTVIWWIH7XMKPMX^[IVI
XLEX SJVIWMHIRXWS[RIHXLIMVLSQIW LEHEGGIWWXSJVIIIHYGEXMSRERHLIEPXLGEVIERHXLI
GSYRXV]TEMHJSVEPPXLMWRSXF]I\TPSMXMRKSRIREXYVEPVIWSYVGIPMOISMPFYXF]KVS[MRKEHMZIVWM½IH
IGSRSQ]KVS[MRKEX TIV]IEVJSVXLVIIHIGEHIW
Mauritius is admirably not content to rest on what the island has accomplished over the past thirty
years and now seeks to raise the income and standard of living of its citizens further. It wants to enter
XLIGPYFSJLMKLMRGSQIGSYRXVMIW[MXLE[SVPHGPEWWQSHIPSJWYWXEMREFMPMX]%RHTIVLETWXLIMWPERH´W
planners are aware that if they, an island economy with limited natural resources can achieve such a
success, every country in the world could follow this model.
8LIGSQQMWWMSRMRKSJ03/%0-7&)%98-*90F]XLI1'&+VSYTVITVIWIRXWELYKIPIETJSV[EVHMR
EGLMIZMRKXLMWSFNIGXMZI8LIWGLSPEVWEX9XSTMIWE4EVMWFEWIHXLMROXEROLEZITVSHYGIHEKVSYRH
breaking analysis about the challenges and opportunities facing the Mauritius economy. They make
EGSQTIPPMRKGEWIJSVVIXLMROMRKXLIGSYRXV]´WJYXYVI[MXLXLVIIKSEPWE1EOIV-WPERHXLEXMRGVIEWIW
local production; a Circular Island that increases local purchasing; and a Smart Island that fosters more
PSGEPMRRSZEXMSR¨
Michael H. Shuman)conomist, lawyer, author and entrepreneur. Expert in community economics

§4PEGIERHGYPXYVIEVIXLI2I[)GSRSQMGW;LEXMWRIIHIHMWEGSQTIPPMRK4PEGIZMWMSRFVERH
ERHWXSV]JSVEWXGIRXYV]1EYVMXMYW%RMWPERHXLEXGSYPHFIERI[QSHIPSJVIWMPMIRGI
harmony, happiness, wellbeing and regenerative growth for the world. All the ingredients
EVIXLIVI%RHXLI03/%0-7&)%98-*90VITSVXGLEPPIRKIWFYWMRIWWEWYWYEPXSIQFVEGIE
larger community engagement and participation model - so that an empowered community
GERFIYRPIEWLIH[MXLMXWGVIEXMZIGETEGMX]JSVTSWMXMZIGLERKI¨
Gilbert Rochecouste, Activist & Entrepreneur

To see all the comments collected on the report and to build the suite with us
visit Lokalisbeautiful.com
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PART I:
9RHIVWXERHMRKERHVIHI½RMRK
prosperity in Mauritius
1.1 The balance of prosperity
;LMPI [IEPXL GVIEXMSR GER RS PSRKIV FI XLI WSPI QIEWYVMRK WXMGO SJ E GSYRXV]´W
prosperity, its standard of living and income remain cornerstones of prosperity
nonetheless. Focusing on wealth creation on one hand and individual well-being
and happiness on the other no longer makes sense. The challenge for Mauritius is
XSHI½RIEFVSEHIVZMWMSRSJWYGGIWW FI]SRH½KYVIW [LMPIEMQMRKXSWYWXEMREFP]
become a high-income country.
8SXLMWIRHMXMWSJTVMQIMQTSVXERGIXSYRHIVWXERHLS[1EYVMXMYW´REXMSREPMRGSQI
is generated so as to harness its potential to achieve a broader kind of prosperity.

1.1.1 International wealth attraction, an indispensable pillar
of the Mauritian miracle
;LIR MX GSQIW XS TVSQSXMRK E GSYRXV]´W HIZIPSTQIRX ERH TVSWTIVMX] MRGVIEWMRK
MRGSQMRK[IEPXL I\TSVXWXSYVMWQGETMXEPWRI[VIWMHIRXW© XIRHWXSFIXLIQEMR
JSGYW(IZIPSTQIRXEKIRGMIWMRTEVXMGYPEVLEZIXVEHMXMSREPP]JSGYWIHXLIMVIJJSVXWSR
attracting such external income.
8LMWMRXIVREXMSREPMRGSQIMWHI½RIHEWXLIWYQXSXEPSJEPPMRGSQIKIRIVEXIHF]XLI
MWPERH´WEXXVEGXMZIRIWWSVMRXIVREXMSREPGSQTIXMXMZIRIWWMRGPYHMRKI\TSVXWSJKSSHW
and services, tourism-related expenditure, international aid and public transfers
received from governments, income and other transfers received by households,
MRGSQI HIVMZIH JVSQ HMVIGX MRZIWXQIRXW JSVIMKR ½RERGMEP TSVXJSPMSW ERH PSERW
TVMRGMTEPP]HMZMHIRHWERHMRXIVIWXWI\GPYHMRKSJJWLSVIEGXMZMX] 
8EOI  XLI QSWX VIGIRX ]IEV JSV [LMGL LSQSKIRISYW ERH GSQTEVEFPI HEXE
collection was conducted allowing for econometric assessments1 1EYVMXMYW´REXMSREP
income, i.e. the overall income of agents residing on the island of Mauritius (income
JVSQPEFSYVGETMXEPERHSXLIV½RERGMEPXVERWJIVW WXSSHEXETTVS\MQEXIP]&R97(
1

See methodological note
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8LEX]IEVMRXIVREXMSREP[IEPXLEXXVEGXIHF]1EYVMXMYWVIEGLIH&R97(MRGPYHMRK
HMJJIVIRXX]TIWSJI\XIVREP[IEPXL
 )\TSVXWSJKSSHW RSXMRGPYHMRKVII\TSVXWSRP]XEOMRKMRXSEGGSYRXKSSHW
TVSHYGIHSRXLIMWPERHI\GITXJSVKSSHWFSYKLXF]XSYVMWXW &R97(SJ
I\TSVXIHKSSHW IUYMZEPIRXXS197(MRMRGSQI
• Tourist spending TYVGLEWIWSJWIVZMGIWERHKSSHW &R97(SJWTIRHMRK
IUYMZEPIRXXS&R97(MRMRGSQI
 )\TSVXW SJ WIVZMGIW I\GITX XSYVMWQ  MR TEVXMGYPEV SXLIV WIVZMGIW WSPH XS
GSQTERMIW ERH ½RERGMEP WIVZMGIW WSPH XS RSRVIWMHIRXW &R 97( SJ WEPIW
IUYMZEPIRXXS197(MRMRGSQI
 -RGSQI PEFSYV GETMXEP  MRXIVREXMSREP EMH ERH SXLIV XVERWJIVW VIGIMZIH
JVSQEFVSEHF]VIWMHIRXWI\GPYHMRKSJJWLSVIMRGSQIW197(XVERWJIVVIH
IUYMZEPIRXXS197(MRMRGSQI 
Though highly necessary, is this attraction of external wealth enough to guarantee
high income for Mauritians? No: As in a bucket with a hole in it, this external
income will only remain on the island if Mauritius is able to retain this wealth
by avoiding economic leakage.



-RGPYHMRKFYWMRIWWERHSXLIVOMRHWSJXSYVMWQ IKLIEPXL
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%XXVEGXMRKMRXIVREXMSREPMRGSQIERIGIWWEV]FYXMRWYJ½GMIRXTMPPEVSJTVSWTIVMX]
”The leaky bucket”

1.1.2 Mauritius’ income depends on the island’s capacity
to attract wealth and circulate it locally
1SVIXLERNYWXEXXVEGXMRKERHVIXEMRMRK[IEPXLSRXLIMWPERH1EYVMXMYWQYWX½RH[E]WXS
QYPXMTP] MX%XXVEGXMRK ETTVS\MQEXIP] &R 97( SJ MRXIVREXMSREP [IEPXL MR  LS[ HMH
1EYVMXMYW QEREKI XS KIRIVEXI ETTVS\MQEXIP] &R 97( MR MRGSQI XLEX ]IEV# -R SXLIV
[SVHW HSIW XLI WEQI ¾S[ SJ MRXIVREXMSREP MRGSQI XS X[S HMJJIVIRX GSYRXVMIW VIWYPX MR
similar levels of national income?
)\TIVMIRGIWLS[WXLEXQER]SXLIVJEGXSVWGSQIMRXSTPE]ERHXLEXX[SGSYRXVMIWEXXVEGXMRK
WMQMPEV¾S[WSJMRXIVREXMSREP[IEPXL[MPPRSXKIRIVEXIXLIWEQIPIZIPWSJMRGSQI-RHIIH
a country that is able to sustainably circulate wealth within its economy will be more
prosperous than a country with less dynamic local economic circuits.. What makes the
difference is the local multiplier effect.
8LIPSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGXVI¾IGXWEGSYRXV]´WGETEGMX]XSHYVEFP]GMVGYPEXI[IEPXLMRNIGXIH
from abroad within its economy. As with a game of pinball, scoring highly requires that a
player maintain the ball in the game as long as possible and circulate it with the help of
MQTYPWIQIGLERMWQWXLEXQEMRXEMRERHHMVIGXMX[MXLMRXLIKEQI E[E]JVSQXLIJEXEPI\MX 
WSEWXSMRGVIEWIXLIWGSVIERH[MRI\XVEFEPPW SVGVIHMXW [LMGLMRXYVREPPS[XSI\XIRH
XLIKEQIERHMRGVIEWIXLI½REPWGSVI8LIPSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGX[SVOWMRXLII\EGXWEQI
[E]I\XIVREPMRGSQIIRXIVWPSGEPIGSRSQMGGMVGYMXWGMVGYPEXIW[MXLMRXLIQ MRTEVXMGYPEVMJ
XLIIGSRSQ]MWHMZIVWIERHJIEXYVIWMQTYPWIQIGLERMWQWWYGLEWFEROMRKGVIHMX KIRIVEXIW
local income and hence further cycles of potential spending via household or public-sector
expenditure and investments (extra-balls).
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The « pinball » effect

8LIPSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGXSV§TMRFEPPIJJIGX¨[MPPFILMKLIVMJI\XIVREPMRGSQIW
HSR´XI\MXXLIGSYRXV]XSSJEWXJSVMRWXERGIMRXLIJSVQSJMQTSVXWSVWEPEVMIW WII
XLIFYGOIXMQEKIEFSZI 

Hence Mauritius’ national income boils down to the following equation:

N ATIONAL INCOME =
I NTERNATIONAL INCOME

X

M ULTIPLIER

-R  1EYVMXMYW´ IGSRSQ] EXXVEGXIH &R 97( SJ MRXIVREXMSREP MRGSQI ERH
KIRIVEXIHERSZIVEPPREXMSREPMRGSQISJ&R97(JIEXYVMRKEQYPXMTPMIV*SV
IEGL97(SJMRGSQIEXXVEGXIHJVSQEFVSEHERHWIGYVIHF]VIWMHIRXW1EYVMXMYWMW
EFPIXSTVSHYGIEREHHMXMSREP97(SJMRGSQI[MXLMRXLIMWPERH´WIGSRSQ]

Breakdown of the multiplier effect’s impacts
on the island of Mauritius
2EXMSREPMRGSQI &R97( !
-RXIVREXMSREPMRGSQI &R97( \1YPXMTPMIV  
3VTIVGETMXE!\
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Source: Estimates by Utopies based on the agency’s 2015 input-output model

NB: This study takes into account offshore activities licensed under the Global
&YWMRIWW0MGIRGI +&0 WMRGIXLI]HIPMZIVWIVZMGIWMR1EYVMXMYWEW§VIWMHIRX¨
WIVZMGITVSZMHIVWYRPMOISJJWLSVI½RERGMEP¾S[W[LMGLEVIRSXMRGPYHIHMRXLMW
WXYH]EWXLI]HSR´XEGXYEPP]IRXIVRSVJIIH1EYVMXMYW´IGSRSQ]7MQMPEVP]VI
MQTSVXWERHVII\TSVXWXLEXHSR´XIRXIV1EYVMXMYW´TVSHYGXMZIGMVGYMXWEVISRP]
EGGSYRXIHJSVEWGSQQIVGMEPQEVKMRWERHEVIRSXGSYRXIHEW¾S[WIRXIVMRK
SVI\MXMRKXLIMWPERH´WIGSRSQ]
SVI\MXMRKXLIMWPERH
WIGSRSQ]
1EYVMXMYW´I\EQTPIMPPYWXVEXIWXLEXIGSRSQMGKVS[XLVIPMIWSRTMPPEVW
attraction of international income and its circulation within the local economy.
Hence the challenge lies in articulating these two wealth creation
processes strategically, rather than only seeking to increase international
income or to enhance local exchanges.
' MH M XL
'SRWMHIVMRK
XLEX
X 1EYVMXMYW
1 MXM [MPP
MPP H
HI½RMXIP]
½ MX P RSX
X EGLMIZI
LM
LM
LMKL
L MMRGSQI MJMJ MX
MX HSIW
H
RSX
X
successfully position itself within globalization, guaranteeing the island’s position
among high-income countries calls for a high multiplier effect WIIJVEQIFIPS[ 
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The local multiplier effect accounts for a third of prosperity
gaps between developed countries
;ILEZIEREP]^IHYTTIVQMHHPIXSLMKLMRGSQIGSYRXVMIWEWHI½RIHF]XLI;SVPH
Bank seeking to understand the contributions of each country’s external income and
net local multiplier to its national per-capita income. Certain statistically extreme cases
GSYRXVMIW[LMGLHIVMZIELMKLTIVGIRXEKISJXLIMVI\XIVREPMRGSQIJVSQXLI½RERGMEP
sector, oil-producing countries…) were not included in this study.
The resulting explanatory model3 (which allows to predict national income with an
average forecasting error margin of under 5%) leads to the conclusion that a country’s
prosperity depends on its capacity to effectively combine external wealth attraction
with a high local multiplier effect.
This analysis establishes the relative weight of these two variables in the prosperity
equation: on average, external income accounts for 2/3 of a country’s prosperity, while
the multiplier effect accounts for 1/3 of income variability between different countries.
$WWUDFWLQJH[WHUQDOLQFRPHLVQHFHVVDU\EXWQRWVXI¼FLHQWWRPDNHDFRXQWU\
more prosperous, the vitality of a country’s economic circuit constitutes
another indispensable condition for achieving high income.

3

4IVGETMXEMRGSQI!97()\XIVREPTIVGETMXEMRGSQI2IXQYPXMTPMIV 6! 
(EXEGSPPIGXIHTVSGIWWIHF]9XSTMIWFEWIHSR;SVPH&EROERH-1*WXEXMWXMGWEW[IPPEWXLI)36%HEXEFEWI
=IEVMRGYVVIRX97(
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1.1.3 Mauritius’ economy and the scissors effect
1EYVMXMYW´MRXIVREXMSREPMRGSQILEWVMWIR SZIVXLIPEWX]IEVWIZIRXLSYKLXLMW
growth has been unstable, as shown in the graph below.
%XXLIWEQIXMQIXLIMWPERH´WPSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGXVIKMWXIVIHE HVSTJVSQ
MRHS[RXSMR
8LI HIGSVVIPEXMSR FIX[IIR 1EYVMXMYW´ EXXVEGXMSR SJ MRXIVREXMSREP MRGSQI ERH XLI
MWPERH´WPSGEPQYPXMTPMIVXLIWSGEPPIHWGMWWSVWIJJIGXLEWMRGVIEWIHGSRXMRYEPP]FIX[IIR
ERHGVIEXMRKEWXVMOMRKERHVEXLIV[SVV]MRKHMWGVITERG]FIX[IIRXLIMWPERH´W
 KVS[XLMRMRXIVREXMSREPMRGSQIERH HVSTSJXLIPSGEPQYPXMTPMIV

EV
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Estimates bby U
Utopies bbasedd on the
h agency’s
’ 2015 input-output model
d l
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+VETL8LIWGMWWSVWIJJIGX)ZSPYXMSRSJMRXIVREXMSREP¾S[WERHXLIPSGEPQYPXMTPMIV
Source: Stats MU and estimates by Utopies

 ;L]MW1EYVMXMYW´PSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGXHVSTTMRK#
8LIQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGXSJEGSYRXV]HITIRHWMRTEVXMGYPEVSR
• Economic leakageMRTEVXMGYPEVHYIXSMQTSVXW[LMGLGSRWXMXYXIPSWXMRGSQI
JSVXLIGSYRXV]´WPSGEPIGSRSQMGGMVGYMXEXIZIV]WXITSJXLIWTIRHMRKG]GPI
 ,QWHUQDWLRQDO LQFRPH LQ SDUWLFXODU H[SRUWV  WKDW HIIHFWLYHO\ EHQH¼W
the country: particularly exports which feature strong added value, i.e.
WSTLMWXMGEXIH TVSHYGXW [LMGL WXMQYPEXI XLI [LSPI GSYRXV]´W IGSRSQ] F]
generating an entire export-oriented local industry.

1.2.1 Imports of goods and services account for 59%
of Mauritius’ GDP
Leakages of wealth previously injected into the local economy are the main reason
FILMRHXLIHIGVIEWIMR1EYVMXMYW´PSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGXImports are by far the 1st
source of leakage for Mauritius, ahead of capital or income leakages.
The higher the import ratio, the weaker the ripple effect of international income on
local spending, the weaker the circulation of income on the island.
-X MW XS FI RSXIH XLEX 1EYVMXMYW´ FEPERGI SJ TE]QIRXW MW MR XLI KVIIR [LMPI XLI
GSYRXV]´WXVEHIFEPERGIMWMRXLIVIH EPQSWX&R97(MR LIRGIthe issue lies
ZLWKLQ0DXULWLXV³UHDOHFRQRP\QRWWKHLVODQG³V¼QDQFLDOHFRQRP\
For which kinds of spending is Mauritius most dependent on foreign imports?
Three main purchasing categories feature a particularly strong dependence on
foreign suppliers:4IXVSPIYQ'LIQMGEPW'SRWXVYGXMSRQEXIVMEPW)PIGXVMGEPERH
machinery and Transport equipment.
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% OF DEMAND IMPORTED (2015)
Demand of Households, businesses, public administrat
a ions and non profit institutions

Aggriculture

27%

Fishingg

75%

Food & Beverages

31%

Textiles and Wearing Apparel

59%

Wood and Paper

58%

Petroleum, Chemical and Non-Metallic Minera
r l Products

86%

Metal Products

73%

Electrical and Machinery

88%

Transpport Eqquippment

85%

Other Manufa
f cturing

53%

Electricity
t , Gas and Water

1%

Construction

7%

Maintenance and Repair

19%

Wholesale Trade

2%

Retail Trade

2%

Hotels and restaurants

10%

Transport

39%

Post and Telecommunications

24%

Financial Intermediation and Business Activities

17%

Public Administration

1%

Education, Health and Other Services

5%

4VSTSVXMSRSJ1EYVMXMERHIQERHGSZIVIHF]MQTSVXW7SYVGI)WXMQEXIWF]9XSTMIW
;MXLVIKEVHXSXLIWIWIGXSVW1EYVMXMERTVSHYGXMSRGSZIVWPIWWXLER SJXLI
MWPERH´WHIQERH
*MWLMRKMWXLQSWXMQTSVXERXWIGXSVSJMQTSVXWMR1EYVMXMYW8LIMWPERH´W½WLMRHYWXV]
JIEXYVIWERSXI[SVXL]QSHISJSTIVEXMRK-RHIIHXLSYKL½WLMRKI\TSVXWWXSSHEX
197(MR SJXLIWI[IVIVII\TSVXW;LMPIXLIMWPERH´WS[RERRYEP
TVSHYGXMSRSJ½WLWXSSHNYWXYRHIV197(I\TSVXWSJ½WLTVSHYGXW½WLIHF]
1EYVMXMERFSEXWVIEGLIH197(-R1EYVMXMYWGSZIVIHNYWXEFSYX SJMXW
own demand in this sector.
8SFIXXIVYRHIVWXERHXLIH]REQMGWSJ1EYVMXMYW´MQTSVXWMXMWRIGIWWEV]XSMHIRXMJ]
XLIMWPERH´WQEMR±FY]MRK²WIGXSVWJSVIEGL±WYTTPMIV²WIGXSV8LMWMW[LEXMWGEPPIH
exchange knot analysis, which establishes the volume and sector of imports for
each kind of economic player – private sector companies, households or public
administration.
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MAURITIAN IMPORTERS

FOREIGN EXPORTERS TO MAURITIUS

IMPORTS VA
V LUE (Pro
r ducer prices) Millions $

Food & Beverages

Food & Beverages

Food & Beverages

A riculture
Ag

112
82

Textiles and Wearing Apparel

Textiles and Wearing Apparel

325

Petroleum, Chemical and Non-Metallic
Mineral Products

Petroleum, Chemical and Non-Metallic Mineral Products

90

Electricity, Gas and Water

Petrolleum, C hemiicall and
d Non-M
Metalllliic Minerall Prod
ducts

1511
15

Construction

Petroleum, Chemical and Non-Metallic Mineral Products

195

Construction

Metal Products

131

Transport
r

Petroleum, Chemical and Non-Metallic Mineral Products

248

Transport
r

Financial Intermediation and Business Activities

81

Financial Intermediation and Business Activities

Financial Intermediation and Business Activities

250

Household fifnal consumption

Food & Beverages

286

Household fifnal consumption

Petroleum, Chemical and Non-Metallic Mineral Products

155

Household fifnal consumption

Electrical and Machinery
r

86

Household fifnal consumption

Transport
r Equipment

89

Gross fifxed capital fo
f rmation*

Electrical and Machinery
r

320

Gross fifxed capital fo
f rmation*

Transport
r Equipment

96

*Household + Government + Non Profift Institutions + Businesses

1EMRMRXIVREXMSREPI\GLERKIORSXW7SYVGI)WXMQEXIWF]9XSTMIWSRXLIFEWMWSJXLI
agency’s 2015 Input-Output model
8LMWEREP]WMWMHIRXM½IWXLIJSPPS[MRKJIEXYVIWSJ1EYVMXMYW´IGSRSQ]EWXLIQEMR
WSYVGIWSJXLIMWPERH´WWXVSRKHITIRHIRGIYTSRJSVIMKRMQTSVXW
- The high dependence of Mauritian households on two categories of imported
TVSHYGXWMRTEVXMGYPEV4IXVSPIYQGLIQMGEPERHRSRQIXEPPMGQMRIVEPTVSHYGXW
  SJ ERRYEP 1EYVMXMER LSYWILSPH GSRWYQTXMSR MW HIHMGEXIH XS XLMW OMRH SJ
MQTSVXIHKSSH ERH*SSHERH&IZIVEKIW 
- International intra-sector exchanges8LI8I\XMPI*MRERGMEPMRXIVQIHMEXMSR
ERH &YWMRIWW%GXMZMXMIW ERH *SSH ERH &IZIVEKIW WIGXSVW WSYVGI E WMKRM½GERX
amount of purchases abroad within their own sector.
 8LIMQTSVXERGISJ4IXVSPIYQ'LIQMGEPERH2SR1IXEPPMG1MRIVEPMQTSVXWJSV
the daily activities of 3 key industries on the island (Transport, Construction
ERH)PIGXVMGMX]KEW[EXIV 
- The heavy dependence of Mauritian households, companies and public sector
on machines and transport equipment.
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Mauritius tends to import more than other islands
-QTSVXWQEOIYT SJ1EYVMXMYW´+(4EFSZIXLIEZIVEKIMQTSVXVEXMSSJ±7QEPP
-WPERH(IZIPSTQIRX7XEXIW 7-(7 ²  XLSYKLXLIEZIVEKIVEXMSJSV4EGM½GMWPERHW
WXERHWEX 1EYVMXMYW´MQTSVXVEXMSMWEPWSLMKLIVXLERFSXLXLIEZIVEKIMQTSVX
VEXMSJSVLMKLMRGSQIGSYRXVMIW  ERHXLI[SVPHEZIVEKI  
1EYVMXMYW FSEWXW QSVI MRHYWXV] XLER QSWX 7-(7 GSYRXVMIW LIRGI MX LEW HMJJIVIRX
import needs than other insular economies which are mostly built on tourism and
½RERGIStill, to establish a new kind of prosperity and make Mauritius more
UHVLOLHQWWKDQRWKHU6,'6FRXQWULHV0DXULWLXVZLOOKDYHWR¼QGQHZDQGEHWWHU
ways of anchoring the island’s industrial production within its local economic
fabric.
Import
r s of goods and serv
r ices (%
( of GDP) 2015
W rld Bank national account and OECD National Accounts data files.
Wo
Singapore
Malte
Seychelles
Nauru
Îles Marshall
Micronésie, États fédérés de
Palaos
Maldives
Mariannes
Chypre
Cabo Verde
Saint-Kitts-et-Nevis
Mauritius
Dominique

152
132
104
102
91
77
71
69
68
64
59
59
59
59

Fiji
Saint Vincent and Grenadinesa
Guam
Salomon Islands
Haiti
Antigua and Barbuda
Comores
Jamaica
Islande
Barbade
Port
r o Rico
Virgin Islands
Vanuatu
Bahamas

56
54
54
53
51
49
47
46
46
44
42
41
40
39

New Caledonia
Madagascar
Papua New Guinea
Dominican Republic
Bermudes
Sri Lanka
k
French Polynesia
New Zealand
Trinidad and Tobago

37
36
32
29
29
29
28
27
26

Import
r s of goods and serv
r ices (%
( of GDP) 2015
W rld Bank national account and OECD National Accounts data files.
Wo
Mauritius

59

Source: calculations made on the basis of the Input-Output 2015 model reconstructed
by Utopies
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1EYVMXMYW´I\TSVXWHSRSXWYJ½GMIRXP]FIRI½XXLIMWPERH´W
economy
8LIHIGPMRISJ1EYVMXMYW´PSGEPQYPXMTPMIVGERRSXFIEXXVMFYXIHIRXMVIP]XSPIEOEKIW
EWWSGMEXIH[MXLXLIMWPERH´WMQTSVXW
8LI PMQMXIH GETEGMX] SJ GIVXEMR SJ 1EYVMXMYW´ I\TSVXW XS WXMQYPEXI XLI VIWX SJ XLI
GSYRXV]´W IGSRSQ] VEMWIW XLI JSPPS[MRK UYIWXMSR XS [LEX I\XIRX EVI XLI MWPERH´W
I\TSVXWEGXYEPP]§1EHIMR1EYVMXMYW¨#
By international convention, at least 50% of a product’s added value must be
acquired in a given country4XSVIGIMZIXLI§1EHIMR¨PEFIP;LEXMWXLIGEWI
JSVTVSHYGXWI\TSVXIHF]1EYVMXMYW#3YXSJSJXLIMWPERH´WI\TSVXMRKTVSHYGXMZI
WIGXSVW EKVMGYPXYVEP SV QERYJEGXYVMRK   GER FI PEFIPPIH § 1EHI MR 1EYVMXMYW ¨
[LMPISRP]HSRSXEGLMIZIXLIRIGIWWEV] XLVIWLSPH3RISJXLIWILS[IZIVMW
XLIXI\XMPIWIGXSV[LMGLGSRWXMXYXIWXLIMWPERH´WQEMRWSYVGISJI\TSVXW  
SJ(SQIWXMG:EPYI%HHIH¯1EYVMXMYW
LESS THAN 50%

50 TO 70%

MORE THAN 70%

Textile articles other than apparel

Medical appliances, and optical instruments, watches and clocks

Sugar Cane

Forestry and logging products

Special purpose machinery

Products of agriculture, horticulture and market gardening

Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel

Transport equipment

Sugar

Crude petroleum and natural gas

Meat, fish, fruit, vegetables, oils and fats

Fish and other fishing products

Metal ores

Electrical machinery and apparatus

Stone, sand and clay

Yarn and thread; woven and tufted textile fabrics Furniture; other transportable goods n,e,c,

Glass and glass products and other non-metallic products

Wastes or scraps

Rubber and plastics products

Live animals and animal products

Tobacco products

Pulp, paper and paper products; printed matter

Grain mill products, starches and starch products
Beverages
Dairy products
General purpose machinery
Other chemical products; man-made fibres
Basic chemicals
Fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment
Radio, television and communication equipment and apparatus
Leather and leather products; footwear
Other minerals
Products of wood, cork, straw and plaiting materials
Basic metals
Coke oven products; refined petroleum products; nuclear fuel
Coal and lignite; peat
Office, accounting and computing machinery

S O U R C E : FM I , 2 0 1 7

Source : Estimates by Utopies based on data from UNCTAD-Eora Global Value Chain
4

(SQIWXMG%HHIH:EPYIXSTVSHYGIEKSSHMXMWSJXIRRIGIWWEV]XSEGXMZEXIEKPSFEPZEPYIGLEMR[MXLHMJJIVIRX
EHHIHZEPYIGVIEXIHEXHMJJIVIRXWXITWSJTVSHYGXMSRPSGEXIHMRHMJJIVIRXGSYRXVMIW(SQIWXMG%HHIH:EPYI
gauges the proportion of added value acquired in the exporting country..
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-REPSRIMauritius secured a mere 60% of the overall added value derived
from its exported goods. It must be noted that very few industries exceed a rate
SJ XLSYKL1EYVMXMYW´7YKEVMRHYWXV]WGSVIWERI\GIPPIRX FIMRKTEVXMGYPEVP]
well anchored locally.
%RYQFIVSJI\TSVXW WYGLEWXI\XMPIWSV½WLMRK GPIEVP]KIRIVEXI[IEPXLJSV1EYVMXMYW
LS[IZIVXLIMVPEGOSJGSQTPI\MX]PMQMXWXLIMV
 (MVIGXMQTEGXW YRMXEV]ZEPYISJI\TSVXIHTVSHYGXW 
 -RHMVIGXMQTEGXWXLIWII\TSVXIHTVSHYGXWHSR´XEGXMZEXIEHIRWIERHHMZIVWI
GLEMRSJPSGEPWYTTPMIVWERHSJXIRHSR´XGVIEXIXLITVSHYGX´WQEMREHHIHZEPYIMR
the country.
%WXYH]GSRHYGXIHF]XLI,EVZEVH'IRXIVJSV-RXIVREXMSREP(IZIPSTQIRXWMRGI
EWWIWWIW E GSYRXV]´W PIZIP SJ IGSRSQMG GSQTPI\MX] )GSRSQMG 'SQTPI\MX] -RHI\
)'- FEWIHSRXLIPIZIPSJGSQTPI\MX]SJI\TSVXIHTVSHYGXW 4VSHYGX'SQTPI\MX]
-RHI\4'- 

What is the complexity index?
Prosperous countries possess «productive knowledge». The Economic
Complexity Index (ECI) measures the range of products a country is capable
of producing thanks to productive knowledge accumulated by the country’s
people and their interactions in increasingly complex networks. The idea
behind this index is that a country’s productive knowledge is revealed by a
country’s exports. Hence, a country’s economic complexity index is measured
on the basis of the following two criteria: diversity of exports (a country
featuring a diverse wealth of knowledge is able to produce a wider range of
products and therefore increase the diversity of its exports) and ubiquity of
exported products (complex goods are less common, reducing their ubiquity
as they are only produced in a small number of complex economies).
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6IWIEVGLF],EVZEVH´W'-(HIQSRWXVEXIWXLEXa country’s economic complexity
VLJQL¼FDQWO\DIIHFWVLWVSURVSHULW\ *'3 DQGWKHUHGXFWLRQRIVRFLRHFRQRPLF
inequalities (GINI index)5.
Rank
1
2

Country
r

EC
CI

Japan

2,26

Switzerland

2,17

3

South Ko
K re
r a

2,03

4

Germany

2,01

5

Singapore
r

1,89

72

Maurittiu
iuss

-0,3

124

Guinea

-1,66

125

Nigeria

-1,7

126
127

Gabon
Papua New Guinea

-1,7
-1,73

'SQTPI\MX]-RHI\TIV'SYRXV]7SYVGI,EVZEVH'IRXIVJSV-RXIVREXMSREP(IZIPSTQIRX
-R1EYVMXMYWVEROIHRHSYXSJGSYRXVMIWSRXLI)GSRSQMG'SQTPI\MX]
-RHI\ )'-  HYI XS XLI PS[ 4VSHYGX 'SQTPI\MX] -RHI\ 4'-  SJ XLI MWPERH´W JSSH
VXJDUDQG¼VKSURGXFWV DQGWH[WLOHH[SRUWV7XERHMRKEXEPS[MR )'-!
 1EYVMXMYW´PIZIPSJIGSRSQMGGSQTPI\MX]VSWIGSRXMRYSYWP]YRXMP[LIRMX
FIKERHIGPMRMRKEKEMRXSVIEGLERSXLIVPS[MR  MRGVIEWMRKIZIVWMRGIXS
VIEGLMXWGYVVIRXVEXI  XLEROWXSXLIVIGIRXIGSRSQMGHMZIVWM½GEXMSRSJXLI
MWPERH´WMRHYWXVMIWERHI\TSVXW

Other men's or boys shirt
r s of cotton
White Sugar
Men/boy trouser bree
r ch&short
r of cotton not knitted/crochet
e ed
T-shirt
r s, singlet
e s and other vests, off cotton, knitted or crochet
e ed
Non-industrial diamond worked, but not mounted or set
e
T-shirt
r ,singlet
e & other vest of other text
x ile excl cotton,knittted/croche
Tunas, skipjack and at
a lantic bonito, whole or in pieces but not minced in veget
e able oils
Other Cane Sugar
Women/girl trouser,bib,short
r of cotton,not knit/crochet
e ed
Jerseys, pullovers, cardigan,waist-coat
a et
e c of cotton,knitted/crochet
e ed
Chains and similar art
r icles>200 cm of other pre
r cious met
e al
Men's or boys' shirt
r s of cotton, knitted or crochet
e ed
Otherr ,whet
e her or not as part
r s of ensembles
Printed books, brochure
r s, leaflfet
e s et
e c excl 490110-991
Live Primat
a es

NET EXPORTS
(MILLIONS $)

PCI

164
152
117
117
115
79
74
70
38
29
24
21
21
20
19

-2,317
-1,318
-2,172
-1,827
-2,508
-2,321
-0,784
-2,349
-2,461
-2,382
0,655
-2,172
-1,428
0,128
-1,638

Product Complexity Index (PCI) of Mauritius’ main exports

0MROMRK)GSRSQMG'SQTPI\MX]-RWXMXYXMSRWERH-RGSQI-RIUYEPMX]F](,EVXQERR16+YIZEVE'.EVE
Figueroa, M. Aristarán, C.A. Hidalgo.
%.+ 7MQSIW '% ,MHEPKS8LI )GSRSQMG 'SQTPI\MX] 3FWIVZEXSV]%R%REP]XMGEP8SSP JSV 9RHIVWXERHMRK
XLI (]REQMGW SJ )GSRSQMG (IZIPSTQIRX;SVOWLSTW EX XLI8[IRX]*MJXL%%%- 'SRJIVIRGI SR%VXM½GMEP
-RXIPPMKIRGI  
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1.3 What are the immediate consequences of a declining
local multiplier effect?
8LI PSGEP QYPXMTPMIV IJJIGX´W HVST LEW IGSRSQMG WSGMEP ERH IRZMVSRQIRXEP
consequences.

1.3.1 An economic model which lacks visibility at a time when
a number of the island’s assets to attract international income
may be eroding
8LIWI PEWX  ]IEVW XLI KVS[XL SJ 1EYVMXMYW´ REXMSREP MRGSQI LEW VIPMIH SR E
WMKRM½GERXVMWIMRMRXIVREXMSREPMRGSQI[LMGLTEVXP]SJJWIXXLIHVSTSJXLIMWPERH´W
local multiplier.

)ZSPYXMSRSJI\XIVREP¾S[WSZIVXLIPEWX]IEVW
350

300

250

200

150

100

50

0
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Exports of goods

Transportation

Travel

Other services

Income (without GB)

Transfers (without GB)

Source: Mauritius Stats
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2016

2017

However, this rise in international income seems increasingly unstable these last 10
]IEVWEWMXETTIEVWWSQISJXLIMWPERH´WEWWIXWXSEXXVEGXMRXIVREXMSREP[IEPXLQE]
FIVYRRMRKSYXSJWXIEQEWWIIRMRXLIKVETLEFSZII\TSVXWWIIQXSFIPIZIPMRKSJJ
while income and transfers vary from one year to the next, transport services have
IRXIVIHEWQSSXLXVIRHPMRIERHSXLIVWIVZMGIEGXMZMXMIW SJJWLSVMRK EVIWXEFMPM^MRK
after a decade of strong decline. The tourism industry alone stands out with a sharp
upward progression.
The possibility of a sustained decline of the multiplier effect coupled with a
weakening of certain sources of international income reduces the predictability
of Mauritius’ growth for years to come.

1.3.2 Curtailed economic self-reliance
)GSRSQMG WIPJVIPMERGI LEW PSRK FIIR E GIRXVEP GSRGIVR JSV QSWX MWPERHW HYI XS
XLI WTIGM½GMXMIW SJ MRWYPEV IGSRSQMIW WQEPP PERH WYVJEGIW VIQSXIRIWWMWSPEXMSR
ZYPRIVEFMPMX] MRTEVXMGYPEVJSVMWPERHW[LMGLLEZIEGUYMVIHTSPMXMGEPMRHITIRHIRGI
Where does Mauritius stand when it comes to economic self-reliance?
8LIQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGX[LMGLMWHI½RIHERHI\TPEMRIHMRXLITVIZMSYWWIGXMSRWSJXLMW
VITSVXMWERMRXIVIWXMRKMRHMGEXSV[LIRMXGSQIWXSYRHIVWXERHMRKERMWPERH´WWIPJ
VIPMERGI -RHIIH ER MWPERH´W IGSRSQMG WIPJVIPMERGI GERRSX FI IWXMQEXIH F] WMQTP]
EREP]^MRKTVSHYGXWTYVGLEWIHF]LSYWILSPHWMRXLIMWPERH´WWLSTWMauritius’ « true
» economic self-reliance must be measured against the island’s capacity to
SURGXFHWKHIXOOUDQJHRISURGXFWV UDZPDWHULDOV¼QLVKHGSURGXFWVDQG¼QDO
transformed products) which enter the composition of any household good
consumed on the island.
*SVMRWXERGIXEOIXLIGEWISJEQIEXERHTEWXEVIEH]QIEPWSPHMRSRISJ1EYVMXMYW´
WYTIVQEVOIXW&I]SRHXLIMWPERH´WGETEGMX]XSTVSHYGIXLIVIEH]QIEPMXWIPJ1EYVMXMYW´
IGSRSQMGWIPJVIPMERGIQYWXFIEWWIWWIHXEOMRKMRXSEGGSYRXXLIMWPERH´WGETEGMX]XS
produce pasta, transform meat, produce various food ingredients, raise cattle (and
JIIHMX KVS[[LIEX [MXLWIIHWERHJIVXMPM^IV TVSHYGIIKKWERHSXLIVMRTYXWWYGL
EWTEGOEKMRK ERHMXWQIXEPGEVHFSEVHSVTPEWXMGGSQTSRIRXW EW[IPPEWEKVMGYPXYVI
food processing machines required for the production of such a ready meal.
Multiplier effect analysis allows to measure the percentage of Mauritian production
JSVER]LSYWILSPHKSSHEXIZIV]WXITSJXLITVSHYGXMSRTVSGIWW §JVSQ½IPHXS
TPEXI ¨  -R XLMW WXYH] IGSRSQMG WIPJVIPMERGI MW QIEWYVIH F] EREP]^MRK 1EYVMXMER
LSYWILSPHJSSHGSRWYQTXMSR JSSHVIXEMPTYVGLEWIWERHVIWXEYVERXW 
-R  Mauritius’ economic self-reliance was estimated at 34% WEXMWJ]MRK
1EYVMXMER LSYWILSPH HIQERH VIUYMVIH E XSXEP SJ  97( TIV GETMXE JVSQ
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agricultural, extractive and manufacturing industries (taking into account production
of every component of consumed goods, excluding services, based on “producer” prices
RSXMRGPYHMRKGSQQIVGMEPQEVKMRW %FSYXEXLMVHSJXLMWTVSHYGXMSR[EWPSGEXIHMR
1EYVMXMYW MI97(TIVVIWMHIRX 
-R    SJ EKVMGYPXYVEP TVSHYGXW GSRWYQIH F] 1EYVMXMERW [LIXLIV VE[
TVSGIWWIH SV GSSOIH MR E VIWXEYVERX  GEQI JVSQ E PSGEP JEVQ SV ½IPH 1EYVMXMYW´
EKVMGYPXYVEPWIPJVIPMERGILEWHIGVIEWIHWLEVTP]WMRGI TSMRXW 1EYVMXMYW´
JSSHMRHYWXV]EPWSVIKMWXIVIHEHIGVIEWIMRWIPJVIPMERGI  ERHXIRHWXSFIPIWW
ERHPIWWTVIWIRXMRXLIZEPYIGLEMRSJJSSHTVSHYGXWGSRWYQIHSRXLIMWPERH ½REP
XVERWJSVQEXMSRSVJSSHMRKVIHMIRXW (IWTMXI1EYVMXMYW´WXVSRKWTIGMEPM^EXMSRMRXLI
XI\XMPIMRHYWXV]XLIMWPERH´WEYXSRSQ][LIRMXGSQIWXSJEWLMSRMWEPWSSRXLIHIGPMRI
 %WJSVLIEZ]MRHYWXV]TVSHYGXMSR¯QIXEPGLIQMGEPWTIXVSPIYQIPIGXVMGEPERH
QIGLERMGEPTVSHYGXW¯XLIMWPERH´WWIPJVIPMERGILSZIVWYRHIV 

SELF-RELIANCE 2015
% Mauritius

Mauritius $

Total $

Evol 2015 /
1995

per cappita
A riculture
Ag

54%

$264

$488

-7,5

Fishing

10%

$15

$154

-0,3

Mining and Quarrying

12%

$4

$30

-1,6

Food & Beverages

58%

$778

$1 352

-4,6

Textiles and Wearing Apparel

41%

$169

$415

-3,6

Wood and Paper

33%

$37

$112

-1,0

Petroleum, Chemical and Non-Metallic
Mineral Products

8%

$96

$1 252

-0,6

Metal Products

9%

$13

$140

-0,2

Electrical and Machinery

6%

$10

$168

0,2

Transport Equipment

11%

$14

$120

-0,8

Other Manufacturing

53%

$62

$118

3,0

Total

34%

$

1 461

$

4 347

-3

Mauritius economic self-reliance for various sectors. Source: Estimates by Utopies
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1.3.3 Persisting social inequalities despite strong growth of income
and international wealth attraction
In Mauritius, both the average and median level of disposable income per household
LEZIWMKRM½GERXP]MRGVIEWIHSZIVXLIPEWX]IEVW
%ZIVEKIMRGSQI  6WMRZW6WMR
1IHMERMRGSQI  6WMRZW6WMR
,S[IZIV SZIV XLI WEQI TIVMSH 1EYVMXMYW´ +MRM GSIJ½GMIRX [LMGL QIEWYVIW XLI
degree of inequality in the income distribution of households, has remained stable;
while it had dropped halfway through the decade, it has now bounced back to its
previous levels.

GINI COEFFICIENT

1975

1980/81

1986/87

1991/92

1996/97

2001/02

2006/07

2012

2017

0.420

0.445

0.396

0.379

0.387

0.371

0.388

0.414

0.4

Note: Gini Coefficient measures the degree of inequality in the income distribution of households . It varies between 0 for complete
equality and 1 for complete inequality

1EYVMXMYW MW RS[ TSWMXMSRIH MR KVSYT R +MRM GSIJ½GMIRX !   GSRWMHIVIH
“moderately high”.

'SYRXVMIW´MRGSQIMRIUYEPMX]EGGSVHMRKXSXLIMVQSWXVIGIRXVITSVXIH+MRMGSIJ½GMIRXZEPYIW SJXIR
10+ years old) as of 2014: red = high, green = low inequality

:KLOHRYHUDOOOHYHOVRILQFRPHDUHLQFUHDVLQJVLJQL¼FDQWO\WKHGLVWULEXWLRQRI
this income within the island’s population remains unequal.1EYVMXMYW´IGSRSQMG
KVS[XLQSHIPMWMRWYJ½GMIRXP]MRGPYWMZI EFPIXSI\XVEGXTISTPIJVSQTSZIVX] 
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1.3.4 CO2 Omissions: Mauritius’ economy is increasingly
carbon-based (though it may not be visible locally)
*SPPS[MRK XLI '34 MR  1EYVMXMYW QEHI E GSQQMXQIRX XS VIHYGI MXW
KVIIRLSYWIKEWIQMWWMSRW +,+ EPSRKWMHIGSYRXVMIW1EYVMXMYWGSQQMXXIHXS
E VIHYGXMSRSJXLIMWPERH´WIQMWWMSRWF]EGSQQMXQIRX[LMGLGSRGIVRW
IQMWWMSRW [LMGL EVI TL]WMGEPP] TVSHYGIH SR XLI MWPERH YWMRK 4VSHYGXMSRFEWIH
EGGSYRXMRK 4&% MREGGSVHERGI[MXLXLI92´W+,+VITSVXMRKWXERHEVH,S[IZIV
XLMW VITSVXMRK WXERHEVH HSIW RSX EGGSYRX JSV XLI GSYRXV]´W IRXMVI IRZMVSRQIRXEP
footprint since GHGs are estimated on the basis of what is produced on the
MWPERHRSXXEOMRKMRXSEGGSYRX[LEXMWGSRWYQIH-RHIIH1EYVMXMYW´EGXYEPGEVFSR
footprint includes its territorial emissions (direct emissions from local households
ERHGSQTERMIW EW[IPPEW+,+WKIRIVEXIHF]XLITVSHYGXMSRERHXVERWTSVXEXMSR
of imported goods, while excluding territorial emissions associated with locally
produced goods which are exported.
This is what is called Consumption-based accounting (CBA), which takes
into account emissions connected with Mauritius’ consumption. For instance,
1EYVMXMYW´4&%MRGPYHIWXLIXI\XMPIMRHYWXV]´WIQMWWMSRW XLSYKLKEVQIRXWTVSHYGIH
EVIQSWXP]I\TSVXIH [LMPIMXW'&%XEOIWMRXSEGGSYRXIQMWWMSRWGSRRIGXIH[MXL
the production and transportation of clothes imported by Mauritians.
-RXLIKETFIX[IIR1EYVMXMYW´'&%ERH4&%GEVFSRJSSXTVMRXWXSSHEX 
YTJVSQ MR Between 1970 and 2015, Mauritius’ CBA carbon footprint
rose a stark 900%VIEGLMRKEGYVVIRXXSRWTIVVIWMHIRXTIV]IEV[LMGLMWWXMPP
lower than most insular economies. However, this ratio is strongly correlated with
both quality of life and the level of sophistication of imported products (capital
KSSHWMRTEVXMGYPEV 7MRGIJSVIZIV] VMWIMR+(4XLIMWPERH´W'&%GEVFSR
JSSXTVMRXVSWI SREZIVEKI
'SRWMHIVMRKXLIMWPERH´WKSEPXSMRGVIEWIMXW+(4MRXLIGSQMRK]IEVWLS[QYGL[MPP
XLIGSYRXV]´WGEVFSRJSSXTVMRXVMWIF]#,S[GERXLMWJSSXTVMRXFIWIUYIWXIVIH#
In particular, how can import-related emissions be reduced to avoid outsourcing
IRZMVSRQIRXEPMQTEGXWEWWSGMEXIH[MXLXLIMWPERH´WLSYWILSPHGSRWYQTXMSRXSXLI
rest of the world?



%TTVS\MQEXIP] SJXLVIEXWXS[MPHPMJIWTIGMIWEVIGSRRIGXIHXSMRXIVREXMSREPXVEHI¯ETVSTSVXMSR[LMGL
MRWSQIGEWIWGERVIEGL MRGSYRXVMIWWYGLEW4ETYE2I[+YMRIESV7VM0EROE
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THE DROP IN THE LOCAL MULTIPLIER EFFECT ACCOUNTS
FOR THE STARK RISE IN THE ISLAND’S CARBON FOOTPRINT
Mauritius’ “CO2 omissions”:
Decarbonizing production as well as consumption

117%

of carbon omissions in 2015
up from 84% in 2005

(the gap between GHG
emissions produced in Mauritius
and emissions associated with the
production of products and
services consumed on the island,
including imports.)

Carbon F oo
oottpri nt on Conssumption-ba
b sed accountingg (CBA
A) - 2015
5
H ong Kong
Singap
apo
ore
Bermuda
British Virgin Islands
Bahamas
Iceland
C ayman
n Islands
Aruba
Seychellllees
New C aledonia
C yprus
T rinidad and Tobago
New Zealand
Antigua
Barba
bad
do s
French Polynesia

51,2
2 ,8
28
8
2 ,3
24
3
18,5
14,1
1
13,,0
13
13,,0
13
10,1
10,0
0
9,4
9,3
9,1
8,5
5
8,0
7,6
7,1

Malta
Maurritiuss
Mald
divess
Jamaica
Cuba
Dominiicaan R epublic
Fiji
Sam
moaa
Vanuatu
Sao
o T om
me and Principee
Cap
pe Ve
V rde
Srri Lankk a
Pap
apu
ua New
w Guin
nea
H aitti
Madagaasccar

Carbon footprint of Mauritius consumption
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6,6
5,6
4,4
4,1
3,4
2,7
2,4
1,5
5
1,3
1,1
1,,1
1,0
0,7
0,3
0,2

1.3.5 Increasing vulnerability and dependence on imported
raw materials
)EGL MQTSVXIH KSSH MRGPYHIW § LMHHIR ¨ VE[ QEXIVMEPW FMSQEWW RSR QIXEPPMG
QMRIVEPW JSWWMP JYIPW©  XLEX GERRSX FI WIIR FYX LEZI MRHIIH FIIR I\XVEGXIH ERH
processed to manufacture and transport the good to Mauritius, every step of the
production chain.
-R  SZIV  QMPPMSR XSRW SJ VE[ QEXIVMEPW [IVI YWIH [SVPH[MHI XS WEXMWJ]
1EYVMXMERHIQERH GSQTERMIWLSYWILSPHWKSZIVRQIRX MIXSRWTIVMRLEFMXERX
*SVIZIV]97(SJ+(4KIRIVEXIHSRXLIMWPERHKVEQWSJVE[QEXIVMEPWQYWX
be sourced globally.
This dependence on international raw materials exposes the country to a
number of risks related to resource rarefaction (in particular fossil fuels, but
also mineral resources), climate change as well as geo-political and socioeconomic risks I\TSWYVIXSTVMGIZSPEXMPMX] 

6,3

ECONOM
CAL
Y
LO
IMPORTS

t/hab

of raw materials

(biomass, minerals and fossil fuels
extracted and processed to satisfy
Mauritius’ demand)
Each $ of GDP generated on the
island = 619 grams of raw materials
sourced globally.

Raw materials (crude oil,
grain, copper ore, etc.)
toys, clothes, etc.)

Semi-finished products
(steel bars, sawn timber,
etc.)

Finished products
(machines, toys, clothes,
etc.)

Services

market and non-market
activities (intermediary
consumption)

Households (final
consumption)

VISIBLE FLOWS
Volumes measured at the border

+

INVISIBLE FLOWS
Raw materials consumed every
step of the production process

MATERIAL FOOTPRINT OF IMPORTS

Vulnerability and dependence of Mauritius’ economy to imported raw materials
RAW MATERIALS INPUTS - IMPORTS MAURITIUS 2015

Raw materials extracted worldwide for each USD of Mauritius’ GDP (in grams)

Sources: Estimates by Utopies based
on the agency’s 2015 Input-Output
model and EORA data
(worldmrio.com)

1.4. Which strategy should Mauritius pursue to durably
become a high-income country?
1EYVMXMYWQYWXRS[½RHEHIZIPSTQIRXWXVEXIK]XLEXIREFPIWXLIMWPERHXSHYVEFP]
KEMRIRXV]XSXLIGPYFSJLMKLMRGSQIGSYRXVMIW[LMPIQE\MQM^MRKXLIMWPERH´WTSWMXMZI
social and environmental externalities.
How can international income and the local multiplier be combined to
effectively achieve this goal in the coming years?
%TVIPMQMREV]EREP]WMWSJXLIXVENIGXSVMIWSJI\MWXMRK ZIV] LMKLMRGSQIGSYRXVMIW
can help shed some light on this complex equation.

1.4.1 Which model should Mauritius adopt to durably become
a high-income country?
3 models would allow Mauritius to durably gain entry to the club of high-income
countries.

1.4.1.1 Model 1: Countries with near-maximum local multipliers
Attaining a near-maximum local multiplier " EPSRKWMHILMKLI\XIVREPMRGSQI
XS97(GETMXE 3RP]LMKLMRGSQIGSYRXVMIW %YWXVEPME.ETERERHXLI
97%  LEZI WYGGIIHIH MR EGLMIZMRK XLMW QSHIP F] JIEXYVMRK HMZIVWM½IH IGSRSQMIW
[MXLHIRWIMRHYWXVMEPJEFVMGW LMKLPIZIPWSJTVMZEXIERHTYFPMGHIFXERHQYGLPS[IV
MQTSVXVEXMSWXLEREZIVEKI  SJ+(4[LMPIMQTSVXWEGGSYRXJSV SJ+(4
MRLMKLMRGSQIGSYRXVMIWERH MRWQEPPGSYRXVMIW 

Year 2015

National income
per capita

International
income per capita

Multiplier

USA

$52 833

$

5 931

8,91

Australia

$50 150

$

6 227

8,05

Japon

$33 713

$

4 474

7,53

Source: Estimates by Utopies based on World Bank, IMF and national statistics
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1.4.1.2 Model 2: Countries with maximal external income
Maximizing external income " 97(GETMXE  [MXLSYX EGLMIZMRK E WXVSRK
PSGEPQYPXMTPMIV  7YGLMWXLIGEWISJSMPTVSHYGMRKGSYRXVMIWGSYRXVMIW[LIVI
½RERGMEPWIVZMGIWEGGSYRXJSVEWXVSRKTVSTSVXMSRSJREXMSREP+(4GSYRXVMIW[MXL
export-oriented economies as well as autonomous territories which depend heavily
SRTYFPMGWYFWMHMIW7YGLIGSRSQMIWEGLMIZILMKLMRGSQI "97(GETMXE [MXL
EPS[IVPSGEPQYPXMTPMIVXLER1EYVMXMYWLS[IZIVXLIMVI\XIVREPMRGSQIMWXS
times higher.

Year 2015

National income
per capita

International
income per capita

Multiplier

Luxembourg

$82 697

$113 964

0,73

Switzerland

$71 448

$33 078

2,16

Norway

$62 183

$25 057

2,48

Irlande

$51 650

$41 370

1,25

Hong Kong

$37 029

$42 194

0,88

Holland

$36 237

$15 407

2,35

Belgium

$32 527

$13 274

2,45

Kuwait

$31 036

$14 195

2,19

Source: Estimates by Utopies based on World Bank, IMF and national statistics

1.4.1.3 Model 3: Countries which balance external income
and local multiplier
This third model is a hybrid, more balanced approach aiming for a high local
QYPXMTPMIV FIX[IIRERH EW[IPPEWLMKLFYXEGGIWWMFPII\XIVREPMRGSQI%
number of countries which have achieved high income feature external income that
MWGSQTEVEFPIXSXLEXSJ1EYVMXMYWFYXFSEWXEQYGLLMKLIVPSGEPQYPXMTPMIV 9VYKYE]
SV'LMPIJSVMRWXERGI 
;MXLI\XIVREPMRGSQISJPMXXPIQSVIXLER97(GETMXE  QSVIXLER1EYVMXMYW 
ERHEWXVSRKQYPXMTPMIV  4SVXYKEPRS[FSEWXWMRGSQIEFSZIXLIXLVIWLSPHSJ
97(GETMXE
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Year 2015

National income
per capita

International
income per capita

Multiplier

Canada

$38 331

$6 948

5,52

United Kingdom

$35 572

$8 344

4,26

Germany

$35 640

$9 372

3,80

France

$30 915

$6 843

4,52

Italy

$26 068

$4 215

6,18

Espagne

$22 140

$4 559

4,86

South Korea

$24 291

$5 483

4,43

Portugal

$15 476

$4 128

3,75

Greece

$15 350

$2 868

5,35

Uruguay

$12 772

$2 393

5,34

Chile

$11 717

$2 221

5,27

SSource: Estimates by Utopies based on World Bank,
IMF and national statistics

High-income countries: 3 trajectories combining international income
and local multiplier effect
L OC A L IN C OME =
EX T ER N A L I N C OME X MU LTIP LIE R E F F E C T

MODEL 1

MODEL 2

Achieve a maximal multiplier
effect (>6) and high external
income (4,000 to 6,000
USD/capita).

Maximize external income
(>10,000 USD/capita) without
achieving a high multiplier
effect.

MODEL 3
Aim for a high multiplier effect
(3,5 to 5,5) and high but
accessible external income.

1.4.2 Which trajectory should Mauritius pursue to become
a high-income country?
%WWYQMRKXLEX1EYVMXMYWQEMRXEMRWWXEFPIKVS[XLSJMXW+(4EVSYRHXS [LMPI
maintaining its local multiplier at its current rate, the island could most likely double
MXWTIVGETMXEMRGSQIF] HITIRHMRKSRXLIKVS[XLWGIREVMSGSRWMHIVIH 
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,S[IZIV GSRWMHIVMRK XLI VMWO XLEX XLI MWPERH´W VIGIRX IGSRSQMG KVS[XL QE] RSX
FI WYWXEMRIH MJ 1EYVMXMYW [ERXW XS MRWYVI XLI MWPERH´W JYXYVI TVSWTIVMX] MX QYWX
proactively increase its income and work to guarantee its durability, which would
require that the country pursue a different trajectory.
In comparison with other island economies, Mauritius operates at a median point
between existing insular models, hence there are many possible directions
Mauritius can explore to strike a more prosperous balance between
international income and the local multiplier.
Which trajectory would allow the island to successfully meet its economic,
environmental and social challenges while also achieving its global ambitions?

NEW ZEALAND
PAPUA NEW GUINEA

SRI LANKA

MULTI PLIER

DOMINICA N REPUBLIC

SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE
MADAGASC AR
NEW ZEALAND
BAHAMAS
VANUATU
HAITI

SAMOA

JAMAIKA

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

LA RÉUNION

BARBADOS

MARTINIQU E

JAMAIKA
FRENCH POLYNESIA

CAPE VERDE
FIJI

MALDIVES

GUADELOU PE

ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA

SEYCHELLE S

GUADELOU PE

INTER NATIO NAL INCOM E PER CAPITA

+VETL'SQTEVMWSRSJMRWYPEVMRGSQIQSHIPW7SYVGI9XSTMIW
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ICELAND

Focus on other island economies
Today, the vast majority of island economies with middle to high incomes (see table
FIPS[ LEZIIQFVEGIHQSHIPRS¯WSQIXMQIWF]IQTLEWM^MRKXLIMVYRMUYIRIWW¯MR
SVHIVXSTSWMXMSRXLIQWIPZIWJEZSVEFP][MXLMRXLIKPSFEPM^IHIGSRSQ]JIEXYVMRK ZIV] 
large external income and a rather low local multiplier. Nevertheless, a few of their
trajectories are noteworthy.
Firstly, New Caledonia owes its high prosperity not only to exported natural resources,
FYXEPWSXSXLIMWPERH´WZMFVERXPSGEPIGSRSQMGGMVGYMX QYPXMTPMIVSJ ERHERYQFIV
SJMRHYWXVMEPWIGXSVWXLEXEVIHIITP]IQFIHHIH[MXLMRXLIPSGEPIGSRSQ]  SJXLI
EHHIHZEPYISJI\TSVXWVIQEMRWSRXLIMWPERH 
-GIPERHTIVJSVQWWMKRM½GERXP]FIXXIVXLEREZIVEKIEQSRKSXLIVGSYRXVMIW[MXLEZIV]
LMKLPIZIPSJMRXIVREXMSREPMRGSQI-RHIIH[MXLEPQSWX97(SJMRXIVREXMSREP
MRGSQIGETMXE ¯ TPEGMRK MX XL MR XLI VEROMRKW ¯ -GIPERH LEW E QYPXMTPMIV SJ 
GSQTEVIH[MXLEREZIVEKISJJSVXLI8STGSYRXVMIW

Year 2015

National income
per capita

International
income per capita

Multiplier

Bermuda

$77 741

$39 218

1,98

Iceland

$41 774

$13 797

3,03

Singapore

$40 936

$37 554

1,09

New Zealand

$32 836

$5 691

5,77

New Caledonia

$29 934

$8 672

3,45

Martinique

$23 199

$9 115

2,55

Réunion

$22 509

$7 858

2,86

Guadeloupe

$21 070

$8 853

2,38

Bahamas

$19 485

$6 166

3,16

Malte

$18 289

$19 645

0,93

Trinidad et Tobago

$16 537

$5 861

2,82

French Polynesiae

$14 267

$6 965

2,05

Cyprus

$13 402

$7 016

1,91

Barbados

$12 764

$4 832

2,64

Seychelles

$11 104

$6 534

1,70

Antigua and Barbuda

$10 939

$5 502

1,99

Mauritius

$7 731

$2 703

2,86

The Maldives

$7 637

$3 796

2,01

Dominican Republic

$6 057

$1 334

4,54

Jamaica

$3 905

$1 636

2,39

Fiji

$3 766

$1 612

2,34

Sri Lanka

$3 465

$727

4,77

Samoa

$3 389

$1 384

2,45

Vanuatu

$2 924

$993

2,94

Papua New Guinea

$2 616

$548

4,77

Cape Verde

$2 484

$1 053

2,36

Sao Tome and Principe

$1 508

$345

4,38

Haiti

$790

$309

2,56

Madagascar

$354

$81

4,40

Source: Estimates by Utopies based on World Bank, IMF and national statistics
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The Bahamas are heavily dependent on Travel & Tourism activities (the archipelago
MW XLI [SVPH´W XL QSWX MQTSVXERX XSYVMWX HIWXMREXMSR MR XIVQW SJ  SJ +(4  ]IX
JIEXYVIEREHZERXEKISYWQYPXMTPMIVJSVERMWPERHIGSRSQ]  LEZMRKFYMPXEXSYVMWQ
industry with high local impact (hotel investments, a dense chain of suppliers of
services and manufactured goods consumed by hotels and restaurants, public spending
[MXLIJJIGXMZI:%8© 
Finally, although it is 100 times the size of Mauritius, New Zealand is undoubtedly the
island economy that features the most successful combination of international income
ERHPSGEPQYPXMTPMIV  EPXLSYKLLMKLTVMZEXIHIFXERHIRZMVSRQIRXEPTVIWWYVIWEVI
currently undermining this model.

A good multiplier effect should be neither too low nor too high
The local multiplier effect is highly variable from country to country, ranging from a
QMRMQYQSJMR0Y\IQFSYVKXSEQE\MQYQSJMR&VE^MP8LIPSGEPQYPXMTPMIV
IJJIGXMRGVIEWIW[LIR




A country is able to limit imports of goods and services
The added value of exports is generated primarily within the country
8LIFEPERGISJMRGSQI PEFSYVGETMXEPXVERWJIVWVIGIMZIH¯TEMHEFVSEH
MWTSWMXMZI I\GPYHMRKSJJWLSVI¾S[W
4VS½XWERHMRGSQIWEZIH RSXGSRWYQIH EVIVIMRZIWXIHMRXLIGSYRXV]

These 4 points sum up the challenges of maintaining a prosperous and well-integrated
economy in a globalized world, which requires maintaining competitiveness at the
international level by manufacturing products with a high added value, limiting
imports without resorting to protectionism with commercial partners (highQYPXMTPMIV GSYRXVMIW EVI SJXIR EQSRK XLI QSWX TVSXIGXMSRMWX  ERH FIMRK EFPI XS
EXXVEGXMRXIVREXMSREPMRGSQI TEVXMGYPEVP]XLVSYKLHMVIGXMRZIWXQIRXEFVSEH [LMPI
EPWSJSWXIVMRK³PSGEZIWXMRK´
3XLIVQIGLERMWQW[LMGLIRLERGIXLIPSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGX
TVMZEXIGVIHMX LSYWILSPHGSQTERMIW ERHSVTYFPMGGVIHMX WXEXI TEVXMGYPEVP]SR
MRXIVREXMSREP½RERGMEPQEVOIXW4VMZEXIGVIHMX¾YMHM½IWXLIIGSRSQ]ERHIRLERGIW
XLIVMTTPIIJJIGXSJMRXIVREXMSREPMRGSQIMRNIGXIHMRXSEGSYRXV]´WIGSRSQ]EPPS[MRK
for spending to exceed income generated within the production cycle. However, it is
necessary to remain within the limits of national savings capacities, and to take into
EGGSYRXXLEXMRXIVIWXSRHIFXERHXLIVMWOSJLMKLMRXIVIWXVEXIWI\TSWIEGSYRXV]´W
IGSRSQ]XSXLIVMWOSJE½RERGMEPWLSGO
-the informal economy, i.e. the production of households for other households,
is primarily based on “individual incomes” which are not saved or taxed, and are
PEVKIP]VIWTIRX[MXLMREGSYRXV]´WIGSRSQ] QIERMRKPIWWQEXIVMEPWIUYMTQIRXERH
WIVZMGIWEVIMQTSVXIH 
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1.4.2.1 What if Mauritius focused its efforts on maximizing the island’s
local multiplier effect?
Considering the size of Mauritius and the fact it is an island, the pursuit of an
economic model based on a high local multiplier effect must be discarded.
-RHIIH RSX SRP] HSIW 1EYVMXMYW JIEXYVI PMQMXIH REXYVEP VIWSYVGIW XLI MWPERH´W
IGSRSQMGGMVGYMXMWRSXHIRWISVHMZIVWM½IHIRSYKLRSVWYJ½GMIRXP]TVSHYGXMZIXS
achieve such a model.
It is also worth noting that the handful of countries which do have a high local
QYPXMTPMIV IJJIGX LEZI PIZIPW SJ TVMZEXI HIFX GPSWI XS   XLEX EVI XLVII XMQIW
higher than the current level of debt in Mauritius (where private credit plays an
MQTSVXERXVSPIMRIGSRSQMGKVS[XLHIWTMXIXLIVMWOWSJHIJEYPX 

1.4.2.2 What if Mauritius focused solely on increasing external income?
-RXLMWWGIREVMSXEOMRKMRXSEGGSYRXXLIHS[R[EVHXVIRHMRXLIMWPERH´WPSGEPQYPXMTPMIV
effect, Mauritius would need to double its external income to reach approximately
&R97(
-W1EYVMXMYWGETEFPISJHSYFPMRKMRHYWXVMEPI\TSVXWXSYVMWQ¾S[WERH½RERGMEPEGXMZMXMIW
+PSFEP&YWMRIWW MRXLIRI\XJI[]IEVW#(SIWXLIMWPERHHMWTPE]WYJ½GMIRXVIWSYVGIW
and innovation to achieve such a goal? What would be the social, environmental and
organizational impacts of such a momentous shift?
*MVWXP]XLMW[SYPHVIUYMVIEQENSVXVERWJSVQEXMSRSJXLIMWPERH´WIGSRSQMGQSHIPXS
enable a strong increase in import volumes while also sharply increasing the unitary
ZEPYISJI\TSVXIHTVSHYGXW%FSZIEPPMX[SYPHQIER½RHMRKRI[RMGLIW[MXLMRXLI
globalized economy, since many economic levers which islands have relied on to
KIRIVEXIMRGSQIEVI[IEOIRMRK
 0MQMXIH REXYVEP VIWSYVGIW MR GSRXVEWX XS XLI HITSWMXW SJ SMPREXYVEP KEW MR
Trinidad and Tobago, or nickel mining in New Caledonia
 0MQMXIH PERH XIGLRMGEP ERH LYQER VIWSYVGIW [LMGL XLVIEXIR 1EYVMXMYW´
ability to increase its volume of exports or the number of tourists the island can
EGGSQQSHEXI
 9RGIVXEMRX]ERHZSPEXMPMX]MRXLI3JJWLSVMRKWIGXSV
2SV HSIW 1EYVMXMYW FIRI½X JVSQ TYFPMG WYFWMHMIW WYGL EW XLSWI VIGIMZIH F] WS
GEPPIH±YPXVEQEVMRI²IGSRSQMIW[LMGLEVITSPMXMGEPP]PMROIHXS)YVSTIERGSYRXVMIW
MWPERHW[LMGLFIRI½XJVSQWYFWMHMIWIKXLSWIVIGIMZIHF]*VIRGLMWPERHW[LMGL
VERKIJVSQXSGETMXE 
This one-way approach seems incapable of generating a stark increase in
income over the medium-term.
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1.4.2.3 Which hybrid model is relevant to Mauritius?
A hybrid scenario EMQMRKJSVE MRGVIEWISJI\XIVREPMRGSQIERHE MRGVIEWI
SJXLIMWPERH´WPSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGX would result in almost 5Bn USD of external
income, i.e. nearly 4,000 USD/capita (compared with 2,700 USD/capita
currently) and a local multiplier of 3,58 (currently 2,86). In this scenario, Mauritius
GSYPHVIEGLXLIXLVIWLSPHSJ97(SJMRGSQITIVGETMXEF]
-RGVIEWMRKMRXIVREXMSREPMRGSQIF] [SYPHRSXVIUYMVIEVEHMGEPXVERWJSVQEXMSR
SJXLIMWPERH´WJVSRXPMRIMRHYWXVMIWERH[SYPHEPWSEPPS[JSVXLIKVEHYEPI\TPSVEXMSRSJ
new high added-value niche industries such as new services associated with the digital
VIZSPYXMSR½RERGMEPXIGLRSPSKMIW ½RXIGL ERHWQEVXGMXMIW KVIIRXIGL 
At the same time, having an enhanced local multiplier would lead to a more inclusive
distribution of wealth in Mauritius, for example through the emergence of small
artisanal, agricultural, industrial and energy production units on the island, creating
space for Mauritians to prosper on their own means rather than rely on the stream
SJI\XIVREP¾S[W
*MREPP]XLMWX[STVSRKIHETTVSEGL I\XIVREPMRGSQI\PSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGX PIEZIWXLI
island less exposed to external vulnerability, addressing “prosperity” in the broadest
sense, including social and environmental issues.

CURRENT
GROWTH
TREND

BOOSTING
INTERNATIONAL
INCOME

HYBRID
MODEL

ESTIMATED
GROWTH RATE
‘HIGH INCOME
COUNTRIES’
OBJECTIVE

FASTER

RELIABILITY OF
ECONOMIC
MODEL
REDUCTION OF
INEQUALITY
RESILIENCE
ECOLOGICAL
SUSTAINABILITY
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Therefore, the challenge is as follows:
How can we boost international income per capita (+50% scenario) while
enhancing the local multiplier effect (+25% scenario)?

1.4.3 Challenges and opportunities presented by a hybrid scenario
¦7KHSHVVLPLVWVHHVGLIILFXOW\LQHYHU\RSSRUWXQLW\
7KHRSWLPLVWVHHVWKHRSSRUWXQLW\LQHYHU\GLIILFXOW\§
Winston Churchill

4YVWYMRKXLMWL]FVMHKVS[XLWGIREVMSMQTPMIWGLEPPIRKMRKGIVXEMREWTIGXWSJFYWMRIWW
as usual on the island in order for Mauritius to quickly and sustainably become a highincome country. We have seen that the current issue is not so much maximizing the
multiplier effect as preserving it. How then can it be maintained and enhanced, and
LS[GERXLIZEPYISJI\XIVREPMRGSQIFIWMKRM½GERXP]MRGVIEWIH [MXLSYXRIGIWWEVMP]
QEWWMZIP]MRGVIEWMRKZSPYQIW [LMPIEPWSIRWYVMRKXLEXXLIWIMRGSQIWVIQEMRSRXLI
island? Which clusters of exporters have high added value and strong local roots?
*YVXLIVQSVIMXWLSYPHFIVIGEPPIHXLEXMRGVIEWMRKXLIMWPERH´WMRGSQIERHWXERHEVH
of living will spur both household and government spending, as well as investments
in non-basic goods which are often imported (capital goods, medication, cosmetics,
PY\YV] JSSHW©  GVIEXMRK QER] STTSVXYRMXMIW JSV 1EYVMXMERW XS IWXEFPMWL RI[
FYWMRIWWIW[LMGLTVSZMHIPSGEPVIWTSRWIWXSJYP½PPXLIWIRIIHW
-RXLI]IEVXLIXSXEPZEPYISJMQTSVXWXS1EYVMXMYW I\GPYHMRKWIVZMGIW WXSSH
EX&R97(7VITVIWIRXMRKETSXIRXMEPSJPSGEPNSFW FEWIHSREZIVEKI
WIGXSVEP [EKIW  -J 10% of imports were replaced by Mauritian offers, 12,750
jobs would be created and Mauritius would achieve a so-called residual or
frictional unemployment rate of less than 5% of the labour force.

7

)\GPYHMRK VII\TSVXW ¯ RSX HIWXMRIH JSV HSQIWXMG HIQERH ¯ RIX MQTSVXW SJ KSSHW EVI RS[ [SVXL
&R97(
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Imports of business services (accounting, management, taxation, legal services, IT,
IRKMRIIVMRKQEVOIXMRKERHGSQQYRMGEXMSRW QE]EPWSMRTEVXFIVITPEGIHEXPSGEP
PIZIP7YGLMQTSVXWVITVIWIRXRIEVP]197(SVETSXIRXMEPXSNSFW
On the other hand, exports of services (excluding tourism) were worth
nearly 744M USD in 2015 (just 24% less than exports of goods). Hence the
development of Mauritius’ exports of services is an important lever for the
island’s growth.
International trade in services is quickly catching up with exports of goods in many
countries and is a new source of growth, particularly in emerging and developing
countries. According to a recent IMF study8, services, which account for 70%
of global GDP and jobs, are also becoming an important part of international
trade, accounting for 20% of global exports in 2014.
This increase is not only due to increased exports of traditional services such as
travel and transport, but also to modern technology-based services such as business
WIVZMGIW MRGPYHMRK VIWIEVGL ERH HIZIPSTQIRX ERH GSRWYPXMRK  GSQTYXMRK ERH
MRJSVQEXMSR WIVZMGIW ½RERGMEP WIVZMGIW ERH MRXIPPIGXYEP TVSTIVX] -R EHHMXMSR XLI
activities of manufacturing companies create some growth in services.Therefore, we
refer to the “servitization” of manufacturing industries, or hybridization of industries
and services.
In addition to a favorable global environment, exports of services generally feature
EWXVSRKIVPSGEPERGLSVMRKSJEHHIHZEPYIXLERQERYJEGXYVIHKSSHW*SV1EYVMXMYW´
IGSRSQ] XLMW VITSVX EHZSGEXIW HMZIVWMJ]MRK XLI MWPERH´W WIVZMGI I\TSVXW FI]SRH
XVEHMXMSREPWIVZMGIMRHYWXVMIWWYGLEWXSYVMWQXVERWTSVXSVIZIR½RERGMEPWIVZMGIW

8

4VEOEWL0SYRKERM7EYVEFL1MWLVE'LVMW4ETEKISVKMSYERH/I;ERK¯;SVPH8VEHIMR7IVZMGIW)ZMHIRGI
JVSQ%2I[(EXEWIX¯-1*;SVOMRK4ETIVW;41EVGL

*EFVMGI &IVXLEYH ¯ 0I GSQQIVGI IR ZEPIYV ENSYXqI ±8VEHI MR%HHIH:EPYI²  8LI *VIRGL 1MRMWXV] SJ
)GSRSQ]ERH*MRERGI4YFPMG8VIEWYV];SVOMRK4ETIV2.YRI
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1EYVMXMYWERIGSRSQ][LMGLFIRI½XWJVSQIRLERGMRK
its openness as well as its local anchoring
The issue here is not to advocate for protectionism, which in a globalized and reciprocal
IGSRSQ][SYPHFIGSYRXIVTVSHYGXMZI6EXLIVXLERHIJIRHMXWIPJ[MXLXEVMJJFEVVMIVW
XLIMWPERHWLSYPH½RH[E]WXSWXMQYPEXIRI[JSVQWSJPSGEPIRXVITVIRIYVWLMTERH
foster the emergence of new local industries. This is necessary in order to ensure
1EYVMXMYW´MRGPYWMSRMREKPSFEPM^IHIGSRSQ]ERHKYEVERXIIWYWXEMREFPIKVS[XLJSV
the island.

ULTRA LOCALISM

LOCAL ECONOMY

Self-sufficiency
Maximum self-reliance

Reasonable reduction target
(10 to 15%) – Rebalancing

Protectionism
Defending existing offers
« Re-localization »

Entrepreneurship – Development
of new local offers New local economic models

Conservatism – Patriotism

Innovation - Emancipation
Renewed approach
to globalization

Systematic replacement
of foreign offers with local offers

Better local anchoring
of the economy, and strengthening
of exports

Degrowth

Prosperity and durability
Internalizing externalities
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Which goods have high import-substitution potential?
;LMGLKSSHWLEZIIZSPZIHXLIQSWXFIX[IIRERH#
Agriculture & Fishing

Textiles and Wearing Apparel

+VEMR MQTSVXW MRGVIEWIH F]  
FIX[IIR  ERH  VIEGLMRK E
XSXEP SJ 1 97( ERH QEOMRK XLMW
the 8th largest import category on the
island.
*MWLIVMIWMQTSVXW SJ½WLGVYWXEGIERW
ERH WLIPP½WL  LEZI VIQEMRIH WXEFPI
WMRGI  XLI XL PEVKIWX MQTSVX
GEXIKSV] 
Although vegetable imports are less
ZEPYEFPI 197(MR XLI]LEZI
MRGVIEWIHWLEVTP]WMRGI  

%PXLSYKL GSXXSR MQTSVXW JIPP F]  
FIX[IIRERHXLI]EVIWXMPP
[SVXL 1 97( XLI XL PEVKIWX
MQTSVXGEXIKSV]SR1EYVMXMYW -QTSVXW
SJW]RXLIXMG½FIVWSRXLISXLIVLERH
EVIYT  XS197(
Imports of clothing and footwear have
FSXL VMWIR WLEVTP] WMRGI   
ERH   VIWTIGXMZIP] 8SKIXLIV MR
XLI][IVI[SVXL197(

Food, beverages and tobacco

Electrical and Machinery

;MXL E WMKRM½GERX MRGVIEWI SJ 1
97(MRMQTSVXWSJHEMV]TVSHYGXW
VSWI XS 1 97( QEOMRK HEMV] F]
far the number 1 food and beverage
import category on the island. With
E   MRGVIEWI MQTSVXW SJ TVSGIWWIH
QIEXW[IVI[SVXLQSVIXLER197(
MR XLIRHPEVKIWXJSSHMQTSVX 
Three import categories experienced
three-digit growth; cereal preparations,
¾SYVERHTEWXV]TVITEVEXMSRW  
WYKEVERHWYKEVGSRJIGXMSRIV]  
food industry waste and prepared
ERMQEPJIIH  

(IWTMXI E   HVST MR MQTSVXW WMRGI
 FSMPIVW QEGLMRIV] ETTPMERGIW
and mechanical gear remain, at more
XLER 1 97( 1EYVMXMYW´ WIGSRH
largest import category.
Imports of electrical and electronic
equipment
(sound, image, and
GSQTYXMRK IUYMTQIRX  EVI WXIEHMP]
VMWMRK SR XLI MWPERH   ERH [MXL
1 97( SJ MQTSVXW [IVI XLI
JSYVXLPEVKIWXMQTSVXGEXIKSV]MR

Tobacco imports, including tobacco
substitutes, have been on the rise since
 197( [MXLXSXEPMQTSVXW
SJ197(  

;MXLERMRGVIEWISJ ZILMGPIWERH
vehicle parts now represent the third
largest import category on the island
XLMWGEXIKSV][EWXLMR 

Transport Equipment
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Petroleum, Chemical and
Non-Metallic Mineral Products

Metal Products
Imports of iron and raw steel have
HVSTTIH WMRGI[LMPIMQTSVXW
of iron and steel articles (tubes,
GSRXEMRIVW ERH VEMPW  LEZI VMWIR F]
  1 97(  -QTSVXW SJ [VSYKLX
and raw aluminium have risen sharply
 

8LI GSQFYWXMFPIW JYIP ERH FMXYQIR
asphalt sector is easily the largest
MQTSVX GEXIKSV] MR 1EYVMXMYW 1
97( ERHMWWXMPPKVS[MRK 197(
WMRGI 
-QTSVXWSJTPEWXMGW  ERHVYFFIV
  VITVIWIRX E XSXEP SJ RIEVP]
1 97( ERH EVI FSXL XLI XL
PEVKIWXMQTSVXGEXIKSV] 
4LEVQEGIYXMGEPWLEZII\TIVMIRGIHSRI
SJ XLI PEVKIWX MRGVIEWIW WMRGI 
197(SVXSXEPMQTSVXWSJRIEVP]
197(MR 
Imports of cosmetics and perfumes
have been increasing sharply since
   ERH LEZI RS[ VIEGLIH
197(
Imports of stones, pearls and precious
QIXEPW EVI YT   QEOMRK XLMW XLI
MWPERH´WXLPEVKIWXMQTSVXGEXIKSV] YT
SRITPEGIJVSQ 

Other Manufacturing
7MRGI1EYVMXMYWLEWWIIRENYQTMR
MQTSVXWSJQERYJEGXYVIHKSSHW 
JSV JYVRMXYVI SJ½GI JYVRMXYVI FIHHMRK
ERH PMKLXMRK   JSV WQEPP MXIQW SJ
pharmaceutical equipment, stationery,
WI[MRKERH(-=IUYMTQIRX

Wood and Paper
Imports of paper and cardboard are
VMWMRKQSHIVEXIP]  197( ERH
MR  [IVI XLI XLPEVKIWX MQTSVX
category on the island.
(IWTMXI E   HIGPMRI MQTSVXW SJ
wood articles remain at a high level
197( 
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'32'097-323*4%68
4VSWTIVMX]SR1EYVMXMYWMWXLITVSHYGXSJFSXLMXWMRXIVREXMSREPEXXVEGXMZIRIWWERHMXW
EFMPMX]XSQE\MQM^IXLIMWPERH´WPSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGXMIMXWGETEGMX]XSWYWXEMREFP]
GMVGYPEXI[IEPXL[MXLMRXLIGSYRXV]´WIGSRSQ]-RSVHIVXSMRGVIEWIXLIQYPXMTPMIV
effect, imports should be reduced, and high added-value exports increased.
%X XLI WEQI XMQI MR SVHIV XS HIGEVFSRM^I 1EYVMXMYW´ IGSRSQ] ERH QEOI MX PIWW
vulnerable to climate change, less dependent on imported raw materials, and
generally more self-reliant, the island must increase production from local inputs
REXYVEPLYQERXIGLRMGEPERH½RERGMEP 
“Island entrepreneurship” based on local resources holds tremendous potential for
entrepreneurs interested in local markets, provided they are able to offer innovative
business models, by means of smaller, more circular, more “collaborative” and
“inclusive” production solutions employing segments of local populations which are
usually excluded.
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4%68

Fostering innovative and sustainable
entrepreneurship in Mauritius

Three pillars can be explored to foster the emergence of new entrepreneurship
models and opportunities on the island, three ways in which focusing on local
manufacturing can lead to greater prosperity and sustainability.

Three pillars of local manufacturing

Local manufacturing
allows to:

MAKER ISLAND

Reduce imports by
producing locally
what is no longer,
not yet or
insufficiently
produced on
the island

Adapt production
means to the size of
the local market
(micro-manufacturing,
micro-farming) using
local resources

Complexify exports
and generate greater
revenues from local
knowledge and
savoir-faire

Foster the emergence
of a local production
mindset focused on
transmission and
collaboration
(incubators, third
places)

Reduce Mauritius’
ecological and
material footprint
and increase the
island’s sustainability resilience and
capacity to adapt
to climate change

Develop
The island’s
autonomy

CIRCULAR ISLAND SMART ISLAND
6ITPEGIMQTSVXW[MXL
inputs produced locally
from recycling, repairing
or reuse

Develop innovative
savoir-faire to generate
RI[PSGEPVIWSYVGIW
JVSQ[EWXI EKVMGYPXYVEP
industrial, household) or
surpluses

6IHYGI§ß4VSHYGXMRß
8VEWLSYXß¨ 4-83 F]
creating local loops
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Replace the production of
KSSHW[MXLWIVZMGISJJIVW
(service contracts) or
sharing services
(collaborative platforms)

Export immaterial
value: fees,
royalties, licenses,
franchising

4VSQSXIERI[
“Data in - Data out”
MQQEXIVMEP[IEPXLQSHIP

Making Mauritius a “maker island” means
increasing its ability to produce what it
consumes using local resources (human,
QEXIVMEPXIGLRMGEPREXYVEP 
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2.1 1%/)6-70%2(
Making Mauritius a “maker island ” means increasing its ability to produce what it
GSRWYQIWYWMRKPSGEPVIWSYVGIW LYQERQEXIVMEPXIGLRMGEPREXYVEP EQSZI[LMGL
[SYPHVIUYMVI
 )JJIGXMZIP] EHETXMRK 1EYVMXMYW´ QERYJEGXYVMRK FEWI XS XLI WM^I SJ XLI PSGEP
QEVOIX QMGVSQERYJEGXYVMRK 
6IGPEMQMRKXLIYWISJPSGEPVIWSYVGIW
- Fostering the emergence of a culture of local production
1EOMRK1EYVMXMYWE±QEOIVMWPERH²[SYPHLEZIQER]FIRI½XW
-RGVIEWMRKXLIMWPERH´WEYXSRSQ]
6IWXSVMRKEXVYWXMRKWSGMEPFSRHFIX[IIRTVSHYGIVWERHGSRWYQIVWKMZMRKRI[
QIERMRK XS IQTPS]IIW´ [SVO - ORS[ XLI TISTPI [LS GSRWYQI Q] TVSHYGXW
ERH-GSRWYQIXLIQQ]WIPJ EW[IPPEWXSXLIEGXSJGSRWYQTXMSR TVS\MQMX]
VIPEXMSRWLMTWWXSV]XIPPMRKEFSYXTVSHYGXW´PSGEPTVSZIRERGI
8EMPSVMRKTVSHYGXMSRXSXLIPSGEPQEVOIX´WRIIHWTVSHYGMRKXLIVMKLXUYERXMXMIW
within shorter production times
6IHYGMRKIRZMVSRQIRXEPMQTEGXWGSRRIGXIH[MXLXLIXVERWTSVXEXMSRSJ½RMWLIH
products
- Fostering innovation and continuous improvement of processes and products
§MX´WMRHSMRKXLEX[IPIEVR¨
§ MX´WMRHSMRKXLEX[IPIEVR ¨

ADAPT PRODUCTION TO LOCAL DEMAND:
MICROFACTORIES

COLLABORATE TO MAKE
BETTER USE OF EXISTING
PRODUCTION CAPACITY:
PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN
LOCAL START-UPS AND
PREEXISTENT COMPANIES

MAKER ISLAND

INCUBATE AND OFFER
PROTOTYPING AND
MICRO-SERIES DEVELOPMENT
SOLUTIONS: PROFESSIONAL
FABLABS AND OPEN
MANUFACTURING LABS

INCREASE ADDED VALUE:
FROM AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTION TO FOOD
TRANSFORMATION

DEVELOP USE OF LOCAL
HERITAGE SAVOIR-FAIRE
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nt ne resteront que si le territoire est capable de les garder, et ainsi éviter qu’il

2.1.1 Adapt production to local demand: microfactories

Local microfactories are closed or shared production units
dedicated to producing limited series (a few hundred items) of
VPDOO RU PHGLXPVL]HG JRRGV VSHFL¼FDOO\ IRU WKH ORFDO PDUNHW
beverages, food, textiles, leatherwork, decorative items,
furniture, appliances... These microfactories come in a variety of
formats: artisanal microfactories (which make use of traditional
manufacturing processes), small-scale production/processing labs
(for instance, adjacent to a farm), manufacturing at the point
of sale (fabshops) often offering tailor-made goods, assembly
PLFURIDFWRULHV ZKLFKDVVHPEOH¼QLVKHGSURGXFWVIURPVSDUHSDUWV
received from elsewhere), nomadic microfactories, ready-made and
modular factory kits (eg. micro-abattoirs), repair or refurbishing
workshops (eg. for electronic appliances), micro-production units
(eg. micro combined heat and power) or microfactories operating
on new digital production models (such as 3D printing, digitizing
or collaborative robotics offering a wealth of new possibilities).
Not only are microfactories small in size, they tend to be integrated
to more circular and inclusive economic models. To overcome
the limits in local resources, microfactories often develop their
own recycling (eg. wood, cardboard, …) and reuse initiatives (eg.
making use of unsold food products) or other forms of closed circuit
production (eg. making bottles from recycled glass collected from
customers).
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AUTOMOBILE
3D printing cars in microfactories
Local Motors 01  MW ER EYXSQEOIV FEWIH MR %VM^SRE
TVSHYGMRKGEVW[MXL(TVMRXMRKXIGLRSPSK]8LIGSQTER]´W
business model is built on microfactory manufacturning,
open source development and co-creation, a process in
which their customers work together with designers, and
engineers around the world to accelerate product and
XIGLRSPSK]HIZIPSTQIRX-R01(TVMRXIH7XVEXMER
electrical car, in only 44 hours, a printing time which has
WMRGIFIIRVIHYGIHXSYRHIVLSYVW-R0SGEP1SXSVW
launched Olli, an autonomous electrical bus which allows
communication with commuters. LM runs 4 microfactories
and has plans for another 100 microfactories worldwide.
;MXLXLIWYTTSVXSJWMKRM½GERXMRZIWXSVW01GSYPHFIGSQIE
new symbol of the digital economy, in which product design
relies on input from the community, and production is done
locally in microfactories using data communicated via the
internet.

CONCRETE
Mobile microfactories to produce cement where it is needed
Roosens is a Belgian concrete producer which developed a
QSFMPI ERH EJJSVHEFPI GIQIRX QMGVSJEGXSV] MR  [LMGL
can be placed directly on construction sites. Made from a
marine transport container using Stabobloc technology
VIHYGMRK QSVXEV GSRWYQTXMSR  XLMW±5YMGO QMGVSJEGXSV]²
concept allows mobile production of concrete blocks used
to build housing, family-type residences (with a production
GETEGMX]SJYTXSLSYWIWHE] EW[IPPEWSJE[MHIZEVMIX]SJ
concrete products such as bricks or hollow-core slabs. This
microfactory has been successfully rolled out across Africa
and South America and also constitutes an effective solution
for providing materials to small construction sites in rural
areas in France.
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FURNITURE

Mauritius imported
67,7M US$ worth of
furniture in 2017

Manufacturing tailor-made furniture in the city
Unto This Last is essentially a furniture
manufacturing workshop located in the heart of
London offering tailor-made furniture that can be
customized on demand. Located in Shoreditch,
9RXS8LMW0EWXJIEXYVIWERSTIR[SVOWLSTEXXLI
back of the shop where everyone is welcome
to observe the manufacturing process. Olivier
Geoffroy came up with this idea as a reaction
to the increasing prevalence of outsourced and
mass-produced furniture, seeking to offer a new
kind of experience to furniture buyers who can
witness and take part in the manufacturing of their
JYVRMXYVIEW[IPPEWTIVTIXYEXIXVEHMXMSREP)RKPMWL
know-how.

PLASTIC
Producing plastic parts and products on demand
in the heart of the city
Voodoo Manufacturing MW SRI SJ XLI FMKKIWX ( TVMRXMRK
QMGVSJEGXSVMIW MR 2I[=SVO 'MX] )UYMTTIH [MXL  (
printers controlled by a central server,Voodoo Manufacturing
specializes in the production of small series of plastic parts,
such as material components or promotional items for
brands including big players such as Autodesk, Microsoft
and Mattel. With a capacity to produce up to 10 000
TPEWXMG TEVXW MR  LSYVW:SSHSS 1ERYJEGXYVMRK TVSHYGIW
all kinds of personalized promotional items for its clients,
WYGLEWKSSHMIWOI]VMRKW½KYVMRIWIXG*SVMRWXERGIMR
:SSHSS1ERYJEGXYVMRK(TVMRXIHEPMQMXIHIHMXMSRSJ
ZIPSGMVETXSVWJSVXLI½PQTVIQMIVISJ.YVEWWMG;SVPH
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FARMING
Fostering the emergence of short circuit farming initiatives with
low-cost modular abattoirs
Modulab was created as a service for independent farmers,
artisan butchers and other short circuit food businesses that
wish to produce quality meat while respecting animal welfare
both before and at the moment of slaughter. This equipment
seeks to preserve animal wellbeing by guaranteeing optimal
hygiene conditions while also limiting water and energy
consumption and providing satisfactory economic work
GSRHMXMSRW (IPMZIVIH XYVROI]  QSRXLW EJXIV WMKRMRK XLI
construction permit, Modulab includes a series of services to
IJJIGXMZIP]QEREKIXLIJEGMPMX] ±4PERHI1EwXVMWI7ERMXEMVI² 
including a series of guidelines on how to uphold animal
[IPPFIMRK 132  ERH I\XIRWMZI XVEMRMRK JSV STIVEXSVW EX
every step of the Modulab production chain. Modulab is
EZEMPEFPI MR XLVII ZIVWMSRW QSRSWTIGMIW TSVGMRIFSZMRI
SZMRI Qò ERHQYPXMWTIGMIW Qò 

The proportion of alcoholic beverages
in household budgets increased from
5,1% to 6,1% between 2012 and 2017,
in particular for beer which grew one
point (2,1% to 3,1%).

BEVERAGES

Source: Household Budget Survey, Mauritius stats

Producing beer in microbreweries
eries to promote llocal
ocall cculture
ulture
and products

www.icelandnaturally.com

In the wake of the economic crisis that struck
-GIPERH MR  E RYQFIV SJ QMGVSFVI[IVMIW
sprouted around the country to provide local
beer at a cheaper cost than imported ones. In
 -GIPERHMG QMGVSFVI[IV] Borg Brugghús,
which brews various beers from local products
and matches them with traditional Icelandic
QIEPW [SR XLI TVIWXMKMSYW TVM^I JSV ±)YVSTI´W
&IWX -4%² WTYVVMRK XLI GVIEXMSR SJ SXLIV WYGL
microbreweries around the island. To date there
EVI  QMGVSFVI[IVMIW MR -GIPERH [LMGL GSZIV
ETTVS\MQEXIP]   SJ PSGEP HIQERH [LMPI EPWS
exporting on international markets.
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CHEESE
In 2017, dairy product imports in
Mauritius reached 100M$ (of which
732k$ of re-exports)

Setting up a microfactory to produce cheese as close to
the market as possible
French cheese producer Bel is setting up microfactories
around the world to develop its business in high potential
QEVOIXW[MXLSYXLEZMRKXSFYMPHLIEZ]MRJVEWXVYGXYVIW&IP´W
½VWX GLIIWI QMGVSJEGXSV] [EW WIX YT MR '|XI H´-ZSMVI MR
(IGIQFIV
)WXEFPMWLIH MR=STSYKSR ER MRHYWXVMEP ^SRI MR XLI GMX] SJ
Abidjan, this microfactory produces “La Vache qui rit” cheese
JSVXLI'|XIH´-ZSMVIQEVOIX;MXLEGETEGMX]XSQIIXXLI
GSYRXV]´W GYVVIRX HIQERH XLMW JEGXSV] GSRWXMXYXIW E ½VWX
WXITMRXLIFVERH´WHIZIPSTQIRXSRXLI'|XIH´-ZSMVIQEVOIX
8LMWQMGVSJEGXSV]MWETVIQMIVIMRXLIGSQTER]´WHIZIPSTQIRX
and constitutes a technological prowess, achieving extreme
miniaturizing of melted cheese production. This facility was
EWWIQFPIHERHMREYKYVEXIHMRPIWWXLERQSRXLWSRGIXLI
OMX[EWVIGIMZIHJVSQXLIGSQTER]´W6 (GIRXIVMR*VERGI
in 14 containers.
8LMWJEGMPMX]LEWETVSHYGXMSRGETEGMX]SJQMPPMSRYRMXWTIV
]IEV(YIXSPEGOSJEZEMPEFMPMX]MR'|XIH´-ZSMVIXLIJEGMPMX]
operates with imported milk. Cheese produced on-site
MW XLIR QIPXIH ERH GSRHMXMSRIH MRXS TSVXMSRW F]  PSGEP
IQTPS]IIW [LS LEZI VIGIMZIH XLI WEQI XVEMRMRK EW &IP´W
employees in France.
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nt ne resteront que si le territoire est capable de les garder, et ainsi

2.1.2 Incubate and offer prototyping and microseries
development solutions: professional Fablabs and open
manufacturing labs
Professional or corporate Fablabs serve as incubators offering new,
swifter solutions for prototyping and the creation of pre- or microseries, including interesting sectorial initiatives such as “Foodlabs” (food
processing workshops which offer a pooling of tools, machines,
EYXSGPEZIW PEFIPMRK QEGLMRIW IXG EW [IPP EW UYEPM½IH TIVWSRRIP ERH
GIVXM½GEXMSR SV±XI\XMPI*EFPEFW²HIHMGEXIHXSHIWMKRHIZIPSTQIRXERH
the production of limited series of textile products (making professional,
specialized machines available alongside textile printers, pooling
raw material purchases, upcycling initiatives, sharing experience and
ORS[LS[ 

R&D
Accelerating product development
&EWIH MR 4EVMW Usine iO is a private product
development accelerator featuring a hi-tech
TVSXSX]TMRK [SVOWLST HIHMGEXIH XS E TVSHYGX´W
TVIMRHYWXVMEPHIZIPSTQIRXTLEWI9WMRIM3SJJIVW
comprehensive expertise and tailored services to
assist companies in developing new products step
by step, from the initial idea all the way to launching
TVSHYGXMSR 9WMRI M3 JIEXYVIW SZIV  Q SJ
[SVOWTEGI  Q SJ [LMGL EVI HIHMGEXIH XS
[SSHERHQIXEP[SVO(TVMRXIVWERHPMKLXQIXEP
TVSGIWWMRK QEGLMRIV] FIX[IIR  ERH  Q
HIHMGEXIH XS TVSHYGX HIWMKR ERH  Q SJ GS
[SVOMRKWTEGI[LMGLGERLSWXYTXSTISTPI
www.usine.io
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FOOD
Providing technical support and mentoring for entrepreneurs
Brooklyn Food Works is a 10 000 m start-up incubator
whose goal is to become a “premier platform to prototype,
launch, and grow innovative food businesses”. Most
notably Brooklyn FoodWorks offers low-cost kitchen
WTEGIWXEVXMRKEXQSRXLJSVYRPMQMXIHEGGIWWXS
facilities along with personalized business mentoring. More
XLER  IRXVITVIRIYVW GYVVIRXP] FIRI½X JVSQ &VSSOP]R
Foodworks services, and over 400 new products have
been launched with the support of this platform since its
MRGITXMSRMRGPYHMRKWYGLTVSHYGXWEW>)78=4344%78%
SV1%0%--')'6)%1

CONSTRUCTION
Supporting the creation of real estate projects every step
of the way
BATI-FABLAB brings together in a single facility
all the services needed design and a real estate
TVSNIGXJVSQ½RHMRKPERHEPPXLI[E]XSFYMPHMRKE
LSYWIEVIWMHIRXMEPSVSJ½GIFYMPHMRKEWLIPXIVER
extension, even furniture.
It is equipped with a pocket factory which
automatically produces the parts required for the
construction of any project based on its digital
BIM model.These components are then assembled
SR XLI GSRWXVYGXMSR WMXI F] EVXMWERW EJ½PMEXIH
with BATI-FABLAB.
BATI-FABLAB centers bring together the entire
real estate ecosystem to serve the local market.
It offers real-estate professionals a range of
mutualized services in exchange for an annual
contribution.
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Open manufacturing labs are:
- Places that empower people to design and create objects
by offering free access to digital 3D printers with competent
personnel to assist in operating them, allowing entrepreneurs,
designers, artists, students, hackers or any citizen to easily and
swiftly get any idea for an object made into a prototype and if
the prototype is conclusive, to move on to the development
stage.
- Often set in wider “living-fabs” projects, naturally bringing
together a network of manufacturing initiatives, creating
innovative ecosystems which are fertile grounds for unique
manufacturing experiments (shared, distributed): for instance,
Maker Mile (London), Brigades (Riga), Fabrication Athenaeum
(Barcelona), which are themselves prototypes for manufacturing
ecosystems of the future.
- Open manufacturing platforms inspired by the open-source
software movement (such as Opendesk, WikiHouse or
OpenStructure) constitute a whole new set of production
tools which generate new manufacturing environments with
a capacity to meet the demands of an increasingly globalized
market while facilitating serial production and economies of
scale. This “Design global, manufacture local” model (based on
co-creation and open source development) allows designers/
engineers to have their designs produced anywhere in the
world while also offering an opportunity for micro-production
units to broaden their offer and grow their business.
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FURNITURE
Sharing open-source models to produce locally
Global players in the furniture industry are keeping a
close eye on the development of OpenDesk’s trailblazing
business model, an open-source furniture platform which
manufactures its products in local workshops, a true
revolution in the way furniture is designed and produced
which eliminates costly and time-consuming shipping,
showrooms and storage. Created by international designers,
3TIR(IWO´WJYVRMXYVI[EWWTIGM½GEPP]HIWMKRIHXSFITVMRXIH
[MXLRYQIVMGEPGSRXVSPQEGLMRIW[LMGLQIERWEKMZIRMXIQ´W
½PI GER FI HS[RPSEHIH ERH TVSHYGIH PSGEPP] SR HIQERH
ER][LIVIMRXLI[SVPH[MXLXLILIPTSJ3TIR(IWO´WRIX[SVO
of manufacturing partners.

DESIGN
Providing the island’s community with a multi-purpose fablab
The NIHERST Fab Lab (National Institute
SJ ,MKLIV )HYGEXMSR 6IWIEVGL 7GMIRGI ERH
8IGLRSPSK] [EWGVIEXIHF]XLI*EF*SYRHEXMSRMR
8VMRMHEHERH8SFEKSERHMWXLI½VWXMRMXMEXMZISJMXW
kind on the island and in the Caribbean. Its goal is
to provide the community with affordable access
to tools and resources for education, creativity,
innovation and professional development. The
lab focuses on conception, practical projects,
prototyping and robotics. They provide a relaxed
atmosphere where locals can share ideas, work on
their projects, receive training and participate in
workshops or simply tinker.
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MACHINES
Offering collaborative manufacturing workshops
The French home improvement and gardening
retailer Leroy Merlin opened collaborative
[SVOWLSTWMR-ZV] Q 0MPPI Q ERH
QSWX VIGIRXP] E WQEPPIV SRI MR 4EVMW EX 7XEXMSR *
Q GSRGIMZIHEWEGSQTPIQIRXEV]JEGMPMX]XS
the bigger workshop in nearby Ivry and dedicated
WTIGM½GEPP] XS QIIXMRK XLI RIIHW SJ WXEVXYTW
hosted within Station F.
Members can access machines and other
professional equipment spread over various
[SVOWLSTW [SSH QIXEP XI\XMPI IPIGXVSRMGW (
TVMRXMRK©8LIWITPEGIWSJJIVXVEMRMRKXSEGUYMVISV
improve mastery of its equipment, to learn how to
use new software or how to make an object from
A to Z. Big corporations can hold brainstorming or
design thinking sessions as well as three day long
prototyping sessions.
8LI[SVOWLSTWEX-ZV]ERH0MPPISJJIV
3ZIVQòSJ[SVOWTEGI
WTIGMEPM^IH[SVOWLSTWERHQEGLMRIW
(IWMKRWTEGIW[MXLQSVIXLERGSQTYXIVW
equipped with professional software
- Collaborative spaces such as co-working
spaces, relaxation areas as well as a kitchen
- Teams of experts available to assist members
in their projects.
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2.1.3 Increase added value: from agricultural production to food
transformation
*EVQIVW´GETEGMX]XSXVERWJSVQEPPSVTEVXSJXLIMVTVSHYGXMSR[LIXLIVSR
site or via mutualized infrastructures, has become a determining factor in
guaranteeing better distribution of value as well as the durability of their
operations.

GRAIN
Integrating production and transformation activities
Based in Bragelogne, in the Aube department of
)EWXIVR *VERGI XLI TISTPI EX XLI Ferme des
Trois Vallons farm do everything themselves.They
grow grain (their production is in the process
SJ FIMRK GIVXM½IH SVKERMG  [LMGL XLI] KVMRH MRXS
¾SYV[MXLEWXSRIQMPPEXIGLRMUYI[LMGLEPPS[W
XSTVIWIVZIEPPSJXLIKVEMRW´RYXVMXMSREPZEPYI8LI
¾SYVMWXLIRXVERWJSVQIHMRXSTEWXEERHHVMIHMR
XLIMVJEVQ´W[SVOWLST8LMW ±1EHIMR%YFI²
TEWXEMWXLIVIWYPXSJE]IEVTVSNIGXPEYRGLIHF]
a couple of grain-producers that wanted to create
E ½RMWLIH TVSHYGX SYX SJ XLIMV KVEMR TVSHYGXMSR
Their manufacturing process is artisanal and slow
to guarantee product quality. This pasta is sold
mainly in the Aube department (farmers markets,
PSGEPWXSVIWSRPMRI 
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CANNED FOOD
Diversifying local production and developing exports
Sarjua is a cannery based in Mauritius and is one of the
MWPERH´WQSWXTSTYPEVGSQTERMIW4VSHYGMRKTMGOIPWERH
spices, Sarjua is also a pioneer in cassava and breadfruit
¾SYV TVSGIWWMRK 8LI GSQTER] [EW JSYRHIH F] (
7EVNYEEPWSORS[REWXLI§7IVMEP)RXVITVIRIYV¨F]XLI
(IZIPSTQIRX&EROSJ1EYVMXMYW,IWXEVXIHLMWGEVIIVEW
a green-grocers and soon became the prime exporter of
WTMGIWJVSQ1EYVMXMYWXSXLI*VIRGLMWPERHSJ0E6qYRMSR
,EZMRK WMRGI HMZIVWM½IH TVSHYGXMSR XS MRGPYHI TMGOPIW
jelly, spices and tea leaves among other food items, Sarjua
makes a point of using only local fruits and vegetables.
7EVNYE´W TVSHYGXW EVI EHHMXMZIJVII ERH LEZI W[MJXP]
GSRUYIVIHXLIQEVOIXWSJ1EYVMXMYWERH)YVSTI7MRGI
EJI[]IEVW(7EVNYEMWWIIOMRKXSHIZIPSTKPYXIRJVII
¾SYV TVSHYGXMSR QEHI JVSQ GEWWEZE ERH FVIEHJVYMX
Today Sarjua employs over 80 people.

Processed food and beverage imports
have increased from 322M$ (of which
29,6M$ of re-exports) in 2007
to 669M$ (of which 69,8M$ of re-exports)
in 2017.

MEALS

Offering locally-produced ready-to-cook produce and meals
as an alternative to imported processed foods
Based in Thailand, Kit Pou Kwi /4/ HIPMZIVWJVIWLVIEH]
to-cook produce and meals to its customers door. Offering
VIGMTIWIEGL[IIOMRXLIJSVQSJTVITIIPIHGPIERERH
cut ingredients delivered with preparation instructions,
/4/´W KSEP [EW XS SJJIV PSGEP GSRWYQIVW LIEPXL] JSSH
options without the hassle of wasting time at the grocery
store.

The proportion of household
consumption dedicated to restaurants,
GEJqWIXGMRGVIEWIHJVSQ XS 
FIX[IIRERHWTYVVIHF]
the increase in consumption of ready
QIEPW  XS EW[IPPEWGEOIW
ERHWREGOW  XS 

/4/EPWSEMQWXSTVIZIRX[EWXIF]SJJIVMRKMXWGYWXSQIVW
single portions. Fruits and vegetables are selected « at local
JEVQIVWGSRGIVRIH[MXLWYWXEMREFPIEKVMGYPXYVI¨*VYMXERH
vegetable peels are used to make compost which is then
YWIHF]PSGEPTEVXRIVJEVQW/4/´WQIEPFS\IWEVIQEHI
JVSQ VIG]GPEFPIQEXIVMEPW
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2.1.4 Making use of local heritage

9RMUYIPSGEPVIWSYVGIWERHWEZSMVJEMVIEVISTTSVXYRMXMIWXSGVIEXISRISJ
a-kind products that stand out for their high quality and authenticity.

BEVERAGE
Developing new industries from local plants
V Kanhye Health Foods Co. Ltd was founded
by young Mauritian entrepreneur Vinay Kanhye
when he set out to create a brand of herbal teas
QEHI[MXL1EYVMXMYW´ZIV]S[R1SVMRKE3PIMJIVE
a local plant most commonly referred to as “Brede
QSYVSYQ² /RS[R JSV MXW QER] LIEPXL FIRI½XW
Moringa grows in abundance on the island though
its potential was largely ignored until Vinay Kanhye
realized what an incredible resource it could be.
,I PEYRGLIH PEVKI WGEPI   SVKERMG 1SVMRKE
production at Grand Aube and set up a factory on
XLIWIGSRH¾SSVSJLMWLSYWIXSTVSGIWWLEVZIWXIH
moringa leaves into tea bags.
]IEVWPEXIV:MRE]/ERL]I´WJEVQHMWTPE]WSZIV
WLVYFWSZIVQSVIXLEREGVIWSJPERH,MWFVERHMW
GIVXM½IH)'3')68F]FSXL1EYVMXMERERH*VIRGL
WXERHEVHW -R  LI [SR XLI 71) -RRSZEXMSR
%[EVH JSV XLI QSWX MRRSZEXMZI WQEPPQIHMYQ
sized company, awarded both for the quality of his
FVERH´WTVSHYGXERHSJLMWTVSHYGXMSRTVSGIWW
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BEVERAGE
Exporting bottled coconut water
Coco Up sells bottled fresh coconut water from
1EYVMXMYW %VREYH (EPEMW PEYRGLIH 'SGS 9T MR 
FSXXPMRKXLI½VWXPMXIVWSJGSGSRYX[EXIVLMQWIPJMRLMW
own garage with the help of a friend, and selling them in a
PMXXPIWXSVIEX6SGLIW2SMVIWEZMPPEKISRXLI2SVXL)EWX
coast of the island. Since then the company has grown
GSRWMHIVEFP]'SGS9TGERFIJSYRHSR)QMVEXIW%MVPMRIW
EX'SPIXXIGSRGITXWXSVIMR4EVMWERHMRTVEGXMGEPP]IZIV]
store on the island of Mauritius.
8SHE]%VREYH (EPEMW IQTPS]W SZIV  1EYVMXMERW ERH
works with a number of coconut retailers on the island
XS TVSHYGI XLI FVERH´W   REXYVEP FSXXPIH GSGSRYX
water as well as new coconut-based food products
such as coconut sorbet, coconut creme, coconut milk
ERH GSGSRYX GLYXRI] EQSRK SXLIV TVSHYGXW   SJ
[EWXITVSHYGIHMWEPWSVIYWIHGSGSRYXWLIPPWEVIYWIH
on farms, while coconut straw is used by local hotels
EWJYIPJSVXLIMV[SSH½VIHSZIRW%VREYH(EPEMWMWEPWS
considering producing coconut straw compost to use as
fuel to produce his own electricity

BISCUITS
Producing world famous biscuits made from a local root
BISCUITERIE H. RAULT has been world-renowned for
or
its cassava biscuits for over 140 years.
-R,MPEVMSR6EYPXGVIEXIHEVIGMTIJSVFMWGYMXWQEHI
HI
from cassava that was inspired by traditional biscuits from
m
HW
XLI&VIXEKRIVIKMSRSJ*VERGI)RGSYVEKIHF]LMWJVMIRHW
and family he created a business and started selling his
“Biscuits Manioc” on the local market in 1870, a biscuit
uit
which is still produced by the family business in an artisanal
nal
fashion to this day. These biscuits, made without milk nor
o
or
S
SR
IKKVIGIMZIHXLIWMPZIVQIHEPEXXLI§0SRHSR)\LMFMXMSR
¨MR
SR
9WIHXSMQTSVXGEWWEZEJVSQ1EHEKEWGEVJSVMXWTVSHYGXMSR
va
for many years the Biscuiterie has turned to local cassava
suppliers.
SJ
&MWGYMXIVMI6EYPX´WLEWEQE\MQYQTVSHYGXMSRGETEGMX]SJ
st
up to 1000 boxes per day and produces at the very least
FS\IWTIVHE]MIFMWGYMXWTIVHE]
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2.1.5 Collaborate to make better use of existing production
capacity: partnerships between local start-ups and
preexistent companies
Collaboration can be a determining factor in the success of
an entrepreneurial project, by facilitating the critical stages of prototyping
and production launch.

READY MEALS
Making use of local SMEs existing productive equipment
to develop innovative products

Manufacturing SMEs and mediumsized companies (such as prototype
development companies and
subcontractors). Though they hold
great potential for creating new locallyanchored economic dynamics (« produce
PSGEPGSRWYQIPSGEP¨ MRTEVXMGYPEVHYI
to their greater agility in adjusting their
TVSHYGXMSRXSQIIXWTIGM½GGSRWYQIV
needs, these players are often missing
from “innovative” production ecosystems
and communication channels. For such
71)WERHQMHWM^IHGSQTERMIWIRKEKMRK
with local markets can be an opportunity
XSHMZIVWMJ]XLIMVTVSHYGXMSRERH½RH
alternatives to working as subcontractors
(and therefore limit their dependency
SRSRISVQSVIFMKEGGSYRXW EW[IPP
as create partnerships with local startups, in particular by making under-used
production facilities available to them.

Lyon-based food start-up Ici&Là has set out to
offer innovative and tasty alternatives to meat
made from French-grown organic legumes.
-R-GM 0kPEYRGLIHEPMRISJTVSHYGXWHIWMKRIH
for the mainstream under the brand “Le Boucher
Vert”, which included vegetarian meatballs, steaks
and nuggets made from lentils, chickpeas or
¾EKISPIXFIERW
,EZMRK XIWXIH XLI QEVOIX -GM 0k MRZIWXIH MR
machines which were set up in the facilities of an
industrial partner specializing in the production of
JVS^IRJVYMXERHZIKIXEFPIWMRXLIRIEVF](V|QI
VIKMSR8LMW WQEVX TEVXRIVWLMT EPPS[IH -GM 0k XS
launch an industrial production line without having
to set up its own factory, simply by making use
SJYRYWIH[SVOWTEGIMRMXWTEVXRIV´WJEGMPMXMIWERH
providing its knowhow and adequate training to
XLIJEGMPMXMIW´STIVEXSVW
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FRESH FRUIT AND PRODUCE
Create partnerships with supermarket chains to distribute
products grown, prepared and conditioned in the vicinity of a
supermarket
Hydroponics is a subset of hydroculture whereby
plants are grown without soil in a nutrient-rich
[EXIV WSPYXMSR 6IGIRX XIGLRSPSKMGEP TVSKVIWW
MRXLMW½IPHLEWWTYVVIH[MHIWTVIEHYWISJXLMW
kind of agriculture. Hydroponic farms are ideal
for rooftop agriculture in particular as they
offer high return while being cheaper to run
than ground operations. Hydroponics consume
less water by making use of rainwater. In the
97%Brightfarms has set out to create and run
hydroponic urban greenhouses on the rooftops
of supermarkets or in their vicinity, offering
these supermarkets the possibility to distribute
their own agricultural production and operate
in shorter circuits with higher quality control.
The costs for setting up and running these
facilities is not covered by these supermarkets,
however they must commit to buying the entire
production of these hydroponic farms for the
½VWX]IEVWSJXLIMVSTIVEXMSRW
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FOCUS

HOW ICELAND BOUNCED BACK FROM THE 2008
FINANCIAL CRISIS BY PROMOTING INNOVATIVE “ MADE
IN ICELAND ” INITIATIVES

(YIXSXLI-GIPERHMGIGSRSQ]´WLMWXSVMGEPVIPMERGISRMRXIVREXMSREP½RERGMEPQEVOIXW
XLI MWPERH [EW LMX LEVH F] XLI ½RERGMEP GVMWMW SJ  ,S[IZIV XLI GSYRXV] LEW
FSYRGIH FEGO ERH -GIPERH´W IGSRSQ] MW SR XVEGO EKEMR 2EXMSREP VIZIRYIW TIV
MRLEFMXERX[LMGLLEHHVSTTIHWLEVTP]JSPPS[MRKXLIGVMWMWJVSQOTIVMRLEFMXERX
MR  XS O MR  LEW KVEHYEPP] VIXYVRIH XS TVIGVMWMW PIZIPW-GIPERH [EW
able to recover from the crisis by diversifying its economy with a new focus on
IRXVITVIRIYVWLMTEXVERWMXMSRQEHITSWWMFPIF]EZEVMIX]SJWXEOILSPHIVW
• The Icelandic state loosened its corporate legislation to enable easier business
creation, creating new tax incentives and increasing research and development
funding;
9RMZIVWMXMIWJSGYWIHSRMRRSZEXMSRERHIRXVITVIRIYVWLMTTVSZMHMRKXVEMRMRKSR
how to start a business and systematically requiring that academic knowledge be
applied to industry;
• Private companies and banks contributed to this entrepreneurial dynamic
by funding startup accelerator programs such as Klak (now called Icelandic
Startups) which was founded in 1999 by Nýherji, one of the biggest IT
companies in the country, while Arion Bank, one of the island’s main
banks, launched a partnership with Icelandic Startups to create the startup
accelerator program Startup Reykjavik.
7XEVXYTWEVI¾SYVMWLMRKMRTEVXMGYPEVMRXLIXIGLMRXIVRIXERHXIPIGSQQYRMGEXMSRW
MRHYWXVMIWEW[IPPEWMRXLIVIRI[EFPIIRIVK]WIGXSVXLI½WLMRKMRHYWXV]ERHQSVI
recently online gaming, augmented reality, health and biotechnologies.
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FOCUS

-')0%2(3')%2'0978)6
-GIPERH3GIER'PYWXIV´WQMWWMSRMWXSWYTTSVX-GIPERHMG
IRXVITVIRIYVWERHFYWMRIWWIWHIHMGEXIHXSYWMRK½WLEWE
resource for non-food related industries, investing its resources
in new marine spin-offs and projects that manufacture health and
beauty products, medical products, leather, etc.

'3(0%2(
[EWJSYRHIHF]XLI-GIPERH3GIER'PYWXIVMR8LMWWXEVX
YTMWSREQMWWMSRXSGVIEXIZEPYIJVSQYRYWIHTEVXWSJ½WLF]
manufacturing products such as dietary supplements rich in
GEPGMYQERHQMRIVEPWSQIKEVMGL½WLSMP½WLFEWIHERMQEPJSSHW
marine collagen for the cosmetics industry... Hence this startup transforms a low-complexity, partly underexploited (unused
[EWXI TVSHYGXXLEXMWQEMRP]HIWXMRIHXSFII\TSVXIHMRXSE
complex fully-exploited product with a variety of uses.

%80%28-'0)%8,)6
Leather is another inspiring example. This icelandic tannery
QERYJEGXYVIWPIEXLIVJVSQ½WLWOMRMRERIRZMVSRQIRXEPP]
JVMIRHP][E]WSYVGMRK½WLWOMRJVSQXLI½WLMRKMRHYWXV][LMGL
would otherwise constitute waste. Similarly Atlantic Leather
QERYJEGXYVIWPIEXLIVWJVSQSXLIVERMQEPW LSVWIWLIITIXG 
using skins sourced from the local farming industry.

www.atlanticleather.is

Finally, 1%6-23<
is a startup specializing in the extraction of bioactives from marine
EPKEIJSYRHSRXLI-GIPERHMGGSEWX8LIGSQTER]´WI\XVEGXWEVI
used in health, nutrition and personal care products.
www.marinox.is
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“Looping the loop” of local economic
and material circuits to make Mauritius
a “circular island” can be a powerful
generator of wealth and innovation.
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2.2 CIRCULAR ISLAND
0SSTMRKIGSRSQMGERHQEXIVMEP¾S[WXSQEOI1EYVMXMYWEGMVGYPEVMWPERHMWEWYVI
way to foster innovation and creation of wealth. Instead of working with imported
raw materials, the island could take advantage of existing material resources, both
primary or secondary, in particular by using local inputs extracted from recycling,
VITEMVSVVIYWI7YGLEWXVEXIK][SYPHVIUYMVI
7LMJXMRKXLIMWPERH´WTIVWTIGXMZISRMXWS[RQEXIVMEPVIWSYVGIWXSMHIRXMJ]ERH
foster the emergence of new ones
)WXEFPMWLWTIGM½GTVSHYGXMZIORS[LS[IZIV]WXITSJXLITVSHYGXMSRGLEMR
from raw materials to end-product
 (IZIPST MRRSZEXMZI WEZSMVJEMVI XS QEOI YWI SJ I\MWXMRK [EWXI EKVMGYPXYVEP
MRHYWXVMEPLSYWILSPH SVWYVTPYWIWEWMRTYXW
6ITPEGMRK4-83 4VSHYGX-R8VEWL3YX ETTVSEGLIW[MXLPSGEPPSSTW[SYPHEPPS[
XLIMWPERHXS
6IHYGIMQTSVXWSJVE[QEXIVMEPW
• Limit extraction of natural resources
6IHYGI[EWXI
• Maximize value from local materials and pproducts
REPAIR AND GIVE NEW VALUE
TO PRODUCTS WITHOUT
DESTROYING THEM

MAKE RESOURCES MORE VISIBLE
AND ACCESSIBLE

CONCENTRATE SMALL
SOURCES OF WASTE TO

CIRCULAR ISLAND

GENERATE INCOME

GENERATE
NEW MATERIALS
THROUGH INNOVATION
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REUSE: VIEWING WASTE
AS NEW PRODUCTS

nt ne resteront que si le territoire est capable de les garder, et ainsi éviter

2.2.1 Repair and give new value to products without destroying
them: from product to product
6ITEMVMRK I\MWXMRK TVSHYGXW MW XLI ½VWX WXIT XS VIHYGMRK XLI MWPERH´W
dependence on imported materials and products.

EQUIPMENT
Generating local jobs by reducing waste and giving new life to used
electrical and electronic equipment

'VIEXIHMR*VERGIMR Envie is a nationwide
network of companies employing long-term
unemployed workers to repair household
electrical appliances and sell them at a low price.
Operating within the principles of both the
social and solidarity economy and the circular
IGSRSQ] )RZMI LEW I\TERHIH MXW EGXMZMXMIW XS
MRGPYHI VIG]GPMRK SJ;))) ;EWXI )PIGXVMGEP ERH
)PIGXVSRMG )UYMTQIRX  WMRGI  [LIR *VERGI´W
PE[ MRWXMXYXMRK )\XIRHIH 4VSHYGIV 6IWTSRWMFMPMX]
)46  JSV ;))) GEQI MRXS IJJIGX 8SHE] XLI
RIX[SVO TVSGIWWIW SRI XLMVH SJ *VERGI´W IRHSJ
life electrical and electronic products. Thanks to
partnerships with eco-organizations such as ÉcoW]WXrQIW 6IG]PYQ ERH )GSPSKMI EW [IPP EW [MXL
HMWXVMFYXSVWWYGLEW(EVX]ERHQERYJEGXYVIVWWYGL
EW4LMPMTW)RZMIVITEMVWSVVIG]GPIWXSRWSJ
;)))TIV]IEV3TIVEXMRKERYQFIVSJXVIEXQIRX
sites, recycling facilities, logistics operations, repair
workshops and retail stores across the country,
)RZMI´W RIX[SVO MRGPYHIW SZIV  GSQTERMIW
EGVSWW*VERGIIQTPS]MRK[SVOIVWSJ[LMGL
EVIFIMRKVIMRXIKVEXIHMRXSXLINSFQEVOIX
ERH GSPPIGXMRK  SJ EPP *VIRGL IPIGXVMGEP ERH
electronic waste.
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BOTTLES
Creating local industry dedicated to reusing
glass bottles
6IG]GPMRK MW KSSH ,S[IZIV FVIEOMRK WMRKPIYWI KPEWW ERH
QIPXMRKMXEXEXIQTIVEXYVISJ'VIUYMVIWEWMKRM½GERX
I\TIRHMXYVI SJ IRIVK] 6IYWMRK MW FIXXIV +PEWW MW ER
unalterable material which can be used over and over again.
Industrial washing processes and high quality standards
guarantee that reused bottles are as good as new. Launched
F] 'PYWXIV´.YVE ERH .YVEXVM MR XLI .YVE VIKMSR SJ )EWXIVR
France, the “J’aime mes bouteilles” initiative collects
[MRIFSXXPIWMRPSGEXMSRWMRERHEVSYRH0SRWPI7EYRMIV
(hypermarkets, grocery stores, Biocoop stores, a semi-large
GSPPIGXMSRTSMRXJSV[MRITVSHYGIVW XSVIWIPPXLIQXSPSGEP
[MRITVSHYGIVW8LMWPSGEPGMVGYMXMWTEVXMGYPEVP]FIRI½GMEPXS
small wine producers for who bottles are a big investment.

GLASSWARE
Creating glassware design objects made from
recycled bottles
The Mauritius Glass Gallery is a glass foundry
GVIEXIHMRF]4LSIRM\&IZXSVIG]GPIKPEWW[EWXI
TVSHYGIH F] MXW MRHYWXVMEP EGXMZMXMIW8LI GSQTER]´W
original glassware design items are hand-made locally
by a team of glass blowers, constantly striving to
improve the design and technique of these recycled
glass objects.
1++´W KPEWW SFNIGXW LEZI WMRGI IEVRIH XLIMV TPEGI
on the contemporary glassware scene and gotten
the attention of local interior designers. They supply
top hotels with glass and tableware, companies with
corporate gifts and employee awards, and the local
Mauritian market with interior design objects, gifts
and souvenirs.
These last years MGG has been striving to improve its
environmental performance by using recycled plant
oils as fuel for its furnaces, rainwater for glass polishing
and used newspapers to protect glassblowers hands
on site.
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2.2.2 Reuse: viewing waste as new products
Current technology allows to reuse most materials that make up household
and corporate consumer goods, limiting environmental impacts associated
with raw material extraction and imports.

GLASS
Transforming glass into an innovative product

Recy’Verre is a Caledonian domestic glass
recycling company located in Numbo, on the
TIRMRWYPE SJ (YGSW 6IG]´:IVVI EMQW XS VIHYGI
environmental and economic impacts associated
with glass end-of-life while generating local jobs
JSV TVIZMSYWP] YRIQTPS]IH [SVOIVW 6EXLIV XLER
FYV]MRK MX SV WIRHMRK MX XS *VERGI 6IG]´:IVVI
collects glass waste (pots,jars,mirrors and windows,
IXG ERHKMZIWMXERI[PMJIMRXLIJSVQSJGVYWLIH
glass aggregates which can substitute mostly
imported calibrated sands and gravels used in the
GSRWXVYGXMSR MRHYWXV] EW [IPP EW [EXIV ½PXVEXMSR
decoration, landscaping activities etc. This product
VIHYGIWXLIMWPERH´WIGSPSKMGEPJSSXTVMRXF]SJJIVMRK
a readily available and reusable mineral material
alternative to imported mineral aggregates. Over
XSRWSJKPEWWEVIXVIEXIHIZIV]]IEV
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WOOD AND FURNITURE
Reusing wooden pallets
*SYRHIH MR  SR XLI *VIRGL MWPERH SJ 0E 6qYRMSR
EcoPAL´W KSEP MW XS VIG]GPI YRYWIH [SSHIR TEPPIXW ERH
XVERWJSVQXLIQMRXSRI[TVSHYGXW)GS4%0FVMRKWXSKIXLIV
both private sector companies and non-governmental
SVKERM^EXMSRW EWWSGMEXIH [MXL 0E 6qYRMSR´W [SSHIR TEPPIX
MRHYWXV]GSRWXMXYXMRKXLIMWPERH´WZIV]½VWX±4|PI8IVVMXSVMEP
HI 'SSTqVEXMSR )GSRSQMUYI² 48')  SV 8IVVMXSVMEP
)GSRSQMG'SSTIVEXMSR,YF%XXLIXSTSJXLITVSHYGXMSR
GLEMR VIG]GPMRK GSQTER]%': GSPPIGXW WSVXW ERH VITEMVW
used pallets. Waste from that process is reconditioned into
raw wooden boards by prisoners employed in a workshop
STIVEXIH[MXLMRXLI4SVX´WTIRMXIRXMEV]8LIWIFSEVHWEVIXLIR
sold to private customers and local artisans. Furthermore,
PSGEP2+3±0IW4EPIXXIWHI1EVKYIVMXI²YWIWTEPPIX[SSHEW
raw material to manufacture tailormade furniture, employing
workers who have been reintegrated to the job market.
;SSH[SVOTVSNIGXWFSVRJVSQ)GS4%0EVIWLS[GEWIHSR
XLI MRMXMEXMZI´W [IFWMXI XS MRWTMVI GYWXSQIVW ERH [SVOIVW
alike.
8LEROW XS )GS4%0  XS  XSRW SJ [SSHIR TEPPIXW EVI
treated every month, and a dozen jobs have been created on
XLIMWPERHMREX±0IW4EPIXXIWHI1EVKYIVMXI²EXXLI
4SVXHIXIRXMSRGIRXIVERHEX%':

Making furniture from all kinds of waste
materials
Extramuros is one of the pioneering companies in
France when it comes to upcycling. Founded in the
4EVMW WYFYVF SJ +IRRIZMPPMIVW MR  )\XVEQYVSW
manufactures objects from all kinds of used materials.
;SSH[SVOMWXLIGSQTER]´WQEMREVIESJI\TIVXMWI
designing and manufacturing items such as conference
tables, desks, reception desks or ecofriendly trophies
made from different kinds of used wood (old furniture,
¾SSVMRKGSRWXVYGXMSRWMXI[EWXIFIEQWTEPPIXWIXG 
*YVXLIVQSVI )\XVEQYVSW MW GSQQMXXIH XS SJJIVMRK
employment to workers who have been out of the
job market for a time and providing them with training
and supervision from experienced professionals.
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CONSTRUCTION

In 2017, Mauritius imported 934k$
worth of glass wool (and other glass
¼EHUSURGXFWV RIZKLFKNZHUH
re-exports.

Manufacturing insulation from recycled local cardboard
Novidem MW XLI ½VWX MRWYPEXSV QERYJEGXYVIH JVSQ PPSGEPP
recycled cardboard. Cardboard is an economical and effective
WSYVGI SJ MRWYPEXMSR *VIRGL GSQTER] -()1 -RRSZEXMSR
(qZIPSTTIQIRX )GS1EXqVMEY\  GVIEXIH 2SZMHIQ E
GIPPYPSWI [EHHMRK QEHI JVSQ VIG]GPIH GEVHFSEVH ½FIV
QEHIJVSQ SJVIG]GPIHVE[QEXIVMEPW [LMGLTIVJSVQW
well technically, environmentally, as well as in terms of health
MQTEGXW6IG]GPIHGEVHFSEVHYWIHMRXLMWTVSGIWWMWQSWXP]
sourced from the local cardboard industry, using cardboard
scarps and trimmings as well as defective cardboard sheets.
*YVXLIVQSVI-()1LEWETEVXRIVWLMT[MXLXLI*VIRGLGMX]
SJ 'LEPSRWYV7E|RI XS GSPPIGX ERH VIYWI GEVHFSEVH JVSQ
XLIGMX]GIRXIV´WWLSTWERHFYWMRIWWIW

TEXTILE
Recycling outdoor textile products in a creative way
OWL - Outdoor Waste Lab is a creative laboratory
which collects and recycles textile waste from the
outdoors textile industry to manufacture small-sized
YTG]GPIHPYKKEKIEGGIWWSVMIW9TG]GPMRKMWXLITVSGIWW
by which waste is made into something new, beautiful
and useful. OWL collects used garments from
partner brands, cuts, reassembles and sows them to
create made-in-France upcycled luggage accessories
produced in the heart of the Mont-Blanc Valley, in
XLI*VIRGL%PTW)EGL3;0TVSHYGXMWYRMUYISJXIR
HMWTPE]MRK[IEVJVSQMXWQEXIVMEPW´TVIZMSYWPMJI
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TEXTILE

Making sustainable bio-textiles by using left-overs from food crop
harvests.
Crop-A-Porter is a start-up that takes the harvest
VIQEMRW SJ GVSTW WYGL EW SMPWIIH ¾E\ LIQT WYKEVGERI
FEREREWERHTMRIETTPIWERHXYVRWMXMRXSYWIJYPFMS½FIV
XLVSYKLEPS[GSWXGPSWIHPSSTXIGLRSPSK]8LMWFMS½FIV
GER XLIR FI XYVRIH MRXS XI\XMPI JEFVMG -R  'VST%
4SVXIV[SRXLI+PSFEP'LERKI%[EVHWTSRWSVIHF], 1
'VST%4SVXIVMWXLIFVEMRGLMPHSJ%QIVMGERIRXVITVIRIYVW
Yitzac Goldstein, Geof Kime and Isaac Nichelson who
XSKIXLIV WIX SYX XS ½RH WSPYXMSRW XS [IER XLI KEVQIRX
MRHYWXV]JVSQMXWHITIRHIRG]SRGSXXSRXLI[SVPH´WQSWX
[MHIP] YWIH REXYVEP ½FIV8LI] GVIEXIH E W]WXIQ GEPPIH
Agraloop™.
%KVEPSST &MS6I½RIV] XVERWJSVQW JSSHGVST [EWXI
MRXSZEPYEFPIREXYVEP½FIVTVSHYGXWMREGSWXGSQTIXMXMZI
and scalable way, providing sustainable and regenerative
FIRI½XW %KVEPSST GER YWI E VERKI SJ JIIH WXSGOW
MRGPYHMRK SMPWIIH LIQT ERH SMPWIIH ¾E\ WXVE[ EW [IPP EW
pineapple leaves, banana trunks and sugar cane bark.These
 GVSTW EPSRI TVSHYGI  QMPPMSR XSRW SJ ½FIV E ]IEV
IUYMZEPIRXXSSZIVX[MGIXLI[SVPH´WGYVVIRX½FIVHIQERH
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Growth of perfumes
and cosmetics imports:
From 31M$ in 2007
to 76M$ in 2017

COSMETICS

Extracting cosmetic active ingredients from banana waste
Based on the French island of La Martinique, Kadalys is the
½VWXGSWQIXMGFVERHXSYWIFEREREI\XVEGXW&EREREMWXLI
'EVMFFIER´WQSWXI\TSVXIHJVYMXERHMWTVSHYGIHQEWWMZIP]MR
XLIVIKMSRXSRWEVITVSHYGIHIZIV]]IEVEPSRKWMHI
XSRWSJFERERE[EWXI8LMWYRYWIH[EWXIMW/EHEP]W´
resource to create Made in Martinique skincare products,
a business model especially well adapted to tropical insular
economies. Kadalys activities eliminate losses for the banana
MRHYWXV]LIRGIQE\MQM^MRKXLIIGSRSQMGFIRI½XWSJFERERE
production.
%GGSVHMRKXS/EHEP]W´JSYRHIV7LMVPI]&MPPSXXLIOI]WYGGIWW
factor in this kind of initiative is to work with an established
and well structured agricultural industry to guarantee secure
and lasting operations. Kadalys works with local banana
producers both in Martinique and Guadeloupe. Furthermore,
she recommends expanding business beyond local markets,
to generate greater revenues as well as strengthen the
MWPERH´W MR¾YIRGI ERH VITYXEXMSR SR ER MRXIVREXMSREP WGEPI
'VIEXIHMR/EHEP]WHMWTPE]IHEXYVRSZIVSJº
MRLEPJSJ[LMGL[EWKIRIVEXIHJVSQI\TSVX

ENERGY
Growth of fuel imports
from 647M$ in 2007
to 836M$ in 2017

Using waste as fuel for vehicles

KARRGREEN is a gas station distributing
distributiing bbio-NGV
io-NGV
produced from methanization. Based in the city of
Locminé in the French region of Bretagne, this gas
WXEXMSRMWXLIJVYMXSJXLIGMX]´WGSQQMXQIRXXSIJJIGXMRK
XLIEVIE´WIGSPSKMGEPXVERWMXMSRF]QIERWSJ0-+)6E
1M\IH )GSRSQ] GSQTER] HIHMGEXIH XS MRZIWXQIRXW
in digital and green technologies.
Bio-NGV, or biogas, is a renewable energy produced
HYVMRKXLIEREIVSFMGHMKIWXMSRSJFMSQEWWWPYHKIJVSQ
water treatment facilities, agricultural waste as well
EWIJ¾YIRXWJVSQEHS^IRJEVQW%RRYEPTVSHYGXMSR
VITVIWIRXW ETTVS\MQEXIP]  PMXIVW SJ KEWSPMRI
KIRIVEXMRKWEZMRKWSJSZIVQMPPMSRIYVSWXLEX[SYPH
otherwise be spent on oil procurement.
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ENERGY
Collecting local plant oils to produce electricity
Assiette verte and Alizés Energie have formed a winning
partnership for the French island of New Caledonia. Assiette
verte is dedicated to collecting used plant oils from over
300 suppliers on the island (restaurants, school canteens and
JSSHMRHYWXVMIW XSTVSHYGIFMSJYIPWF]HMWXMPPEXMSR½PXIVMRK
and processing with centrifuges.
%PM^qW)RIVKMIMWEPSGEPGSQTER]SJXLI)2+-)KVSYTXLEX
collects plant oils via its network of recovery containers
across the island as well as its plant oil recovery tanks
installed in waste treatment facilities. These oils are used
as fuels for the electric plant at Lifou as well as the two
hybrid electrical plants on the island of Ouen which produce
 VIRI[EFPIIRIVK]PMXIVWSJYWIHTPERXSMPEVI
processed this way every year.

TIRES
Giving new life to used tires
The “Association pour la Valorisation des
4RIYQEXMUYIW 9WEKqW HI PE 6qYRMSR² AVPUR  ¯
%WWSGMEXMSRJSVXLI6IYWISJ9WIH8MVIWSJXLIMWPERH
SJ0E6qYRMSR¯MWEJIHIVEXMSRFVMRKMRKXSKIXLIVXLI
MWPERH´WXMVIMQTSVXIVWXSGSPPIGXERHVIYWIXMVI[EWXI
9WIH XMVIW EVI GSPPIGXIH ERH WXSVIH F] 7SP]ZEP
Collected tires are then ground into chips and
aggregates which are processed to be used as impactabsorbing ground-cover, asphalt coating, draining
surfaces and underlays, road pavement. Created in
XLMWMRHYWXV]EWWSGMEXMSRMRGPYHIHMQTSVXIVW
from the automobile, construction and agricultural
MRHYWXVMIW MR  7MRGI MXW MRGITXMSR MX LEW VIYWIH
 QMPPMSR YWIH XMVIW EQSYRXMRK XS SZIV  XMVIW
collected per day in over 300 collection sites across
the island.
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Renovating an avenue with concrete made from shells
A team of engineers from the Ecole Supérieure
d’Ingénieurs des Travaux de la Construction de Caen
MR*VERGIPEYRGLIHERMRMXMEXMZIMRXSHIZIPSTTIVZMSYW
concrete made from crushed scallop shells sourced from the
local food industry. Their unique formula was patented after
three years of research and got the attention of the city of
Wimereux, which recently renovated its avenue Foch and
surrounding parking lots using this innovative technology.
Not only does this shell-based pavement solution create
value from local waste and avoid environmental impacts
associated with making traditional concrete from mineral
aggregates extracted from the mining industry, it also prevents
VEMR[EXIVVYRSJJERH¾SSHMRKEWGVYWLIHWLIPPEKKVIKEXIWEVI
TIVZMSYWXS[EXIVEPPS[MRKVEMR[EXIVXSMR½PXVEXIPSGEPWSMPW

ZERO WASTE
Producing and selling local compost
OZD[EWIWXEFPMWLIHMR[MXLXLIKSEPSJEGLMIZMRK
>IVS;EWXI ERH   VIG]GPMRK SR XLI *VIRGL MWPERH SJ
New Caledonia.This small company specializes in collecting,
processing and reusing different kinds of packaging waste,
from paper and cardboard to industrial glass, as well as
plastics, woods, green waste, meat waste and food waste
JVSQXLIMWPERH´WVIWXEYVERXWERHGERXIIRWEW[IPPEWMRIVX
waste.
3>(LEWEPWSPEYRGLIHTVSHYGXMSRERHGSQQIVGMEPM^EXMSR
S
SJ PSGEPGSQTSWXQEHIJVSQXSTWSMPGVYWLIHKPEWW
ccullet gravel and organic fertilizer. Organic fertilizers are
natural, which means they are made from raw materials
sourced from living beings, whether animals or plants.They
release nitrogen, phosphorus and potash into the soil in
vvarying quantities, which are gauged to guarantee plants
HSR´X VIGIMZI XSS QER] RYXVMIRXW XSS WSSR ERH IRWYVI
tthey grow at a normal pace.
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SPORT
Collecting and recycling surfboards on location
The Resurf Project was created to give new life to
used surfboards, considering that approximately 100 000
WYVJFSEVHWIRHYTMRPERH½PPWIZIV]]IEV7YVJFSEVHWQEHI
from polyurethane are not recyclable, polystyrene boards
are. These are the kind of boards used in surf schools, in a
number of other water sports as well as by lifeguards. The
6IWYVJ 4VSNIGX MW E JSYV WXIT MRMXMEXMZI GSPPIGXMSR
delamination, polystyrene crushing and compacting to
reduce transportation and recycling costs, transformation of
polystyrene blocks into boardstock foam by a polystyrene
recycler to be used as raw material for the manufacturing of
new surfboards by a company called Hoff. 1 000 used boards
GER]MIPHRI[WYVJFSEVHW[MXLXLMWVIG]GPMRKTVSGIWW

TEXTILE
$ZRUOGOHDGHULQFDUSHWPDQXIDFWXULQJUHF\FOHV¼VKLQJQHWVWR
support local communities
Launched in the 70s, the American carpet manufacturer Interface
VIEPM^IH MR  XLEX MX RIIHIH XS QSZI JVSQ E PMRIEV XS E GMVGYPEV
production model. A major fuel consumer, the company is a pioneer
of sustainability with the goal to eliminate all of its operations negative
MQTEGXW SR XLI IRZMVSRQIRX F] 8LI GSQTER] LEW GSRWIUYIRXP]
radically rethought all of its operations, products and business practices.
In particular, the company has launched Net-Works®, a series of projects
JSV TYVGLEWMRK YWIH R]PSR ½WLMRK RIXW JVSQ ½WLMRK GSQQYRMXMIW MR
developing countries. The company then recycles these nets, which
otherwise often end up dumped on beaches or in the sea. The damage
JVSQWYGLTVEGXMGIWXSXLI(ERENSRFEVVMIVVIIJMRXLI4LMPMTTMRIWJSV
example, is immense.
Interface works with local partners, particularly NGOs, to organize
the collection of nets from villages. In this way, as well as reducing its
environmental impact, Interface also supports local communities by
funding local NGOs.
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TEXTILE
Making clothes from recycled plastic recovered at sea
0EYRGLIHMRECOALF is a Spanish clothing label whose
TVSHYGXW EVI QEHI JVSQ   VIG]GPIH ERH VIG]GPEFPI
materials.
The company uses plastic waste recovered from the
1IHMXIVVERIERWIEF]½WLMRKFSEXWJVSQ:EPIRGME[LMGL
W]WXIQEXMGEPP] GSPPIGX WEXYVEXIH TSP]IWXIV 4)8  [EWXI
objects during offshore trips.
In a two month-period, for example, it is possible to retrieve
4 tons of waste from the sea, including two tons of plastic
[LMGLGERFI³YTG]GPIH´8LMWTPEWXMG[EWXIMWXLIRXVERWJSVQIH
MRXS ¾EOIW MR E JEGXSV] MR 'LMZE RIEV:EPIRGME FIJSVI XLI
¾EOIWEVIQEHIMRXSXLVIEHF]XLI7TERMWLGSQTER]%RXI\
MR +MVSRE 'EXEPSRME  )GSEPJ QEOIW GSEXW W[MQ[IEV ERH
bags from this thread.
3REZIVEKIXLIGSQTER]YWIW TPEWXMG[EWXIJVSQXLI
WIEERH JVSQPERHWSYVGIW,S[IZIVMXWPSRKXIVQKSEP
MWXSYWIVIG]GPIHXLVIEHQEHI JVSQ[EWXIGSPPIGXIH
at sea, in order to “make people aware of what is happening
under the surface of the Mediterranean”.
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2.2.3 Make resources more visible and accessible
Beyond technical and economic solutions, the development of industries
XLEX KMZI RI[ PMJI XS [EWXI VIUYMVIW E WMKRM½GERX GYPXYVEP GLERKI MR SYV
relationship to waste. To effect this paradigm shift, the potential of waste as
new resources must be made visible to companies and households.

MATERIALS
Creating an outlet to replace mining activities with
eco-dumps
The company Yprema, ER MRHITIRHIRX *VIRGL 71) MW IRKEKIH MR
the processing of demolition materials, waste ashes and inert clay.
It selects, values and recycles these materials, before delivering a
½RMWLIH TVSHYGX XS GMZMP IRKMRIIVMRK ½VQW 7MRGI =TVIQE LEW
TVSZMHIH E [SVOWLST GEPPIH ±P´IWTEGI EVXMWER² MR 7IMRIIX1EVRI
which companies can have access to through a paid membership
scheme. In order to reduce the burden on public waste disposal, and
offer workers a real alternative to traditional waste disposal, this site
allows for all types of waste to be unloaded and exchanged for quality
natural and recycled materials, either in bulk or in big bags. At the site,
electric and electronic waste, construction waste, wood, glass, metals
and certain dangerous waste materials can be exchanged for recycled
QEXIVMEPW IKGSRGVIXIKVEZIP ERHREXYVEPQEXIVMEPW IKWERH 

EXCHANGE
Creating a new kind of supermarket where consumers can trade
and recycle waste
Smicval Market is an innovative waste disposal site where
consumers can recycle, donate and recuperate waste objects
to give them a second life. Opened in Vayres, near Libourne
*VERGI  SR %TVMP th, Smicval is a type of supermarket
where residents can dispose not only of waste objects, but
also of old items they no longer use, exchanging them for
objects left by other residents. What cannot be reused can
be recycled, and all for free.
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EXCHANGE
Helping Mauritians to sell, buy, exchange and swap their
goods and services
Weshare.mu is an online platform on which Mauritians can sell, buy
exchange and swap their goods and services. It was created to give
EWIGSRHPMJIXSSFNIGXWXLEXLERKEVSYRHYRYWIHMRTISTPI´WLSQIW
-R  XLI [IWLEVIQY XIEQ XSSO SR XLI QMWWMSR SJ GSRRIGXMRK
Mauritians through a “sharing economy”, in order to facilitate the
exchange of used goods and of services, both to preserve the planet
ERHMRGVIEWIMWPERHIVW´TYVGLEWMRKTS[IV
8LIVIEVIGEXIKSVMIWSJTVSHYGXWSRXLIWMXIMRGPYHMRKQYPXMQIHME
vehicles and equipment, real estate, home, children, fashion & wellbeing, hobbies and entertainment, local life and events, animals, services,
TVSJIWWMSREPIUYMTQIRXERHQSVI-RXLITPEXJSVQPMWXIHQSVI
than 13 000 adverts.
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2.2.4 Generate new materials through innovation
-RRSZEXMSRMRXLI½IPHWSJQEXIVMEPGLIQMWXV]ERHKVIIRGLIQMWXV]LEZIEPPS[IH
JSVXLII\TPSVEXMSRSJRI[QIERWSJVIG]GPMRKQSVIIJ½GMIRXTVSGIWWIWRI[
HITSWMXWSJQEXXIVERHEHHMXMSREPJYRGXMSREPMX]©8LIVIEVIQER]STTSVXYRMXMIW
developing across all sectors.

PAPER
Un-printing paper
8LI GSQTER] )TWSR LEW HIZIPSTIH PaperLab, an “un-printer”
which gives a second life to paper within companies and for printing
professionals. This machine is capable of recycling 14 sheets of A4 per
QMRYXI-RWMHIXLIQEGLMRIEXLVIIWXITTVSGIWWXEOIWTPEGITETIVMW
VIHYGIHXS½FIVWMROMWVIQSZIHERH½REPP]GLIQMGEPWEVIYWIHXS
VIGSQTSWI ½FIVW VIFMRHMRK XLIQ MR SVHIV XS XYVR XLIQ MRXS RI[
sheets of paper.
8LIXVEHMXMSREPVIG]GPMRKGMVGYMXJSVTETIVMWPSRK9WIHTETIVLEWXS
FI XVERWTSVXIH JVSQ SJ½GIW XS E VIG]GPMRK JEGXSV] FIJSVI MX GER FI
VIMRXVSHYGIHMRXSXLIGSQQIVGMEPTETIVGLEMR4ETIV0EFMW)TWSR´W
initiative to shorten this process, and re-locate the recycling process
within the workplace.This invention will also create new opportunities
with printers for local paper recycling companies.
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SPINNING
An inventive way of making thread from old socks
7MRGI*VIRGL2+3±Chaussettes Orphelines” has been
collecting, recycling and transforming old socks that would
otherwise have been thrown away. It has developed a type of
thread made from recycled socks, which can be used to make
GPSXLIW IKWSGOWW[IEXIVWERHHVIWWIW ERHMWEPWSYWIHMR
WTIGMEPGSPPIGXMSRWGVIEXIHF]XLIEWWSGMEXMSR´WJSYRHIVGVIEXIV
Marcia de Carvalho.
The clothes are designed in solidary workshops, which train
HMWEHZERXEKIHTIVWSRWJVSQXLI+SYXXIH´3VRIMKLFSYVLSSH
MR4EVMW8LIEWWSGMEXMSREPWS[SVOW[MXLTEVXRIVWXSEGGSQTER]
the apprentices when they return to work.
)RZMVSRQIRXEP GSRGIVRW EVI EPWS EX XLI LIEVX SJ XLI
EWWSGMEXMSR´W [SVO±'LEYWWIXXIW 3VTLIPMRIW² SVKERMWIW ]IEV
round collections of socks, providing it with a supply of raw
materials while also raising public awareness of the need to
reduce textile waste.
The association is funded by the sale of its clothes, which also
contributes to the revival of the spinning and knitting industries
MR*VERGIERHXSWSGMEPMRGPYWMSR-R*VERGIXSRRIWSJ
waste from clothes and shoes are produced each year,
ar, but only
XSRWEVIGSPPIGXIH

In 2017, 432M$ worth of textiles
were imported to Mauritius
(including 38M$ of re-exports) for an
export market of 819M$

TEXTILE
*LYLQJQHZOLIHWRWH[WLOH¼EHUV

The recycling of fabrics
cs is a delicat
delicate process, iin particular when it
comes to very popular mixed fabrics such as polyester and cotton.
Regenerator, SRISJXLI[MRRIVWSJXLI+PSFEP'LERKI%[EVH
has invented a circular technology which uses an environmentallyfriendly chemical to separate and regenerate these cotton polyester
QM\IWMRXSERI[GSQTPIXIP]YWEFPIXI\XMPI½FIV8LITVSGIWWFVIEOW
down the polyester, while leaving the cotton intact.
The team is now targeting industrial fashion networks outside its
S[RKISKVETLMGEPVIKMSR9RHIVETVSKVEQXSEGGIPIVEXIMRRSZEXMSR
6IKIRIVEXSV [ERXW XS WXVIRKXLIR GSR½HIRGI ERH LIPT SXLIVW
understand the importance of their research. Subsidies from the Global
'LERKI%[EVH [MPP MQTVSZI STXMQM^I ERH I\XIRH XLI 6IKIRIVEXSV
process.
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RARE EARTH METALS
Recycling highly precious rare metals
HydrométalMWEVIG]GPMRKGSQTER]FEWIHMR)RKMW &IPKMYQ 
which handles a wide range of raw materials, by-products and
complex industrial waste containing non-ferrous metals. The
hydrometallurgical treatments carried out by Hydrometal
EVIERMRZEPYEFPIEPXIVREXMZIXSXLIPERH½PPQIXLSHSJ[EWXI
HMWTSWEPERHEPWSGSRXVMFYXIWMKRM½GERXP]XSXLIHIZIPSTQIRX
of sustainable solutions for reducing consumption of natural
resources. In particular, Hydrometal has developed a method
SJ TVSHYGMRK WEPXW ERH S\MHIWGEVFSREXIW JVSQ VEVI IEVXL
metals, which are indispensable for use in wind turbines,
STXMGEP ½FIVW IPIGXVMG GEVW ERH IRIVK]WEZMRK PMKLX FYPFW
'LMREWYTTPMIW SJKPSFEPHIQERHJSVVEVIIEVXLQIXEPW

CEMENT
Using recycled plaster vs. imported gypsum in cement production
7MRGI  STS has been recycling wood, concrete, tiles, and other
GSRWXVYGXMSR WMXI QEXIVMEPW SR XLI *VIRGL MWPERH SJ 0E 6qYRMSR FYX
until recently it was not able to recycle plaster panels from demolition
and construction activities. These were either buried in special pits,
or exported. Meanwhile, a few kilometers away, the Bourbon Cement
Company was importing gypsum from Asia for its activities, which could
have been sourced from these local untreated plaster panels.
Hence the company invested in the creation of a local plaster waste
recycling chain and established a technique for sorting, grinding and
sifting plaster waste to produce a powder to be used as a substitute for
gypsum in cement manufacturing.
STS has received support from the French governmental Agency for the
)RZMVSRQIRXERH)RIVK]1EREKIQIRX %()1) ERHXLI*VIRGLREXMSREP
construction association as well as the local development agency to
cover new equipment expenses. STS also operates in partnership with
neighboring local authorities, major contractors, local industrial players
ERH+6))2 6IKMSREP+VSYTSJ)RZMVSRQIRXEPP])RKEKIH)RXIVTVMWIW 
-RWTMXISJKSZIVRERGITVSFPIQWMRXLIXIGLRMGEPWSPYXMSRTVSZMHIH
by STS has been a success and is likely to be pursued.
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nt ne resteront que si le territoire est capable de les garder, et ainsi éviter

2.2.5 Concentrate small sources of waste to generate income
One of the challenges for small territories is achieving a critical mass of
waste collected, in order to implement recycling and upgrading activities.
To this end, certain companies have turned their logistical and awarenessraising expertise into a business activity.

METALS
Exploiting ‘urban mines’
Menut Recyclage is a key player on the recycling
market in the Centre region of France. This
company specializes in the collection of scrap
metal and non-ferrous metals (such as copper,
EPYQMRYQ FVEWW ^MRG WXEMRPIWW WXIIP ERH PIEH 
from individuals, garages, artisans, industrialists,
farmers and local communities. Metals are
collected by truck, before being sorted (manually
SV QIGLERMGEPP]  TVSGIWWIH F] WLIEVMRK SV
GVYWLMRK ERHYTKVEHIH¯[MXLXLIVIG]GPIHQIXEPW
being sold to the steel industry (steelworks and
WQIPXIVW EWWIGSRHEV]VE[QEXIVMEPW

FOOD
Providing B2B expertise on recycling of unsold food
Phénix 4LqRM\ MW E *VIRGL WSGMEP IRXIVTVMWI [LMGL EWWMWXW
its professional clients (major distributors, industrialists, the
IZIRXWWIGXSV MRVIWSPZMRKTVSFPIQWSJ[EWXIVIHYGXMSRERH
VIG]GPMRK4LSIRM\SVKERM^IWXLIGSPPIGXMSRSJYRWSPHEVXMGPIW
for associations (recuperating part of the tax exemption
SR KMJXW VIGIMZIH F] XLI HMWXVMFYXSV  ERH MW EPWS HIZIPSTMRK
recycling channels for animal feed, and for the processing of
fruit and vegetables into jams, confectionery, soups, alcohol
FIIV[MRI ERHTEMRXERHWYTTP]MRKVIWXEYVERXW[LMGLSTIVEXI
ERXM[EWXITSPMGMIW4LqRM\MWHIZIPSTMRKMXWEGXMZMXMIWEGVSWWEPP
*VIRGLVIKMSRW MXLEWFVERGLIW MRSVHIVXS½RHWSPYXMSRW
for waste reduction that are as close as possible to the source
of the surplus.
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PAPER
3URYLGLQJDIXOOUHF\FOLQJVHUYLFHIRURI¼FHZDVWH
*SYRHIHMRXLIELISE group sprung from the idea that
GSPPIGXMRK ERH VIG]GPMRK SJ½GI TETIV GSYPH TVSZMHI WXEFPI
employment for people in precarious situations. By sorting
waste on-site, and using short recycling circuits in nearby
PSGEXMSRW )0-7) KYEVERXIIW QE\MQYQ PIZIPW SJ VIG]GPMRK JSV
these sources of waste, in adherence with national recycling
regulations for certain types of waste which are treated by
WTIGM½G KSZIVRQIRXEP IGSSVKERM^EXMSRW )0-7) EPWS SJJIVW
EWWSGMEXIH WIVZMGIW YRTEGOMRK HIWXVYGXMSR SJ GSR½HIRXMEP
HSGYQIRXW GPIERMRK  ERH VIG]GPIW  X]TIW SJ SJ½GI [EWXI
(including paper, cardboard, plastics, batteries, ink cartridges,
PEQTW 8LIGSQTER]LEWFVERGLIHSYXEGVSWW*VERGIWMKRMRK
franchise contracts with local structures, companies dedicated
to reintegrating unemployed workers to the workforce, and
sheltered workshops.

PLASTICS
Using innovative programs to collect non-recyclable
plastic products and re-insert them into a new production
TerraCycle eliminates the idea of waste by ‘recycling the unVIG]GPEFPI´8IVVE']GPI GSPPIGXW ERH VIG]GPIW EPP X]TIW SJ [EWXI
MRGPYHMRK JSSH TEGOEKMRK ¾EWOW JSV WXI[IH JVYMX GSWQIXMG
packaging, coffee capsules, used pens from schools, and plastic
gloves used in factories. The company works with individual
collectors (who are paid using a system of points that can be
GEWLIH MR EW KMJXW  PEVKI GSQTERMIW 71)W PSGEP FYWMRIWWIW ERH
GMXMIWMRSZIVGSYRXVMIWHMZIVXMRKFMPPMSRWSJ[EWXIMXIQWJVSQ
burial and incineration. Once collected, these items are cleaned
and melted down into hard plastic, which is then remodelled into
new, recycled products.
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Coaching residents to increase local recycling rates
Yo-Yo is a start-up which has created a system of collecting
household plastic waste door-to-door in order to recycle it.
4EVXMGMTERXWEVIMRZMXIHXSWSVXXLIMVTPEWXMG[EWXIEXLSQIERH
once bags of plastic materials are full, to bring them to their
Coach, who lives nearby. The Coach stores the bags, and those
of other neighbours taking part in the scheme, until Yoyo can
collect them. Yoyo takes them directly to a recycling factory,
where plastic bottles are transformed into new, ready-to-use
TVSHYGXW%[EXIVFSXXPIFIGSQIWEXS]ETIRSVERI[FSXXPI
)EGLJYPPFEKIEVRWXLIGSPPIGXSVTSMRXWKMZMRKXLIQHMWGSYRXW
on sporting or cultural activities, and vouchers for businesses
working in partnership with YoYo (shops, cinemas, football
GPYFW 
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FOCUS

NEW ZEALAND:
PIONEERING THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

-R2I[>IEPERHVEROIHRYQFIVSRIMRXLI;SVPH&ERO´W)EWISJ(SMRK&YWMRIWW
MRHI\6IKEVHMRKMRRSZEXMSRWMRGIXLIKSZIVRQIRXLEWFIIRHIZIPSTMRKWXVSRK
MRMXMEXMZIWEMQIHEXTVSQSXMRKFYWMRIWW6 (ERHEXMQTVSZMRKXLIIJJIGXMZIRIWWSJ
the public sector contribution.This dual culture of innovation and entrepreneurship,
anchored in the “kiwi” mentality, is illustrated by many inspiring examples of startups
[MXLMRXLIGMVGYPEVIGSRSQ],IVIMWEWIPIGXMSRSJXLIWI

%:)68%2%

produces raw materials from industrial waste, for a wide
range of industrial uses (pigments for paint, linings, plastics,
paper; nutrients for animal feed and fertilizer, drinking water
treatment, paper manufacturing, and construction materials
MRGPYHMRKGIQIRXERH[EPPTERIPW 

MINT INNOVATION
HIZIPSTWFMSQIXEPPYVKMGEPTVSGIWWIW IJ½GMIRXERH
environmentally-friendly methods of recuperating precious metals
JVSQI\MWXMRKWSYVGIW [LMGLYWIQMGVSFIWXSGSPPIGXZEPYIJVSQ
residual gases, while also limiting the impact on the environment.
The metals which undergo this recuperation process are
extracted from industrial waste such as mining residue, electronic
waste, toxic metal scraps, and recovered heavy metals.
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'0)%67-8)()130-8-32

deconstructs, rather than demolishes, houses. Wood,
historic features, and accessories are recovered, reused,
used for other purposes or recycled, allowing for a
WMKRM½GERXVIHYGXMSRMRXLIEQSYRXSJHIQSPMXMSR[EWXI
-RSVHIVXS½RHYWIWJSVQEXIVMEPWVIGSZIVIHMRXLMW[E]
'PIEVWMXI(IQSPMXMSRLEWHIZIPSTIHTEVXRIVWLMTW[MXL
¾SSVMRKWTIGMEPMWXWJYVRMXYVIQERYJEGXYVIVWVIG]GPMRK
warehouses, framework recyclers and an NGO, Habitat for
,YQERMX]4VS½XWJVSQXLIVIWEPISJVIGSZIVIHQEXIVMEPW
KSXSXLIGPMIRX[LMGLQEOIWXLMWWSPYXMSRQSVI½RERGMEPP]
advantageous than traditional demolition.

-223')284%'/%+-2+
4EGOEKMRKTVSHYGIWTPERXFEWIHHMWTSWEFPIJSSHTEGOEKMRK-X
MWXLI½VWXERHSRP]GSQTER]MR%YWXVEPEWMEXSTVSHYGISRP]
plant-based packaging.
7MRGIXLIGSQTER]LEWFIIRWYTTP]MRKE[MHIVERKI
of plant-based compostable alternatives to packaging from
petrochemical products, reducing the amount of products
XLEXIRHYTEXPERH½PPWMXIW4PEXIWERHXEOIE[E]GSRXEMRIVW
are manufactured from wheat straw, a process which creates
QYHH][EWXI[EXIV8LMWMWXLIRYWIHMRXLIGSQTER]´W[SVQ
farm. Tumblers, bowls and lids are lined with poly-lactic acid
GSVRWXEVGL [LMGLTVSHYGIW PIWWKVIIRLSYWIKEWIW
than traditional plastic linings.
To ensure that vegetable packaging at the end of its life is
diverted from the sorting chain for household waste, which
XIVQMREXIWEXPERH½PPWMXIWXLIGSQTER][SVOW[MXL
commercial composting sites throughout New Zealand to
GSQTSWXMXWTEGOEKMRK-XMWEPWSEWWSGMEXIH[MXLGEJqW
EGVSWW%YGOPERHGVIEXMRKXLI½VWXGMX]PIZIPTYFPMGGSPPIGXMSR
site for composting, where food and compostable packaging
are collected.
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JAPAN’S EXEMPLARITY WITH REGARD
TO CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL RECYCLING
(YI XS .ETER´W I\TSWYVI XS WIMWQMG VMWO
and limited access to natural resources, the
country upholds very strict regulations with
regard to construction and deconstruction.
-R  XLI .ETERIWI KSZIVRQIRX EHSTXIH E
TMSRIIVMRKEXXMXYHIXSVIG]GPMRKSJGSRWXVYGXMSR
deconstruction materials when it implemented
MXW%GXMSR 4PER SR (IEPMRK [MXL 'SRWXVYGXMSR
Byproducts, which effectively enforced recycling
of construction waste across the country to
XLI I\XIRX XLEX  XS   SJ GSRWXVYGXMSR
deconstruction waste was recycled in Japan in
 GIQIRXQYH[SSHIXG 
9RHIVXLMWPIKEPJVEQI[SVOQEXIVMEPWYWIHSRE
construction site must be sorted and referenced,
each site is required to produce a sorting report
to account for the composition of outgoing
waste. Construction companies are required by
law to reuse or recycle their waste themselves if
RSVIG]GPMRKJEGMPMX]I\MWXW[MXLMROQSJXLIWMXI
These facilities display similar equipment as their
)YVSTIERGSYRXIVTEVXW GVYWLIVWWGVIIRWIXG 
Furthermore, the government is also required
XS VIYWI GSRWXVYGXMSRHIGSRWXVYGXMSR [EWXI
and to encourage private markets to make use
of this waste too. Numerous guides have been
designed to help construction professionals
navigate these regulations, which are taught
MR WGLSSPW ERH IRJSVGIH F] LIEZ] ½RERGMEP
WERGXMSRWMRXLIIZIRXSJMPPIKEPHYQTMRK.ETER´W
WXVEXIK] MR XLI QEXXIV MW EPMKRIH [MXL XLI 6
TLMPSWSTL] 6IHYGI6IYWI6IG]GPI EHSTXIHF]
XLIGSYRXV]MR[LMGLMXEPWSTVSQSXIWXS
developing Asian countries.
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In the Japanese city of Kamikatsu, the bar
of Kamikatz Public House is made entirely
from recycled materials.

;LEXMJXLIMWPERH´WIGSRSQMG
intelligence consisted in creating value
rather than products?
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2.3 SMART ISLAND
What if economic intelligence on the island consisted of creating value rather than
TVSHYGXW#%WE³7QEVX-WPERH´1EYVMXMYW[SYPHYRHIVKSXLIXVERWMXMSRJVSQE4VSHYGX
-R¯8VEWL3YX 4-83 QSHIPXSE(EXE-R¯(EXE3YX (-(3 QSHIP6EXLIVXLER
selling products or labour the island would focus on selling know-how, and skills
[MXLWMKRM½GERXEHHIHZEPYI8LMWETTVSEGLMRGPYHIW
6ITPEGMRKXLITVSHYGXMSRSJKSSHW[MXLXLIWEPISJEYWI WIVZMGIGSRXVEGX SV
WLEVMRK GSPPEFSVEXMZITPEXJSVQ
• Creating networks for transmitting knowledge, and promoting interactions
between the people in these networks
)\TSVXMRKZEPYI[MXLSYXQEXIVMEPTVSHYGXMSRJIIWVS]EPXMIWPMGIRGIWJVERGLMWMRK
8LI FIRI½XW XLEX GER FI I\TIGXIH JVSQ E PIWW QEXIVMEP ETTVSEGL XS IGSRSQMG
HIZIPSTQIRXEVIQER]
• Better organization, the ability to collaborate in different ways in order to
vary models, and increased capacity to adapt
• Opening and participating in global knowledge networks, showcasing the
GSYRXV]´WGETEGMXMIW
• Freedom from geographical boundaries, and integration into a multi-polar
world system and the communities therein
• Limiting consumption, and the extraction of primary and secondary resources

ENTREPRENEURIAL MODELS
BASED ON SHARING
(COLLABORATION) AND
USE (RATHER THAN POSSESSION)

BLOCKCHAIN

SMART ISLAND

TECHNOLOGY

KNOWLEDGE NETWORKS
(PEER-TO-PEER,
OPEN SOURCE, ...)
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2.3.1 Entrepreneurial models based on sharing (collaboration)
and use (rather than possession)
(YIXSQEXIVMEPERHIRZMVSRQIRXEPGSRWXVEMRXWQER]MRRSZEXMZIGSQTERMIW
have moved from selling products to selling services.
In 2017, imports of household
appliances reached $17m (including
$354K of re-exports)

EQUIPMENT

Limiting consumption of equipment,
t, while generating value
through the use of equipment
Lokéo is a subsidiary of the HTM group (the parent
company of the household appliances company
&SYPERKIV 7MRGIMXLEWSJJIVIHPSRKXIVQVIRXEP
deals on household appliances, image and sound
products as well as microphones and multimedia
products. This entrepreneurial venture is born from
*VqHqVMG 'E]QEVMW 1SYPMR´W GSRZMGXMSR XLEX VIRXMRK
equipment would become one of the major purchasing
techniques of the future.
0SOqS´W GPMIRXW GER VIRX TVSHYGXW JSV XLI PIRKXL SJ
time that suits them best – between six months and
½ZI ]IEVW *SV XLI HYVEXMSR SJ XLI GSRXVEGX GPMIRXW
EPWSFIRI½XJVSQXLIGSQTPIQIRXEV]WIVZMGIWSJJIVIH
F] XLI GSQTER] LSQI MRWXEPPEXMSR EHZMGI VITEMVW
even help with IT products from specialized coaches.
Since there is no option to purchase products, at the
end of the contract all products are recuperated,
reconditioned, and re-rented or recycled if necessary.
(YIXSXLIEFWIRGISJERMRMXMEPMRZIWXQIRX [LMGLEPWS
PIEZIW GPMIRXW QSVI HMWTSWEFPI MRGSQI  XLMW W]WXIQ
promotes the purchase of superior quality, more
long-lasting products. The re-use of products, and the
maintenance services and handling included in rental
packages also extend the life expectancy of these
products, and the rental system removes incentives
for programmed obsolescence.
-RXLIWXEVXYTLEHEXYVRSZIVSJQMPPMSRIYVSW
'YVVIRXP]0SOqSLEWGSPPEFSVEXSVWLEWVIRXIHSYX
QSVIXLERTVSHYGXWERHVIGSRHMXMSRIH SJ
its products.This model, which is still a minority within
the HTM group, has demonstrated growth and high
potential ever since it was launched.
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ENERGY
Getting paid for better energy performance
)7'3W )RIVK] 7IVZMGIW 'SQTERMIW  SJJIV MRXIKVEXIH
energy services, including programs such as energy
contractualization, management of demand, and lowercost planning. Companies guarantee a reduction in
consumption and the maintenance of a lower-cost service,
and their remuneration is directly linked to the reduction
SJ XLIWI GSWXW 8LI] EPWS ½RERGI IRIVK] VIHYGXMSR
operations, and sign energy performance contracts.
Philips LightingLEWWMKRIHE³TIVJSVQERGI´GSRXVEGX[MXL
%QWXIVHEQ%MVTSVX[MXLXLIVIRSZEXMSRSJXLIEMVTSVX´W
PMKLXMRKFIMRKIRXMVIP]½RERGIHF]IRIVK]WEZMRKW

« We do not sell lamps, but light.We offer a lighting service in the
form of a performance contract to reduce energy consumption
and the rate of breakdown by monitoring buildings’ use. This has
completely transformed our models. Before, we sent products to
our clients hoping to sell them more as soon as possible. Now,
because products remain our property, and need to function for
as long as possible, we make them in a more modular way, so
that it will be easier to take them apart and repair them, or if
necessary, upgrade them as part of a circular initiative. »
*VERpSMW (EVW]  3J½GI ERH -RHYWXV] 1EVOIXIV 4LMPMTW 0MKLXMRK
(Signiffy)
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MOBILITY

Selling kilometers travelled rather than tires
Michelin is without a doubt the most iconic example
of a company that has moved from an economy of
selling products, to a functional economy based on
selling services. In one of its offers, rather than selling
the tire, Michelin sells the use of the tire, and takes
responsibility for its maintenance in order to increase
MXWPMJII\TIGXERG]8LIGSQTER]TVSZMHIWMR¾EXMSRERH
retreading services, as well as giving advice to drivers.
The life expectancy of products is thereby increased,
ERH JYIP GSWXW EVI VIHYGIH [LMGL FIRI½XW FSXL
GYWXSQIVW ERH XLI IRZMVSRQIRX  ERH 1MGLIPMR EPWS
MRGVIEWIWMXWTVS½XQEVKMRWF]WIPPMRKI\TIVXMWIMRXLI
use of its products, and associated services.

Promoting mobility and limiting fuel needs
8LI*MRRMWLWXEVXYT1EE7+PSFEP 1SFMPMX]%W%7IVZMGI 
MWETMSRIIVMRXLI½IPH9WMRKXLIGSRGITXSJQYPXM
modality, it has developed an impressive application
called Whim. On your smartphone, the application
will tell you the best route to take to get from point A
to point B, using various modes of transport including
TYFPMGERHSVTVMZEXI9WMRKMRJSVQEXMSRKEXLIVIHJVSQ
QYPXMTPIWSYVGIWERHEVXM½GMEPMRXIPPMKIRGIGETEFPISJ
calculating multiple possibilities in record time, this
application is effecting a profound transformation of
mobility. Whim also acts as a payment intermediary,
providing access to the full range of modes of transport
from a single interface, although it does not manage
payment directly with any of them.
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Extending a service developed for employees of a large
company to all island residents
Initially developed for employees of Zeop (a
GSQQYRMGEXMSRW RIX[SVO  RunDrive MW E  
community-based car-sharing service on the island
SJ0E6qYRMSR*EGIH[MXLIZIVMRGVIEWMRKXVEJ½GNEQW
SRXLIMWPERH´WVSEHW6YR(VMZIEMQWXSXEGOPI)77SV
³)QTX]7IEX7]RHVSQI´
8LITVMRGMTPIMWWMQTPIHVMZIVWTSWXXLINSYVRI]WXLI]
want to share directly to the site, and passengers can
reserve and pay directly online. The platform takes a
small share of the fee for its operating costs. An app is
also available.
6YR(VMZI [EW PEYRGLIH MR *IFVYEV]  F] >)34
ER LMWXSVMG TVSZMHIV SJ ZIV] LMKLWTIIH ½FIV STXMG
MRXIVRIXWIVZMGIWSR6IYRMSR-WPERH1SVIXLER
people are now susbcribed to its Facebook page.
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CHEMICALS
Renting consumables: gaining added value from a durable
product linked to a service
Safechem E WYFWMHMEV] SJ (S[ 'LIQMGEP MR +IVQER] LEW
developed the Safetainer system of recuperating chlorinated
solvents by avoiding loss through evaporation.These solvents
are then recycled, before being returned to clients within the
framework of rental contracts. Savings achieved through this
TVSGIWWGERFIEWQYGLEW ;MXLMR½ZI]IEVW7EJIGLIQ´W
QEVOIX WLEVI LEW TEWWIH JVSQ   XS   7SYVGI LXXT
IGSRSQMIHIJSRGXMSRREPMXIJVIRTVEXMUYIWEJIGLIQ 
%W E VIWTSRWI XS WXVMGX VIKYPEXMSRW 6)%',  QER] PEVKI
MRHYWXVMEP GLIQMGEP GSQTERMIW WYGL EW (S[ 'LIQMGEP  EW
well as Ashland, Castrol, and SafetyKleen, are rethinking their
offers, and providing clients with advice services in order to
YWIXLIMVTVSHYGXWMREQSVIIJ½GMIRXQERRIV

FOOD
Creating a network of consumers and producers
La Ruche qui dit Oui ! 8LI ,MZI XLEX WE]W=IW  MW ER SRPMRI
platform that facilitates direct sales from local producers to
GSRWYQIVW[LSQIIXVIKYPEVP]MRTSTYTQEVOIXWSV±6YGLIW²
,MZIW 8LITPEXJSVQWXEVXIHMRERHRS[SVKERMWIWEPQSWX
±,MZIW²EGVSWW)YVSTIFVMRKMRKXSKIXLIVTVSHYGIVW
ERHQIQFIVW8LVSYKLMXWSVHIVMRKW]WXIQERHXLVSYKL
fair remuneration, the platform is helping to build a more
sustainable food system.
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HOSPITALITY
“ Local as a Service ” (LaaS): an opportunity for the tourism
sector
A new market known as “ Local as a Service² 0EE7 
is emerging, which aims to bring together large numbers
of local goods and service providers on the same
digital platform (this can be offered as a complement to
EGGSQQSHEXMSRSVEWEWIVZMGIXSPSGEPGSQQYRMXMIW MR
the form of a “local package”, with payment models ranging
JVSQ±kPEGEVXI²XS½\IHTEGOEKIWERHWYFWGVMTXMSRW
Within the hotel industry a LaaS model can take the form
of an online platform providing access to a multitude of
local providers (in leisure activities, culture, heritage,
IZIRXWXVERWTSVXQSFMPMX]PSGEPTVSHYGXW IMXLIVJSVTVI
FSSOMRKSVSRWMXI ZMEERETT 
Actors in the tourism sector have recently launched
WIZIVEPMRMXMEXMZIWEPSRKXLIWIPMRIW)\TIHMEMWXEOMRKSR
a new role as a “local expert”, while Airbnb is branching
out into “local experiences”, (travel platforms, restaurant
reservation, and the reservation of activities such as
PSRKFSEVHMRK SR XLI VMZIV 7IMRI MR 4EVMW  ERH %GGSV
+VSYT´W 1IVGYVI GLEMR SJ LSXIPW LEW PEYRGLIH E±0SGEP
Stories” initiative.
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SEOUL AND THE SHARING CITY MODEL:
CONSUMING WITHOUT OWNING
Seoul, a megacity of 10 million inhabitants, has set out to become a
sharing city by creating an online platform dedicated to promoting and
facilitating shared use of both public and private resources.
)PIGXIH MR  7ISYP´W QE]SV 4EVO;SR7SSR PEYRGLIH XLI 7LEVMRK 'MX] 7ISYP
MRMXMEXMZIMRXSQEOI/SVIE´WGETMXEPGMX]ELYFSJGMVGYPEVERHJYRGXMSREPIGSRSQ]
ERH½RHWSPYXMSRWXSXLIGMX]´WGLEPPIRKIWJVSQGLVSRMGXVEJ½GGSRKIWXMSREMVTSPPYXMSR
XS WSGMEP MWSPEXMSR *SV GIRXYVMIW XVEHMXMSREP±TSSQEWM² § I\GLERKI SJ PEFSYV ¨ 
was a pilar of Korean society. Sharing City Seoul invites the citizens of Seoul to
reconnect with this tradition and gain access to assets without owning them. This
MWQEHITSWWMFPIZMEXLI7LEVI,YFSRPMRITPEXJSVQ[LMGLFVMRKWXSKIXLIVSZIV
sharing companies and organizations operating activities as varied as car pooling,
clothes retail or rental services, daily tools rental services, etc.
Sharing City Seoul is effectively laying the foundations for a new economic model
based on positive social values, allowing participating organizations and citizens to
reduce their expenses with the help of this easily accessible online platform, in a city
[LIVI SJTISTPILEZIEGGIWWXSLMKLWTIIHMRXIVRIX7LEVMRKGSQTERMIWMRZSPZIH
in Sharing City Seoul have grown rapidly and have drawn international attention to
XLMWWYGGIWWWXSV]WTYVVMRKWMQMPEVMRMXMEXMZIWIPWI[LIVIMR%QIVMGERGMXMIW
signed a pledge to become Shareable Cities.

LXXTWFMXP]/65S9=
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2.3.2 Knowledge networks (peer-to-peer, open source, ...)
Networks and peer-to-peer communities create common value through
knowledge-sharing. Bringing together talent and production within these
open communities leads to a change in perspective, since members can
½PPMRXLIKETWMRXLIMVTIIVW´ORS[PIHKI8LMWETTVSEGLWIIQWTEVXMGYPEVP]
TIVXMRIRXJSVERMWPERH[LIVIEGGIWWXS6 (I\TIVXMWIERHWOMPPWQE]FI
more limited.

ONLINE
Crowdsourcing R&D
Founded in Canada, Sensorica LXXT[[[WIRWSVMGEGS
MWERSTIRWSYVGI³GSQQYRMX]PEFSVEXSV]´'SRXVMFYXSVW
GVIEXIWGMIRXM½GGSRXIRXERHTVSHYGXW[LMGLEVIXLIR
rated by peers. Companies and entrepreneurs are free
XSYWIXLMWORS[PIHKIERHWSQISJXLITVS½XWJVSQXLMW
resource are returned to the contributors.

Sharing the knowledge required to manufacture all kinds of
objects via an open source design platform
Open Source Ecology is a network of engineers and
farmers who have developed a set of open source
FPYITVMRXWJSVXLIJEFVMGEXMSRSJXLIQSWXMQTSVXERX
industrial machines required for modern civilization to
I\MWX[MRHQMPPWSZIRWFYPPHS^IVWGSQFMRILEVZIWXIVW
sawmills, etc.
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Computer programming courses for unemployed youth and
people in the process of changing careers

Simplon offers free, intensive professional training to
help the unemployed become developers and data
artisans (working with websites, mobile applications,
MRXIKVEXSVW HMKMXEP VIJIVIRXW ERH IGSQQIVGI 
Simplon has created an active teaching method where
the student is confronted with real scenarios in both
individual and group contexts. Group work is a central
element of the apprenticeship, and the student is
helped and assessed by his or her peers.
8LI 7MQTPSR EHZIRXYVI FIKER MR  [LIR XLI
company was launched by Frédéric Bardeau, Andrei
:PEHIWGY3PX ERH )V[ER /I^^EV -RWTMVIH F] XLI
bootcamps which were springing up all around the
Q]XLMGEP 7MPMGSR:EPPI] 7MQTPSR´W JSYRHIVW WIX SYX XS
create a similar training facility in France which would
be more inclusive of women and of people from
different backgrounds and countries, as well as free
SJGSWX3RGIXLIGSQTER]´W1SRXVIYMPLIEHUYEVXIVW
LEH FIIR FSYKLX ERH VIJYVFMWLIH XLI ½VWX GPEWW SJ
30 people of 17 different nationalities arrived that
3GXSFIV -R  7MQTPSR FVERGLIH SYX XS SXLIV
locations in France, before extending its model to the
MRXIVREXMSREPPIZIP%GIRXIV[EWSTIRIHMR6SQERME
MR[MXL&VYWWIPW0IFERSRXLI-ZSV]'SEWXERH
South Africa following suit. As part of the social and
solidarity economy, Simplon is focused on its social
mission, and has social impact indicators which allow
the company to monitor the direct and indirect results
of its work.
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IN REAL LIFE
Developing pro-innovation spaces –
“CONNECTING AND EMPOWERING YOU TO EXCEL”
7IEXWQIIXWTIGMEPM^IWMRIRVMGLMRK±WSGMEPGETMXEP²XLVSYKL
MXW ±7IVIRHMTMX] 1EGLMRI² ETTPMGEXMSR 7IEXWQIIX MW E
network of innovative spaces around the world which
GSQFMRIMRGYFEXSVWGS[SVOMRKWTEGIWERHIZIRXW71
MWFEWIHSREWMQTPIMHIETISTPI[LSGSQIXSGS[SVO
agree to share their knowledge, and in exchange they
TE] RSXLMRK JSV XLI WTEGI8LIWI WTEGIW EVI ½RERGIH F]
companies who pay for the rental of the meeting rooms.
8LI³7IVIRHMTMX] 1EGLMRI´ ETTPMGEXMSR GSRRIGXW YWIVW SJ
XLIWIWTEGIW-RXLIRIX[SVOPMWXIHWTEGIWMR
GMXMIWEGVSWWGSYRXVMIW
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2.3.3 Blockchain technology
The example of local energy micro-networks
With the explosion of cyber currencies, one technology in particular has caught the
attention of banks and companies across all sectors, particularly those specialized in
XLITVSHYGXMSRSJKVIIRIRIVK]FPSGOGLEMRXIGLRSPSK]
Cyber currencies are based on a kind of “public accounts book”, in which every
transaction is recorded in order to rule out the posssibility of embezzlement. This
WIGYVIHIGIRXVEPM^IHHEXEFEWIEPPS[WJSVXLIGVIEXMSRSJ³WQEVXGSRXVEGXW´TVSKVEQW
which automatically trigger actions under certain conditions.This protocol permits the
GSRWXVYGXMSRSJEPPOMRHWSJWIVZMGIWHIGIRXVEPM^IHXVERWEGXMSRWIPIGXVSRMGZSXMRKJYXYVI
W]WXIQWSJIPIGXVSRMGGIVXM½GEXMSRWXSGOI\GLERKITYVGLEWIWERH©XLII\GLERKIERH
production of electricity.
It is therefore possible to bring together residents in a district on a blockchain (whether
SVRSXMXMWEWWSGMEXIH[MXLERIPIGXVSRMGGYVVIRG] XSEPPS[XLIQXSTVSHYGIVIRI[EFPI
energy. They can then exchange electricity at cost price, according to their needs.
8LIWI I\GLERKIW EVI VIKYPEXIH F]³WQEVX GSRXVEGXW´ [LMGL GIVXMJ] XLEX XLSWI [LS
request access to energy have the right to it, and those who provide it have the
capacity to do so.This kind of system helps to limit use of the national energy network,
WMRGIMXYWIWIPIGXVMGMX]TVSHYGIHF]VIWMHIRXW´WSPEVTERIPWMRWXIEH
In New York, some sixty residents in a district share green energy through the Brooklyn
Microgrid project 7MRGI  VIWMHIRXW LEZI FIIR TVSHYGMRK WSPEV IRIVK] ZME
TLSXSZSPXEMGTERIPWMRSVHIVXSI\GLERKIERHVIWIPPMXXLVSYKLXLI44FPSGOGLEMR
8LMWQMGVSKVMH EQMGVSRIX[SVOSJPSGEPIRIVK] MWWYTTSVXIHF]XLI7XEXISJ2I[
York and Siemens, and was developed by TransActive Grid. The cooperative brings
together two companies, one specialized in the development of energy networks, the
SXLIV MR &MXGSMR -XW EMQ MW XS PMQMX EW QYGL EW TSWWMFPI VIWMHIRXW´ YWI SJ IPIGXVMGMX]
from traditional providers. The money generated by the sale of energy remains within
the community, and loss through leakage during transport is also reduced. On the
)XLIVMYQTPEXJSVQIRIVK]I\GLERKIWMRVIEPXMQIEVIQEREKIHF]EWQEVXGSRXVEGX
with no human or economic intermediary, and according to the quantity of electricity
TVSHYGIHERHVIWMHIRXW´RIIHW
“ By going through a local provider, who turns out to be my neighbor on the other side
SJXLIWXVIIXXLIQSRI]VIQEMRWMRXLIGSQQYRMX]ERHXLIFIRI½XWXSXLIIRZMVSRQIRX
are tangible. Moreover, when I buy green energy from my neighbor, I encourage other
neighbours to install solar panels on their roofs”, Bob Robert Sauchelli, a Brooklyn
VIWMHIRXXSPH*VIRGLHEMP]RI[WTETIV0IWfGLSWMR
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Brooklyn Microgrid, a project for green
energy-sharing via P2P, has been
operational since 2016
Credit : Brooklyn Microgrid
Brooklyn Microgrid has become an icon of green energy-sharing through blockchain
XIGLRSPSK]8LI TVSNIGX LEW MRWTMVIH QER] WMQMPEV MRMXMEXMZIW  MR XLI 9RMXIH 7XEXIW
EPSRI GSRXVMFYXMRKXSXLIKVEHYEPHIQSGVEXM^EXMSRSJKVIIRIRIVK]YWIMRXLI9RMXIH
States and across the world.
8LI 7YRGLEMR WXEVXYT´W EQFMXMSR MW XS ±GMVGYPEXI WSPEV IRIVK] SR TYFPMG IPIGXVMGMX]
distribution networks” by creating “new models for the production and consumption
SJKVIIRERHMRXIPPMKIRXIRIVK]²8SXLMWIRHMXLEWGVIEXIHMXWS[R³TVMZEXIFPSGOGLEMR´MR
SVHIVXSTVSQSXI³GSPPIGXMZIWIPJGSRWYQTXMSR´ERHIRIVK]I\GLERKIWFIX[IIRFYMPHMRKW
±6EXLIVXLERWIPPMRKXLII\GIWWSJIRIVK]TVSHYGIHF]EFYMPHMRKMXMWQSVIMRXIPPMKIRXXS
transfer it to another building. That way, at the level of an eco-district, self-consumption
is pooled, no matter where the solar panels are installed”, the company states on its
website.
Blockchain technology is a valuable tool for measuring, storing and certifying information
SRHMJJIVIRXIRIVK]¾S[W KVIIRERHRSRKVIIR [MXLSYXYWMRKERI\XIVREPTVSZMHIVERH
MXEPWSEPPS[WJSVXLIVIPIEWISJPSGEPIRIVK]HITSWMXWERHIRLERGIWIRIVK]WIPJWYJ½GMIRG]
in cities and on islands.
7SYVGI*EFMIR7S]I^
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A P P E N D I X : M E T H O D O LO G I C A L N OT E
,S[MWXLIPSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGX SVTMRFEPPIJJIGX QIEWYVIH#
8LIPSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGXVI¾IGXWEGSYRXV]´WGETEGMX]XSHYVEFP]GMVGYPEXI[IEPXLMRNIGXIH
JVSQEFVSEH[MXLMRMXWIGSRSQ]%GSYRXV]´WMRGSQIMWXLITVSHYGXSJMXWI\XIVREPMRGSQI
I\TSVXW GETMXEP ERH PEFSYV VIZIRYIW  ERH MXW PSGEP QYPXMTPMIV IJJIGX%W [MXL E KEQI SJ
pinball, scoring highly requires that a player maintain the ball in the game as long as possible
and circulate it with the help of impulse mechanisms that maintain and direct it (away from
XLIJEXEPI\MX WSEWXSMRGVIEWIXLIWGSVIERH[MRI\XVEFEPPW SVGVIHMXW [LMGLMRXYVR
EPPS[XSI\XIRHXLIKEQIERHMRGVIEWIXLI½REPWGSVI8LIPSGEPQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGX[SVOW
MRXLII\EGXWEQI[E]I\XIVREPMRGSQIIRXIVWPSGEPIGSRSQMGGMVGYMXWGMVGYPEXIW[MXLMR
them (in particular if the economy is diverse and features impulse mechanisms such as
FEROMRKGVIHMX KIRIVEXIWPSGEPMRGSQIERHLIRGIJYVXLIVG]GPIWSJTSXIRXMEPWTIRHMRKZME
LSYWILSPHSVTYFPMGWIGXSVI\TIRHMXYVIERHMRZIWXQIRXW I\XVEFEPPW 
Creating an accurate model to represent these mechanisms is a complex task, as the model
QYWX MPPYWXVEXI MRGSQMRK SYXKSMRK ERH GMVGYPEXMRK ¾S[W FIX[IIR EPP FYWMRIWW ERH RSR
business entities on the island. The theoretical framework known as “Input-Output tables”
SV-3XEFPIW [LMGLEVIYWIHMRERYQFIVSJGSYRXVMIWXSIWXEFPMWLREXMSREPEGGSYRXMRK
EPPS[WXSVITVSHYGIXLIWI¾S[WWIGXSVF]WIGXSV XLILIEVXSJER]MRTYXSYXTYXXEFPIMW
made of a rectangular table tracing the full range of exchanges between buying sectors and
WYTTPMIV WIGXSVW 8S HEXI X[S WXEXMWXMGEP WSYVGIW TVSZMHI -3 XEFPIW JSV 1EYVMXMYW *MVWXP]
7XEXW 1EYVMXMYW [LSWI PEXIWX ZIVWMSR SJ 1EYVMXMYW´ -3 XEFPI [EW IWXEFPMWLIH JSV XLI ]IEV
ERHMWRS[SYXHEXIH1SVISZIVMRXLMW-3XEFPIMRGSQMRKSYXKSMRK¾S[WXSERHJVSQ
foreign countries are not broken down per sector, therefore it does not allow to establish
EQSHIPSJ1EYVMXMYW´MRTYXSYXTYX¾S[W8LI)36%HEXEFEWI [LMGLGSZIVWWIGXSVW 
MW IWXEFPMWLIH TIV GSYRXV] MRGPYHMRK 1EYVMXMYW FEWIH SR XLI;83´W MRXIVREXMSREP XVEHI
WXEXMWXMGWEW[IPPEWREXMSREPWXEXMWXMGWSJJIVMRKEQSVIVIGIRX-3XEFPIJSVXLI]IEV
However, this IO table features a number of incoherencies, in particular due to the fact that
VII\TSVXWVIMQTSVXWEVIMRGPYHIHMR)36%´WQSHIPXLSYKLXLIWI¾S[WHSRSXEGXYEPP]
IRXIVXLIMWPERH´WREXMSREPIGSRSQMGGMVGYMXW[LMGLMR¾YIRGIWERYQFIVSJ½KYVIW
For this reason, we set out to establish our own ad hoc IO table for Mauritius for the
]IEVXLI]IEVJSV[LMGLXLIQSWXQEGVSIGSRSQMGHEXE[EWEZEMPEFPIJVSQSJ½GMEP
WSYVGIW8SXLMWIRH[IGVIEXIHEL]FVMHQSHIPFEWIHSR)36%´W-3XEFPI QEOMRKYWI
MRTEVXMGYPEVSJ)36%´WIWXMQEXIHEZIVEKIFILEZMSVWSJWIGXSVWLSYWILSPHWEW[IPPEWXLI
TYFPMGWIGXSV [LMGL[IIRLERGIHERHFEPERGIHSYXYWMRKHEXEJVSQ7XEXW1EYVMXMYWWYGL
as sectorial statistics (employment, production, weight and distribution of added value per
WIGXSV HIXEMPIHMQTSVXI\TSVXHEXETIVTVSHYGX XS[LMGL[IWYFXVEGXIHVII\TSVXVI
MQTSVXHEXE EW[IPPEWWXEXMWXMGWGSRGIVRMRKLSYWILSPHMRGSQIWTIRHMRKMRZIWXQIRXWERH
KSZIVRQIRXMRGSQIWTIRHMRK8LI-3XEFPI[ILEZIIWXEFPMWLIH[MXLXLMWQIXLSHHMWTPE]W
ER IVVSV QEVKMR [MXL VIKEVH XS MXW GETEGMX] XS EGGYVEXIP] VITVSHYGI 1EYVMXMYW´ QENSV
QEGVSIGSRSQMG¾S[W SJPIWWXLER 
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Table Input-Output - Mauritius 2015

Households, Public
administrations, investments

26 SECTORS (BUYERS)

26 SECTORS
(SUPPLIERS)

26 SECTORS
(SUPPLIERS)

Expor ts
LOC AL PURCHASING

IMPORTS

LOC AL
PURCHASING

IMPORTS

Use of added value
(salaries, tax, profit,…)

8LMW-3XEFPITVSZMHIWEREGGYVEXIERHGSQTVILIRWMZIZMI[SJ1EYVMXMYW´IGSRSQMG¾S[W
JSVXLI]IEV,S[IZIVMXTVSZMHIWSRP]EWRETWLSXSJXLIWI¾S[WJEMPMRKXSMHIRXMJ]
GIVXEMRSJXLIMWPERH´WIGSRSQMGH]REQMGWMRTEVXMGYPEV[LIRMXGSQIWXSYRHIVWXERHMRKXLI
trajectory of foreign wealth injected into Mauritius and assessing the successive cycles of
WTIRHMRKMXKIRIVEXIWEWXLMW[IEPXLGMVGYPEXIW[MXLMRXLIMWPERH´WIGSRSQ]MREVMTTPIIJJIGX
For this reason, it was necessary to break down this trajectory and analyze the creation of
income every step of the way.
3YV½VWXXEWO[EWXSEREP]^IXLIJYPPVERKISJIGSRSQMG¾S[WIRXIVMRKXLIMWPERHJVSQ
I\TSVXWERHZEVMSYWOMRHWSJMRGSQI PEFSYVGETMXEPMRXIVREXMSREPEMH %GSQTVILIRWMZI
WRETWLSXSJXLIMWPERH´WMRXIVREXMSREPMRGSQI[EWIWXEFPMWLIHYWMRKXLIMWPERH´WFEPERGISJ
TE]QIRXW I\GPYHMRKSJJWLSVI¾S[W XSYVMWQWXEXMWXMGW MRGPYHMRKWTIRHMRKJVSQXSYVMWQ 
ERHEHIXEMPIHEREP]WMWSJI\TSVXW TIVTVSHYGX 7IGSRHP]XLIMQTEGXWSJXLIWI¾S[WSJ
MRGSQI[IVIFVSOIRHS[REXIEGLG]GPISJWTIRHMRKKIRIVEXIH[MXLMRXLIMWPERH´WIGSRSQ]
An IO table provides an overview of all “production functions” for each sector in addition
to average spending behaviors for households and the public sector, as well as an average
FVIEOHS[R SJ MRZIWXQIRXW 'SRWIUYIRXP] MX EPPS[W XS WMQYPEXI E GSQTER]´W WXERHEVH
behavior as well as that of its supply chain, to predict the proportion of additional production
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generated which will create more income and to simulate spending and investment that
this additional income will induce and then measure the ripple effect, thus providing an
IWXMQEXISJXLIEQSYRXSJEHHMXMSREPMRGSQI[LMGLGERXLIRFIVIMRNIGXIHMRXSXLIMWPERH´W
IGSRSQMGGMVGYMXW©ERHWSSRERHWSJSVXLYRXMPXLIPIZIPSJMRGSQIVIEGLIW-RE]IEVMX
MWIWXMQEXIHXLEXMRXIVREXMSREPMRGSQIIRXIVMRK1EYVMXMYWKSIWXLVSYKLWYGLWTIRHMRK
G]GPIW EW MX GMVGYPEXIW [MXLMR XLI MWPERH´W IGSRSQ] VIUYMVMRK ETTVS\MQEXIP]  WXITW SJ
EREP]WMWXSGSQTPIXIWYGLEWXYH]%WMQMPEVWXYH][EWGSRHYGXIHJSVXLI]IEVW
ERHXSJSPPS[XLIIZSPYXMSRSJXLIQYPXMTPMIVIJJIGX

STATISTICAL SOURCES USED IN THIS STUDY
STATS MAURITIUS
(MKIWX2EXMSREP%GGSYRXWSJ1EYVMXMYW
(MKIWXSJ)\XIVREP8VEHI7XEXMWXMGW
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,SYWILSPH&YHKIX7YVZI]
(MKIWXSJ-RXIVREXMSREP8VEZIPERH8SYVMWQ

DIGEST OF LABOUR STATISTICS 2015
/I]-RHMGEXSVWSJXLI0EFSYV1EVOIX  
(MKIWXSJ4YFPMG*MRERGI7XEXMWXMGW
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LXXTWXEXWQEYVMXMYWKSZQYSVK
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&EPERGISJ4E]QIRXW*SYVUYEVXIVWERH=IEV
www.bom.mu

WORLD BANK
;SVPH(IZIPSTQIRX-RHMGEXSVW ;(World Bank national accounts data
LXXTWHEXE[SVPHFEROSVKMRHMGEXSV

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (IMF)
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EORA GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN DATABASE
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LXXT[SVPHQVMSGSQ
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